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Introduction
"A gentle way to God" aptly names a key element in the
spirituality of Francis Libennann CSSp. In today's language we
might call it the "no-hassle" approach to the following of Christ.
Filled with a sense of God's absolute love and absolute dominion
over the world, Libennann describes a response to God's offer of
friendship based on absolute trust. The Father revealed by Jesus;
Abba, Papa, plans, provides, challenges, tests and cares for his
children . What is the background to thi s app roach to
discipleship?
The internal refonn of the Catholic Church in France in the
17th century gave birth to a fresh movement in the spiritual life.
This bore fruit in varied ways, among them the lives of many
saints, mystics and evangelists. Traditional religious orders,
each with their own distinctive outlook, played a significant role
in this development.
While drawing on this deep current of spirituality flowing
from the Christian past, French Catholics evolved their own
approach to the following of Jesus, sometimes called "the French
School of Spirituality". The word school may not be the best
name to give to a spontaneous movement of the Spirit which
touched the lives of people as diverse as Sts Francis de Sales,
Vincent de Paul, Jean Eudes, Jean Baptiste de la Salle, Jean
Jacques Oller, Cardinal de Berulie. These committed Christians
were separated in space, lime and the nature of their Christian
mission. Nonetheless cenain common characteristics emerge
which to some degree warrant the tenn "school of spirituality".
Among these we may note the following:
• an emphasis on the primacy of God's grace rather than
human effon in the pursuit of holiness. Thus in opposition to
Trappist penance little stress was laid on worlcs of mortification;
• as opposed to Jesuit devotion to the acquisition of virtue,
more weight is attached to the simple contemplation of Christ's
life • virtue acquired more by osmosis than by effon;
• as distinct from a Franciscan cult of poveny, the providential
circumstances of life as married lay person, or celibate pastor are
accepted and the beatitudes lived within that framework;
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- unlike I.he Dominican tradition less irnponance is anached to
an accurate scientific l.heology l.han an experiential knowledge of
God gained in prayer and faithful discipleship;
- as against a Cannelite pursuit of contemplative prayer, more
attention is paid to an active union with God in daily life with
prayer its "natural" fruit;
- over and against the monastic "cenobitic" tradition of
community life, French saints and spiritual teachers held that
profound communion with Christ can be achieved in a parish
presbytery or a family home. One reason for this was their
central belief in Lhe indwelling of Christ in the heart of the
faithful.
This distinctiveness does not imply conflict between these
traditions. Rather they reflect the diversity of charismatic gifts
St Paul speaks of to the Corinthians (I Cor 12: 4-11) whose
mutual influence enriches each other and builds up the Body of
Christ The older religious orders played a significant role in the
17th century revival of French Catholicism. Some of I.he best
known exponents of the French School were Jesuits. The
greatest living model was the 191.h century girl saint Therese of
Lisieux. Her "little way" of spiritual childhood was a truly
gentle way to God albeit lived in the austere circumstances of a
Carmelite convent.
Most aspects of Christian life were in recession in I.he latter pan
of the 18th century. Tiris decline reached its lowest point in the
French Revolution. The Revolution destroyed many of the
institutions of Frenc h Catholicism but it also purified the Church,
stri pping away medieval acc retions of wealth, power and
privilege. In this sense it opened the way to inner renewal and a
replenishing of spi ritual energies. The post-revolutionary e ra
saw new growth in evangelical activity, social involvement and
I.he search for union wil.h God. Among I.hose who contributed to
this reformation Francis Libermann stands out as one who
grasped the fundamental principles of the spiritual life as
explained by the great masters of the 17th century, giving them
fresh expression in the idiom of his own age. At times the words
used by Francis Libermann sound extreme to modem ears.
"Nature" is spoken of as if a main source of evil in our lives. By
"nature" here is not meant creation as such, the work of God's
hands, but our human nature, insofar as it is affected by original
sin and, therefore, in rebellion against God. "God is all, man is
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nothing", "We must allow ourselves to be annihilated in the love
of Christ", "We must be immolated on the altar of God's love become a total holocaust - victims of divine love" - these
expressions and others like them must be understood as the
rhetoric of the period . What they s tand for in present day
language is full and total commitment to God. the complete gift
of ourself to the Lord. At the risk of putting some readers off,
this rhetoric has been retained in cenain passages to preserve the
period flavour of Libermann 's original texts.
Francis Libennann was born at Saveme in Alsace. France, on
12 April 1802, "of the race of lsrael. .. a Hebrew born of Hebrew
parents" (Phil 3:5). Like St. Paul, he was brought up in the
Jewis h faith; like St. Paul too, he had his road to Damascus: an
interior lightning-flash that showed him the Christian faith. He
was baptised at 24 years of age. Feeling called to the priesthood
with the very grace of his baptism, he entered the seminary in
Paris. Nervous disorders and then epilepsy held him up on the
eve of his ordination to the subdiaconate. nus was a major trial.
He was kept at the seminary out of charity to do messages and
help in the garden for the next six years. In these six years his
holiness and wisdom and special gift of discernment led to his
becoming spiritual director to many seminarians and some of the
staff. Next his services were requested for the Eudist noviciate at
Rennes in Brittany where he experienced failure, spiritual
darkness and complete abandonment by God.
At this juncture he was shown the place destined for him in
the Church: be would be the founder of a missionary institute for
the salvation of Black Africa! The obstacles disappeared one by
one. His health improved, he was ordained priest, and soon the
first missionaries set out. For the next ten years he was to be
leader and organiser of a huge apostolic enterprise for the benefit
of the most abandoned.
Worn out, he died on 2 February 1852 , but the adventurous
enterprise goes on; thousands of Spiritans have walked as
missionaries in his footsteps.

x
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Francis Libennann 's writings were all occasional and not
meant for publication. lhey have been collected as follows:

The Commentary on St. John's Gospel (CS]), unfinished.
The Spiritual utters (LS), four volumes of letters highly
valued and preserved by his correspondents.
The Notes and Docwnerus (ND), relating to his life and work,
thineen volumes.
A volume of Spiritual Writings (ES), comprising meditations,
talks, instructions on prayer, reflections on lhe episcopacy, and
above all hi s instructions to missionaries ; along with a
Supplement (ES.S) edited separately.

The Gloss, a series of commentaries on the Provisional Rule
gathered together by one of his novices, Laonurien.
From these writings emerges a doctrine that is wholly
informed by the interior experience of a life consecrated to God
and dedicated to the poor. A striking, balanced synthesis of
divine action and human co-operation is achieved. This Jew
according to the Gospel is a genuine witness of both the faith of
his fathers and faith in Jesus Christ; he becomes herald of God
the Merciful, the Ultimate and the All . Since he belongs to the
anawim, the poor of Yahweh, he can clearly demonstrate all
sides of what it means to place oneself wholly in the hands of the
Merciful One, the Transcendent One. the Redeemer of all, to be
used for his glory and the coming of the Kingdom . Out of his
personal experience and the advice that comes through in his
writings, a whole path of holiness takes shape, from the first
manifestations of the Lord's merciful tenderness to a person,
until the final point of divine union. Therefore it will be fitting
to let him speak for himself as much as possible.
The different stages of the journey are marked out for all those
who want to become holy - lay people, men and women
religious, priests - as well as for all those who sincerely want to
make sense of their lives . There is the Lord's first glance of
mercy, the call, the purification, life io the Holy Spirit, the night
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of the soul, entry into the promiseti land of definitive union with
the Blessed Trinity, in communion with the apostolic mystery of
ChrisL A noteworthy point about Francis Libennann is that bis
thought, which is nourished by experience, addresses itself to
active men and women engaged in their everyday tasks or
ministry. This emphasises the universal vocation to holiness in
the specific apostolate of each person:

Brian Gogan CSSp
General Editor
Spiritan Roots
• This introduction extends one written by the author.

CHAPTER ONE

I am the Lord Your God (Ps 81:10)

Hear, 0 Israel! The lord Our God is One lord

(Deut 6:4)

Jacob, fifth child of Rabbi Lazarus Libennann, was born in the
house beside the synagogue his father served. It seems that a
Jewish colony spread throughout Alsace as a consequence of a
persecution of Jews who were established in Poland. Some
fam ilies took root in Saveme and, according to custom, settled
along the river because it provided fish and was convenient for
ritual washings . Jacob and his brothers played near the
picturesque water-mill that the present inhabitants of Saveme
recall nostalgically. At that time the Jewish quarter comprised a
small community of about two hundred and fifty. They had been
a separate class of French citizens since the 1789 Revolution,
exercising the trades their industrious spirit made lucrative or
living off various business enterprises.
New imperial decrees were about to make military service and
the French language compulsory. They would also subject the
rabbis to the public authorities, in order to draw them into the
social life of the nation. The austere rabbi of Saveme refused
this integration, which be saw as a threat to the Jewish race and
faith. A wind of rationalism was already blowing through his
emancipated fellow-Jews of Strasbourg. He wished to protect
his family and little community from all contamination. He
refused to learn French or teach it in his school; in this way his
children and neighbourhood would be hermetically sealed off
from all outside influence. He was single-minded and sincere, a
"just man" who was to leave after him an undisputed memory for
uprightness and charity in his own Jewish surroundings and
among the people of Saveme. both Catholic and Protestant.
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Rabbi Libermann felt he was commissioned by the God of his
fathers to safeguard the wavering faith of the Jewish community.
He hoped to hand on his prophetic fervour, along with his
immense knowledge of the Bible and Talmud, to one of his sons.
Jacob seemed to be the chosen son; his father's hopes would rest
on him . Yekl, as he affectionately called Jacob, was a shy,
gentle boy, tense, sensitive, devout, of precocious intelligence
and sharp memory. The language of family and neighbourhood
was exclusively Yiddish, an Alsatian Jewish dialect. This was
the only language Jacob spoke - along with literary Hebrew until he was twenty years old. The irascible rabbi was frightened
by the slide towards the surrounding liberalism of the young
Jewish elite. He trained his own children and those of his school
according to the rigorous principles of strict Jewish observance,
sheltering them from all wicked outside influences and
inculcating a deep distrust of all that was Christian. There is a
wellknown story of how young Yekl was struck with terror one
day when, at a turning on a pathway, he found himself face to
face with a Catholic priest returning from the graveyard in
soutane and surplice. He ran and hid in a nearby shop, trembling
with fear as he took shelter under the counter.
Jacob lost his mother, the gentle Lea, when he was eleven.
The event left its deep mark on his delicate sensitivity. Little by
little, Yekl mastered the reading and writing of Hebrew and
memorised the first five books of the Bible. At thineen years
and a day, in accordance with the tradition , he attained his
majority and shared in the life of the synagogue. He began the
study of the Talmud, that bewildering conglomeration of Hebrew
culture, law and wisdom. Under the rabbi's competent direction
he excelled beyond compare. Manifestly, he was destined to
become the rabbi 's successo r and perpetuate the family
reputation.
Yekl was remarkable above all for his extraordinary goodness
as a youth. "Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord. You
shall have no other Gods before me" (Deut 6:4; 5:7). God's
mercy and absoluteness imbued his whole being. He was
immersed in the Jewish faith, a sense of sacredness and the
intimacy of the Eternal; he was sure of the spiritual supremacy of
his people, and had a keen sense of God's universal dominion as
well as a profound attachment to the Israelite community.
Ceremonies, prayers and blessings marked his days, especially
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the s abbath, when the hope of the Messiah Liberator and the
glorification of Jerusalem, destined to become the religious and
social centre of the whole world, was evoked. Fmally, be was a
young man with a heart of gold, attracting everyone's friendship
and in particular that of the many needy people whom the rabbi's
generosity drew to his house, where they were given food and
shelter.
It is easy to recall all this history as one stands today beside
the monument his compatriots have recently erected at the
entrance to a wide modern street, called the Street of the
Synagogue; this was the main street of the Jewish quarter, and on
it was the Libermann home.
OUl of the Depths I Cry to Thee, 0 Lord!
(Ps 130)

Later in his life, Francis Libermann said:
''I was about twenty then... My father, who was a distinguished
rabbi ... decided to send me to Metz to complete my studies. His
interest in doing this was not so much to have me acquire
knowledge which I could cenainly have had just as well from
himself; it was rather to give me an occasion of making known
my own skill and talents and of making a name among the rabbis
who come in big numbers to that town to further their education.
He gave me letters of introduction to two professors of the
Israelite School, one of whom had been his student and the other
his friend. The former received me with a haughtiness and
disdain that wounded me deeply and caused me to give up seeing
him after the first few days. The latter, because I had begun to
study French and even Latin, showed himself harsh and reserved
towards me; he bullied me all the time and had nothing but badtempered words for me. At this stage the action of providence
began to make itself felt. God wished to draw me out of the
error in which I was plunged; he was preparing my heart by
bringing me to experience vexations and rebuffs I had been far
ftom expecting." (ND I 60-61)
At that same time Jacob made the acquaintance of a young
Cacholic of Metz called Jean Titescher who was to become his
friend and initiate him into French, Latin and Greek. Doubts
began to take hold of him. How could God have chosen only
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one people on earth and work so many miracles for them and
leave all the others wallowing in ignorance? Why were there no
more prophets today? As for the Talmudic subtleties of his
teachers, they only provoked supreme disgust in him, which the
letters of denunciation his teachers sent surreptitiously to his
father about him did nothing to lessen. Then the conversion of
his brother Samson, whom he trusted greatly, added to hi s
confusion:
"Meanwhile my elder brother had just passed over to
Christianity. At fi rst I attributed his step to natural motives.
Relative to Judaism, I considered he was in about the same
position as myself, but I blamed him for upsetting my family by
his renunciation. Still 1 did not fall out with him; we even kept
up a correspondence at this time. I began it by a letter in which
I reproached him somewhat for his move, and let him know my
thoughts on the Bible miracles. I said, among other things, that
God 's conduct would be i nexplicable if God's miracles were
true. It was inconceivable that God would have worked so many
of them for our idolatrous and prevaricating fathers, while he
worked no more for their children, who had served him for so
long with perfect fidelity. I concluded by rejecting those earlier
miracles as an invention of our ancestors' imagination and
credulity." (NDI 62)
From "deep sadness" he passed to "religious indifference",
then to "a complete absence of faith". "I no longer believe in the
Bible," he wrote to Samson.
"About this time, one of my fellow students showed me a
book in unpointed Hebrew, which he could not read because he
was only beginning the study of Hebrew. I went through il
quickly; it was the Gospel translated into Hebrew. I was very
struck by this reading. Nevenheless, there again the many
miracles Jesus worked put me off. I set about reading
Rousseau's Emile. Who would have imagined that this work, so
apt to shake a believer's faith, would be one of the means God
used to lead me to the true religion? The passage that struck me
occurs in the Profession of Faith of the Savoy Priest: 'If the life
and death of Socrates are those of a wise man, the life and death
of Jesus are those of a God... None of the Jewish authors would
ever have found that style and that moral conviction; and the
Gospel contains such strikingly true characters, so perfectly
imitable, that the inventor of them would be more surprising than
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the hero' (Emile, Book IV, vol. II). There Rousseau gives his
reasons for and against Christ's divinity and he concludes with
these words: 'I have been unable to find out as yet what an
Amsterdam rabbi would say to that. ' To this challenge I could
not help admitting in my heart that neither did I see a reply."
(NOi 63)
A Jewish friend advised him to go to Paris to see Mr Drach.
Drach had been director of the modem Jewish School of Paris
and had become a Christian. "Miraculou sly ", says Jacob
Libermann, "I obtained my father's permission to make the
journey to Paris." It happened like this. He went back to
Saveme, where the rabbi received him with great affection, but
hastened to question him about his studies and put him "one of
those questions which it is impossible to answer without
revealing oneself." He goes on:
"I had scarce heard the question when I felt abundantly
enlightened and was shown what to say. My father was even
more astonished than I; his heart thrilled with joy. He found me
wonhy of him and saw all the apprehensions disappear that

people had told him about me. He hugged me tenderly, his tears

wet my face, be sent to fetch a bottle of his oldest wine so as to
make merry with me on my success." (NDI 64)
And his father let him go to Paris. There he spent some days
with his brother, Felix, who was recently baptised; but, he
admits. "I was very far fro m feeling myself changed or
converted." It would take God •s direct intervention 10 open his
eyes to the light of the Christian faith.
By the Grace of God I am what I am
(I Cor 15:10)

"Mr Drach found me a place in Stanislaus College and
brought me there. I was put up in a tiny room, given Lhomond's
History of Christian Doctrine and the same author's History of
Religion. and left alone. It was an extremely painful moment for
me. The sight of that profound solitude, of that room where a
single attic-window gave some light, the thought of being so far
from my family, from my acquaintances, from my country - all
this plunged me into deep sadness; my heart felt oppressed by
the deepest melancholy.
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"It was then that l remembered the God of my fathers and
threw myself on my knees, begging him to enlighten me on the
true religion. I prayed that if the belief of Christians was true he
would let me know it, and if it was false he would keep me far
from it at once. The Lord, who is near to those who call on him
from the bottom of their hearts, heard my prayer. Immediately, I
was enlightened, I saw the truth, the faith penetrated my mind
and heart. Settling down to read Lhomond, I adhered easily and
finnly to all that was recounted of the life and death of Jesus
Christ. The mystery of the Eucharist itself, although rather
imprudently offered for my meditation, did not repel me in the
least. I believed everything without difficulty. From that
moment I desired nothing so much as to see myself plunged in
the sacred font" (NDI 65)
On Christmas Eve 1826, a Sunday, his wish was fulfilled. He
was baptised in the college chapel under the names of Francis
Mary Paul. A strong interior experience shook him from head to
foot at the mom ent of his baptism - it was the gratuitous,
overwhelming power of God's grace. This was to be one of his
favourite themes hencefonh: I owe to grace alone what I have
become.
"I received baptism on Christmas Eve. On this day also I was
allowed to take my place at the holy table. I can never
sufficiently marvel at the wonderful change that came over me
the moment the baptismal water poured over my forehead. All
my uncertainties and fears suddenly fell away. Clerical dress,
towards which I used to feel some of that usual repugnance
which is normal for the Jewish nation, did not appear in the same
light any more; I liked rather than feared it. But above all I felt a
courage and invincible strength to practise the Christian law. I
expe rienced a simple liking for all that pertained to my new
belief." (NOi 66)
A love for the Blessed Virgin Mary was also given to him by
God at his baptism, like a choice gift to brighten his whole life.
"When the baptismal water poured over my Jewish head, at
that instant I loved Mary, whom I used to hate previously. (NDI
99) "The -tove of God seizes us ... so that we no longer live for
ourselves, but for him" (St Paul). When the holy water poured
over my forehead, it seemed to me that I was in the midst of an
immense globe of fire. I was no longer living a life of mere
nature. I saw and heard no more of what was going on around
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me; things impossible to describe were happening within me."
(NDI 90)
1rus fiery globe, which recalls the "burning bush" of Sinai, is
the epiphany of the prophetic word taken up by St Paul: "Ou r
God is a consuming fire" (Deut 4:24). This fire, as at Pentecost,
symbolises the very person of the Holy Spirit taking possession
of his life. This future, his activity, his doctrine would all be
strongly affected by it
In the aftennath of his baptism, Libermann desired to become
a priest After a few months at Stanislaus College he entered the
seminary of St Sulpice. The four years he was to spend there he
summarised pithily. "My whole occupation was to be with our
good Master, and that came very easy". (ND VIII 202)
What strikes us first is indeed the overwhelming power of
God 's grace on him . He often repeated : "God gave me
everything; he drew me without by-your-leave, and with a
violence that I have not remarked in anyone else so far."
Obviously the hand of God was on him.
Libermann transmitted to all his correspondents this cenainty
about God's power working in the hean of every person to draw
him to himself. God has plans of eternal love for each one. He
sends people, events, circumstances across each one's path,
through which he imparts the first glimmers of the faith,
the
dawn. Those who fall on their knees at this call to the light God
enlightens progressively to the depths of thei r hearts, and
disposes them for an immediate sharing in his own life and, little
by little, in his own holiness.
"Holiness is life, God's life in us and for us. 'In him was life
and the life was the light of men.' When the human being's life
has divine life in i~ it is enlightened; and that light is the holiness
of Jesus Christ, sanctifying and vivifying it in God his Father."
(ES 383)

like

I Received Mercy
(I Tun 1:13)
" I received mercy, " wrote St Paul twice to his disci ple,
Timothy, "but I received mercy for this reason, that in me, as the
foremost, Jesus Christ might display his perfect patience for an
example to those who were to believe in him for eternal life" (I
Tim 1: 16). In rereading the story of the Jewish people - his
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people - and his own story in God's Church, Francis Libermann
can find only one word to express God's fundamental attitude,
basic sentiment and burning desire throughout the whole history
of the human race, and that word is mercy. He was brought up
on the Hebraic source of the psalms and prophets and the deeds
of God on behalf of the chosen people; he was brought up
especially on the Word of God in St John and St Paul's Letters.
In his eyes, the essence of the good news is God's merciful
tenderness in his dealings with men and women. Every human
being is the object of this, everyone is called to accept it,
everyone has received existence in order to profit by it, it is the
prime mover and the goal of creation. And every single person
is meant to show this same merciful tenderness, which is all
around us, enlivening and sustaining us, to those to whom God
sends him or her. That is the bedrock of Libermann 's thinking.
"God is infinitely and essentially holy. The holiness of God,
in his dealings with his creatures, appears in two ways; through
his mercy and through his justice. When it shows itself through
his mercy, it transmits itself to creatures; when through his
justice, it rejects them. Nevenheless, God only created us in a
design of mercy and in order to communicate himself to us in his
holiness. Thus his mercy is never withdrawn, it always far
surpasses justice in God's dealings with us. Moreover, God's
justice only acts when forced to, that is to say, when the creature
refuses mercy.
"Both actions give him glory, since both are manifestations of
his holiness. Therefore we necessarily procure the glory of our
Creator God. If we are not ready to bring it about for our
happiness, by accepting divine mercy, we will bring it about for
our unhappiness, by becoming the object of his holy and infinite
justice.
"Si nce it pertains essentially to our creation that God
communicate himself to us by his holy Mercy, he inclines to do
so with all the strength of his divine will, which created us. To
the extent that his creative will tends to commu ni cate the
holiness of his mercy to us, to that extent it is disinclined to
repulse us by the holiness of his justice.
"Thus mercy immeasu rably surpasses God's justice. It
becomes superabundant, even towards sinners as long as they
live on earth, that is to say, as long as they have free will.
Whatever the infiltration of sin into a soul may be, God's justice
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does not repulse the soul but only the sin that is in it. It follows
that as long as we live on eanh we ought to rest assured of God's
mercy and come back to him, whatever our condition . To
despair of God's mercy is to disown one's Creator God, or rather
it is to deny hi s virtue of being Creator. The Creator's
inclination to mercy is what produces the wonders of the
lncamation and Redemption." (CSJ 689-690)
Francis Libermann fully realised his own place in the
mysterious destiny of the Jewish people, itself a sign of that
mercy.
"God often chooses some panicular peoples in the world for
himself to impan special graces and gifts to them in a plan of
mercy for all, or for a large pan of, the human race. Then the
situation is the same as for those individuals whom God forms
for himself and heaps with special gifts for the salvation of a
great number of their fellow human beings.
"Although the gifts and graces are bestowed on those peoples
in designs of mercy for the whole human race, the peoples
themselves attract God's love of predilection at the same lime
and are the first to profit from these gifts and graces if they are
faithful. This is what happened to the Jewi sh people .. .If this
people had persevered, if it had recognised the immense gifts
that the Word, incarnate in one of its members, was going to
bring it, it would have seen wonderful things and its happiness
would have been incalculable.
"For the s ame thing does not bold for a people that holds for
an individual. God gave it those graces only in a merciful plan
for other peoples and not for itself. Consequently it had no right
to this mercy except in so far as it remained faithful to God's
idea from the start. namely, mercy for other peoples ...
"It is not that God reprobated the Jewish people. The divine
Saviour rejects nobody. 'God sent his Son into the world, not to
condemn the world, but that the world might be saved through
him.' (John 3: 17-18). In his immense desire to save this people,
he exercised wonderful understanding and delicacy towards
it .. What must bis burning desire have been to save the whole
world? ...
"The chosen people withstood this new mercy of God in its
regard. God chose some of the more faithful members of this
unfortunate people to carry out his great designs of mercy among
the gentiles. And this people, once outside its vocation, fell into
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darkness itself... Mercy remains for the individuals who make it
up, because they are God's creatures. They were redeemed by
the Son of God and still preserve their free will in order to profit
from God's mercy." (CSJ 688-692)
The great thought of God's mercy filled Francis Libennann's
mind and heart. Everything comes from it and leads back to it.
His personal experience confinned him in his intuitions on the
mystery of the human being. His ideal in life was to become
more and more open to the divine mercy that guides the world, to
spread it around like a mantle of tenderness.
Each individual is loved by God with the most intense love of
mercy. Nothing - neither personal nor collective fault - can hold
us back in our progress towards God. We have but to accept
God's love, receive his pardon and dispose ourselves to love God
more and exhibit the same mercy towards all. Then happiness
and peace are on our doorstep, for our life's meaning is
unfolding. This is particularly true of apostles of Jesus Christ,
for God "is rich in mercy" (Eph 2:4) "and his mercy is on those
who fear him from generation to generation'' (Luke 1:50).
"These reflections should be taken to heart by those who are
chosen by God to evangelise and sanctify the nations. Holiness
manifests and communicates itself to them under the form of
mercy, boundless mercy for themselves and for a great number.
God makes of their souls a storehouse, a reservoir of his mercy,
whence it should flow into other souls and fill them. His plans
for their souls are necessarily choice plans of holiness, similar to
those he had for the Jewish people. If they are faithful, if they
accept these plentiful graces, they will become holier and then,
having acquiesced in God's plans, they will sanctify many. But
if they are unfaithful, theirs will be the fate of the Jewish people.
God's holiness will tum into a holiness of justice for them. They
will forfeit his bountiful precious gifts, they will not serve as his
instruments for the salvation of souls. Nevertheless, let them not
despair when they come to recognise their infidelity. First, God
is patient with those he singles out by special predilection. He
deals with them as the divine Master dealt with the Jewish
people, he treats them according to their weakness and awaits
their return. In the second place, if God expected great things of
them , which failed to materialise because of their infidelity, he
will not fail to show mercy to them when they come back to
him." (CSJ 693)
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Every time Llbermann speaks of the Jewish people one senses
his immense sadness in thinking of the benefits of which it has
deprived itself. But just as strongly one senses his cry for God's
mercy that his brothers and sisters by race may become the
brothers and sisters of Jesus Christ What riches the group-faith
of all the children of Abraham would bring to the Church! "Now
if their trespass means riches for the world...how much more will
their full inclusion mean." (Rom 11: I 2). Come folww me. Jesus
calls at any age, in any life situation. His call is mysterious,
personal, intimate, urgent. It surprises, upsets and thrills all at
once. "Then in an instant you are somebody." (Paul Claudel)

f
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CHAPTER TWO

Come Follow Me (Matt 19:21)
The Master is Here and is Calling For You
(J,ohn 11 :28)
Jesus wishes to share both his love and his life with all human
beings. He seeks us out in order to bring us into his divine
intimacy. "Toe Master is here and is calling for you," Martha
said to her sister, Mary. The Song of Solomon speaks of him, his
head wet with dew as he waits for his beloved. "Behold, I stand
at the door and knock; if any one hears my voice and opens the
door, I will come in to him and eat with him, and be with me. "
(Rev 3:20).
"Jesus in his divine goodness does not wait until sinners
finally come to knock at his door. He takes the initiative of
knocking at the door of their heart, and blessed are those who
open to him. For the divine Master enters, eats the bread of
sorrow and trouble of its world with them and makes them also
eat with him the bread of his love, happiness and strength." (CSJ
162)
Jesus' first meeting with a person is an affair of the hean, by
means of which he manifests his love - always a love of
predilection - and solicits a response of love. The occasion for it
might be a word of the Gospel, a circumstance of daily life, a
challenging thought, but it is invariably a matter of an intimate
personal invitation. Speaking of the Lord's revelation that came
to him in Notre Dame cathedral in Paris, Paul Claude! said:
"Then in an instant you are somebody." That was his "road to
Damascus".
"Jesus waits for souls. He does not come himself, nor does he
act in such a way that nothing remains for them to do. But he
waits for them, and while waiting he draws them to himself with
infinite goodness and ap interior gentleness that he gives, and on
occasion by the events of his divine Providence. Thus he drew
the shepherds, the Magi, Nathanael, Nicodemus, the Samaritan
woman, St Andrew and that other disciple of St John the Baptist
and many others. When these souls are faithful in followi ng the
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attraction of his divine love and come to him, he fills them with
his graces and favours." (CSJ 615-616)
The call of Andrew and John is particularly expressive. "Jesus
turned and saw them following, and said to them, What do you
seek? And they said to him, Rabbi (which means Teacher),
where are you staying?" (John 1:38).
"In this story of the call of these two disciples , the holy
evangelist shows us in what way our Lord calls souls to himself
and makes them follow the perfection of his divine love. All
those who have the happiness of belonging to the divine Master
will recognise their own story in these three verses, or the story
of Jesus' goodness, kindness and love for them; for in this whole
affair the Lamb of God's mildness and simplicity are transparent.
"The divine Master wishes to draw these two disciples to
himself and make them his own. He makes John the Baptist say
something that touches their hearts, for it is his usual practice to
make use of some external means his Father's Providence offers
to produce the first movement.
"Thus touched and drawn, the disciples were faithful to this
grace: they followed its movement, left St. John at once and went
to Jesus. lt is vital for a disciple to be faithful to the first grace.
When Jesus saw them so eager and faithful in following the
im pulse they were given, he did not leave them running after
him. And this is what normally happens. A disciple once
touched by the first grace seeks our Lord with a great desire to
attract his attention. If one had to wait a long time for the divine
glance, one would often grow discouraged and go back. But the
divine Master does not make those who seek him faithfully and
eagerly wait any len gth ; he acts as he did with these two
disciples.
"He turned round to show that he knew they were following.
This obligingness of our Lord was already a great grace that
must have comforted their hearts. This is the usual procedure.
Our Lord makes a soul that seeks him feel that he seeks it. He
turns to it, which is already a consolation. Having shown them
how satisfied he was with their fidelity in following him , and
having drawn them by his loving glance of goodness that
captivated ill hearts, he spoke. Our Lord's word is usually the
last stroke to make a soul decide for him. 'This word is so loving
and encouraging that the soul immediately desires to have a
relationship of intimacy and familiarity with its well-beloved.
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"He said, 'What do you seek?' He stirred up their desire the
more by entering exactly into the object of their desire. At the
beginning all souls receive these interior words; they increase
their desires with the hope of reaching their goal by repeated acts
of the desire itself. At the same time as our Lord was treating
with his two disciples in conversation he was, as always happens,
also working through his grace in their hearts, in harmony with
his words and actions. The two disciples felt the impact of his
words. And since they sought only to relish and foster the
feelings the Son of Man brought about in them, they wished to
stay on a while with him for their gratification. They were not
yet at that stage of perfection whereby, later on, they would leave
all to follow their Master. From time to time they would go
along with him in a devoted way in order to look and listen and
so enjoy the graces he gave them in abundance. They were like
all souls at the stan when grace has touched them and our Lord
pursues and attracts them. They want to enjoy him, and do so at
intervals, and they like to return to him ... This is the effect of
Jesus ' divine love when it enters a soul: it makes it insatiable."
(CSJ 46 ff.)
With just two words Jesus draws them by the hean to devote
themselves to him and follow him : Come and see!
"This is the invitation he gives to willing souls, especially in
the beginning, when they are not used to his company. By
saying 'Come ' he stirs up their desire, produci ng a strong
attraction towards himself; by saying 'See' he stirs their mind,
making it want to know and see him . Thereby he soon has
complete hold of the will. The will delights in him once the soul
knows him and determines to live entirely for him and in him.
With that the soul is established in perfection." (CSJ 50)
A great thirst for Jesus subsequently arises in the heart of
anyone who enters into intimacy with him. God has made us for
himself and our hearts are restless until they rest in him (St
Augustine). The humap heart is too big to be filled by what is
limited; its thirst will find there only "leaking cisterns", because
it was created with "a capacity for God". "Since the natural life,
even intellectual and moral, was not in God's plan when he
created us, we fail in the end of our creation if we remain at that"
(ES 384), for "the supernatural order is the only order of things
where genuine life abides" (CSJ 607).
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"It is useless to look for satisfaction in the happiness created
things can give. The same emptiness and need remain; indeed
they are all the more felt, because, the more persons give
themselves to creatures, the more they distance themselves from
God and so the more empty they are ...This convinces us that we
are made for God. The Creator has put this law within us to
make us feel our need of him." (ES 21)
If Anyone Thirst, Let Him Come to Me and Drink
(Jn 7:37)
After this Jesus ...said... l Thirst
(Jo 19:28)

Jesus calls those who thirst and he is himself parched with
thirst. There is a difference. Those he calls, weak as they are
and utterly lacking this saving water, are thirsting to drink from
his fountain of grace. Jesus, on the other hand, thirsts to give to
drink and in plenty of his great love for us. So immense is our
Lord's thirst that the sum total of the desires of all parched souls
could not equal Jesus' desire for each one of them.
Is it any wonder that on the solemn feastday he exclaimed, "If
anyone thirst, let him come to me and drink"? 0 my Lord Jesus,
I hear your cry. You call me; Lord, hear I am. I thirst, my
adorable Jesus. My thirst is great, even unto fainting, for I feel
burnt up and empty within myself. Take me into you, give me to
drink from your fountain of salvation. Plunge me into it,
submerge me, drown me in your heavenly waters. Yes, Lord, I
beseech you, drown me in these most desirable and desired
waters. Drown my concupiscence, drown my pride, drown all
my vices and defects. Everything in me that comes from myself
must die. The old creature must no longer live in me, nothing
but you alone. Grant me this grace, my kind, lovable and loved
Jesus, that I may live henceforth in and by your life, that life by
which you live in your father's bosom and in the whole body of
the elect. Amen!
When the Samaritan woman came to draw water at Jacob's
well, Jesus said to her, "Give me a drink" (Jn 4:7).
"Divine providence brought her there at that very moment for
her salvation. She was a woman and a Samaritan, yet our Lord
did not disdain to speak to her, to initiate a worthy conversation
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and tea ch her divine doctrine. This is worth noting. Our
adorable M aster was more willing to proclaim eternal truths to
this poor woman degraded by sin, decried by her own people , a
foreigner despised by the Jews as a Samaritan, than he was to
Nicodemus, a devout Jew, doctor of the law and prince of the
people of God. He revealed more truths to the poor woman than
to the prince of the people, who had come, nevertheless, with
good intentions. He spoke clearer and straighter to her than to
this doctor of the law.
"But what was this thirst? A hidden meaning lay under his
words, which the woman did not understand. Jesus thirsted for
that wretc hed hean. His burning desire was to draw her to
himself, to unite her with him in faith and divine love, as a
thirsty man draws water to quench his thirst. He also thirsted to
accomplish his Father's will. He asked the woman to give him
to drink, to yield to the interior promptings of his divine Spirit,
so that he, the Son, could accomplish his Father's adorable will
for her salvation.
"Jesus, my mos t adorable Lord, I too am wretched, of no
account in the eyes of the world and of all your creatures. I, too,
wis h to draw water, but I mean the heavenly water from my
gentle Saviour's fountain. Reveal yourself also to me. Teach me
what I must do in order to be pleasing to you and your heavenly
Father." (CSJ 122)
Jesus uses various methods of drawing people to himself. To
this end he profits by the events and circumstances of everyone's
journey through life. This enables him with the passing of time
to realise his eternal plan of love for each one: to impart his
divine life and make il grow by the activity of his Spirit!
"The son of God establishes the same union with us as he has
with the sacred humanity drawn from Mary 's womb. Through
this holy union, effected in us by means of that sacred humanity
united to the Word, the divine life is impaned to us. The Son of
God attrac ts us to him self as he divinely attracted the sacred
humanity. We are drawn and united to this sacred humanity, and
through it and with it to the divine Word." (CSJ 617)
"In that day, " says Jesus, "you will know that I am in my
Father, and you in me, and I in you" (Jn 14:20).
'" In that day' when you will have received the ConsolerSpirit. when he will take charge in your souls, 'you will know' you will know through all I will have accomplished in you,
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changing you into new men, that is to say, tearing the affections
and inclinations of nature from your souls to replace them by my
own feelings and dispositions that come from my heavenly
Father and will guide all your activity towards him, you will
know, I say, 'that I am in my Father' and th.at, consequently, he
is the principle of my life and my life is his life. • And you in
me •. You will also realise that you are in me, for the
supernatural power of my grace will bear you along in my
direction all the time, and so through me towards my Father.
• And I in you'. You will realise that I am in you, for the life you
will feel within your souls, which will show itself in your
activity, will be mine . I alone can bring it forth, I alone will
bring it forth by rooting out of your soul the principle of its bad
nature and by taking over in you through the fidelity you will
give to my inspirations.
"This fidelity to divine grace brings about our active union
with God in our activity; it is the effect of pure strong charity,
which in tum is the expression and manifestation of sanctifying
grace in us. This fidelity to grace draws down God's loving care
for us all the more, that is to say, greater abundance of his graces
and union with us, and, by means of this superabundance, our
union with God becomes habitual . 'If a man loves me, he will
keep my word, and my Father will love him, and we will come to
him and make our home with him ' (Jn 14:23)." (ES 555)
The Holy Spirit, who is Love par excellence, is at the source
of th.is love in the hean of all those who give themselves to God;
he keeps on increasing iL
"Enter within the deepest part of your being, never to come
out. If you do that, your joy will be full and the peace of our
Lord Jesus Christ will flood your soul and make of it a choice
vessel of love for his Father. As long as you remain thus
withdrawn into your heart of hearts you will always find the
Holy Spirit there. He will lift you up and carry you to the peak
of that mountain of love that our Lord has built for his chosen
ones, and he will fill you with his graces and brightness, with his
~uty and happiness. You will develop a facility for listening to
his voice and you will be faithful to his graces." (LS I 126)
One unchanging factor in the Holy Spirit's action is this: at
the same time as he stirs up the love of God and makes it grow,
he stirs up and makes grow the love of those 10 whom God sends
us. One and the same breath of the Spirit gives life ro both loves.
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The deeper the love of God becomes, the more the joyful desire
to serve others shines out. Relatives, companions, neighbours,
the needy, the poor and the rich - all are part of the love that
comes from God and gives God. "He who believes in me ...out of
his heart shall flow rivers of living water" (Jn 7:38).
"The more perfect this application of our powers to our Lord,
the greater will be the abundance of graces given to us. Our
Lord will give us the fullest gifts of his Holy Spirit, to fill us with
the love, holiness, strength and all other graces he is filled with
for our sake. These graces will so fill us that we will overflow
with them, unable to contain them. Rivers of graces will flow
from us, to spread all around and produce supreme indications of
holiness in a multitude of people. These will feel refreshed,
satiated, inundated by these rivers of graces flowing from us.
Not only shall we have life in ourselves, but from us will issue
rivers of this sacred water to bring life to a countless host of
souls.
"The conclusion is obvious. Those who are called by thei r
state in life to help save others, and in general all who aim at the
salvation and sanctification of their neighbours, must approach
our divine Lord with fervent devotion, drinlc from the divine
fountain of his heart and apply themselves to their task with total
and perfect faith. They themselves will be filled completely first,
and then, from their abundance and from the gifts of holiness that
will certainly be given them, according to our Lord 's promise,
who is sovereign Truth, they will help to make others holy."
(CSJ 328)
Adhering to the person of Jesus means adhering to the fullness
of his mystical Body, which is the Church. He who slakes his
thirst at the heart of Jesus will give witness to his love by his
whole life and become an effective agent of his Kingdom in the
mystical Body in its entirety.
"The Kingdom of Heaven that our Lord spoke of means his
perfect reign by glory in the souls now in heaven and his reign
by grace in the hearts of those living in his Church on earth. In
both these Kingdoms God reigns in Jesus Christ first, and then
through him over others...The Kingdom of God resides totally in
his Son, and we share in it only through adoption by a grace we
receive from this beloved Son. Now the Kingdom of God in his
Son, and through his Son in the Church, can be properly known
only by a living faith animated by the Holy Spirit. It can in no
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way be kno wn by human seeking. For, as St. Paul says, the
dungs of God cannot be known except through the Spirit of God,
who makes known not only God's reign in the Church and his
dealings with people but even the depths of the divinity." (CSJ
79)

The Mother ofJesus was There
(Jn 2: 1)
At each step of the interior life the Spirit of God gives us a

new revelation of Mary's presence and role as well as a deeper

understanding of the ways of God. This is because, "if Jesus is
our life , Mary has given us this life and gives it every day" (ND I
500). In a long letter (LS II 506) Francis Libermann gives a
commentary on Fr. de Condren's prayer, 0 Jesus , Living in
Mary:
''The Christian stretches out his hands towards Jesus, whom he
delights to see living wonderfully in Mary; he prays to Jesus to
cane and live also in himself. Thus he may not simply say that
Jesu s lives in him as he lives in a temple, as he lives in a
tabernacle, where he lives within himself, but that he lives in him
as be lives in Mary.
"May J esus live in the believer by giving him hi s own
perfections, by uniting him perfectly to himself, by being the life
of his most hidden and personal activity, by becoming the source
of all his actions, by extending to him all bis gifts and graces, in
such a way that all his actions, all his feelings, his whole menlal
outlook. all the movements of bis will, and in general everything
he does in life may proceed only from Jesus living within him .
Jesus transmits to him his own life, his own feelings, bis own
affections, his own inclinations, his own desires and activity. As
a result of all this, the Christian's life will no longer be his own
but that of Jesus, which was also Mary's life" (LS II 5 13).
"Be all for Jesus, through Mary and with Mary" (LS III 243).
"Do you not see that for a long time now she has begun to sow
this desire of perfection in your hean?" (LS I 46).
Again he says:
"If you develop the habit of living in the presence of Jesus and
Mary, you cannot fail to be strengthened and soon filled with
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divine love; for, when one is placed between two burning
furnaces, one cannot but be burnt." (LS II 209)
Mary leads us to the source of love, which is the Heart of
Jesus.
"The archangel Gabriel simply calls her full of grace. After
the Incarnation, she became the wonder of heaven, an
unfathomable abyss of grace. How is that? It is because from
Jesus' Sacred Heart, inexhaustible fountain of God our Saviour,
she drew long draughts from those floods of grace which she
then poured on heaven and eanh... Don 't we know that when it is
a question of finding the Hean of Jesus it must be sought with
Mary?" (ESS 102)
A letter of 23 October 1830 is still more explicit:
"The holy heart of Mary is a treasure. Jesus Christ has placed
a fullness of grace and favour in it sufficient to satisfy not only
the whole world but a hundred thousand worlds and much more
again. Why did our good Saviour place such abundance in the
holy bean of Mary? It is easy to guess why. It is because he
knows our great misery.. .! seem to hear this holy Mother crying
out to all of us : •Come, dear children, come to me ... come and
rest on my heart; my dear Son put such abundance there that I
can satisfy you all' ...
"Well, then ! Go, run, throw yourself into the arms of that
beloved and holy Mother; go and tell her with confidence,
simplicity, 1endemess and love: 'Oh my good mother, you know
for a long time that I am your child and that I love you. You
love me a thousand times more than mothers love their children,
and would you leave me in sadness without coming to my help?
Impossible! Show that you are my dear mother and that I am
your child: Monstra te esse Matrem. "' (ND I 143)
Mary is also the model of the "life hidden with Christ in God"
(Col 3:3).
"May the grace and peace of our Lord Jesu s Christ fill your
soul, making it confonn through and through to the admirable
state of Jesus and Mary. Note well, my friend, that the Blessed
Virgin Mary's state was perfectly like that of Jesus . A ray of
light and grace emanates from all eternity from the Hean of
Jesus, it gives light and warmth to Mary's heart and i s
wonderfully reflected in it as in a pure, stainless mirror. We
must pray to the Blessed Virgin Mary to make us.also pure and
holy before God." (LS I 64)
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In a letter to Fr. Tisserant, one of his confidants, Libermann
gives advice about saying the rosary; presumably it was his own

method.

"As for the rosa ry, cenainly do not try to enter into all the
tentiments and thoughts of the prayer you recite. Stay peaceably
united to God or to the Blessed Virgin in the depths of your
being . You may also unite you rself in the same way to our
Lady's intentions and desires. All that matters is to remain in
close touch with God. It does not matter if you get distractions
and upsets... As regards external practices, do not be auached to
them . Do them from the heart, that is to say, keep your
disposition as it is in your mental prayer, united to God, and do
everything in that spirit." (LS l 388)
"(St Joseph) was the first person devoted to Mary; he had the
greatest reverence for her because he knew intimately the
treasures enclosed in the hean of his holy spouse ... He is the
patron of a life hidden with Jesus and Mary." (LS Ill 229)
Francis Libermann 's supreme wish is for the Holy Spirit to
unite us to Jesus and Mary in the same union in which he united
them together.
"Words cannot fill our souls with divine love and keep them
united in this holy love. But the Spirit of Our Lord can, who
lives in us and wants to do all things in us. It is enough for me
all the time to give your soul to our Lord Jesus Christ and the
Blessed Virgin, our good Mother, so that the divine Spirit may
be absolute Master in you, that he may fill you and unite you to
Jesus and Mary in that same union, although less perfect. of holy
love wherewith he joined them together.
"What a wonderful, charming and great thing it would be if
the H oly Spirit brought about in our souls this holy union with
Jesus in Mary and with Mary in Jesus. May Jesus live in us as he
lived in Mary. May we be united to Mary as she was united with
Jesu s, in a union of desire, a union of love, a union of will, a
Un.ion of outlook." (LS lJ 424)
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You Shall Lovet~ Lord your God with all your Heart
(Mau 22:37)
Unreserved self-giving, in response to the divine call, is the
sign of genuine love. No half-measures! Francis Libermann
reminds a young man of th.ls as he hesitates to give himself
completely LO God.
"We must love God with our whole hean, that is to say, with
all our desires and all our affection. When does one love God
like that? When one has no affection or desire apan from God
but all is centred on him alone. We must love nothing either on
earth or in heaven except God alone, and everything else must be
loved solely for him and in him. This might seem harsh. But as
long as our hean is shared between God and crearures, as long as
it still seeks pleasures however small, it cannot make genuine
progress in the holy love of God. What is the use of amusing our
heart with frivolities for the little time we remain on earth?
Won 't all these things pass? All these things will disappear and
be forgotten the next day. My friend, we must use to advantage
the short time we have to spend on earth by learning to love our
Lord Jesus Christ with all our hean. This hurts at the start but
becomes incredibly easier once you set to woric.
"I would not be satisfied to see you loving God above all
things, if you loved other things besides him. You must love him
alone and nothing along with him unless it is in him and for him.
On this point you will a sk me : how then am I to take my
vacation? And I answer: cheerfully! Go for walks, relax. But
do it all with a becoming seriousness, taking care not to lose
sight of the fact that God alone should be our whole love. Then
we can surrender to the relaxations we take, with all simplicity of
heart and without the least embarrassment in the world. If we
really love God with all the fullness of our heart we can do
everything freely. You are familiar with those words of St
Augustine: Ama, et Jae quod vis. •Love , and do what you
wish."' (LS I 109)
To be able to love unreservedly is an art. "When we know
how to love we know everything, we can do everything, we have
everything, we are everything!" (LS I 23). God gives himself
unreservedly to those who give themselves unreservedly. "If we
go bargaining with Jesus he will bargain with us too, and we gain
nothing in the process. On the other hand, if we advance
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generously and hold nothing back, Jesus will accept our offering
with the whole extent of his divine love and pleasure and give
himself completely also" (LS m 201).
"Take the firm and efficacious resolution to give yourself to
God completely, unreservedly, unhesitatingly and joyfully. This
generosity in self-giving is indispensable and will always tum
out to our advantage. If one gives all, one receives all - more
graces in the heart and more ease in God's service. But if one
bargains, God will bargain. To be evasive with our Lord is
weakness, laxity and folly. Progress in holiness depends on the
fervour of one's beginnings; a mediocre piety betokens little
courage and comes to nothing." (ESS 5)
Dr. Samson Libermann and bis wife, Francis' brother and
sister-in-law, were good Christians but on occasion were overapprehensive about their material well-being, over attached to
money and to their family's social success. (They had seven
children.) Their brother wrote to them:
"Raise your minds and beans towards God and see the seven
crowns you will find one day in paradise, the seven shining stars
you will place in heaven. It pertains to you now to make them
shine with great brilliance, through the Christian upbringing you
will give these children, which will make great saints of them
some day. Work peacefully at giving your family a sense of
God, but without strain and with full trust in your heavenly
Father, who is your dear children's father too. If you desire with
such fuss their temporal prosperity, is it not to be feared that
ambition enters or too much importance to earthly things? So do
not be upset if you cannot, or fear you cannot, leave them as
much eanhly goods as you would wish; that is not what they
were created for. Besides, their Father who is in heaven loves
them, and he will take more care of them than you ever could.
You are only their father and mother in a passing way while he
Will be so eternally. Give them the good example of fervour and
lbe Christian life; that will be worth more than millions in gold
and silver. That is the way you will sanctify them and sanctify
rourselves in the process. You will prepare happiness and
unmense glory in heaven for them as well as for you rselves."
(LS I 71,371)
"If God finds our hearts well disposed. empty of the world and
lbe world's desires, he will fill them with his love, that love so
beautiful, so lovable, so full of delight that gives us the strength
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to make us masters of the whole world and masters of ourselves;
it constitutes the greatest happiness of our life. and will be the
happiness of our blessed eternity." (LS I 159)
Francis also invites them to live in peace and confidence.
"Never let your soul become upset; ignore what could cause it
trouble. When an enterprise does not tum out as you might have
hoped, you must rejoice before God in all that he has been
pleased to do. The most important things, naturally speaking, are
only trifles for an earnest Christian, since nothing will seem
imponant to him except what God wants.
"Upset and trouble are for hell. The children of God must not
know them. Carry on in peace and tranquillity. Do all you can in
the order of things in which you find yourself and according to
the circumstances you meet; leave the rest to the concerns of
God's providence. If he is pleased to make your projects
succeed, rejoice before him and thank him very humbly. If, on
the other hand, things go wrong, bless him still with all your
soul. A Christian who acts like that will always pass his life in
peace, joy and happiness. At the end of this poor life, which is
really nothing much to talk about, there will come a happiness
which I could not undenake to tell you about for fear of not
doing it worthily. Be faithful to loving God is everything, I beg
you in the name of the Blessed Virgin." (LS I 58)
From the seminary of Issy-les-Moulineaux, near Paris, he sent
them a message to reassure them about his health; at the same
time he invited his brother to strive towards Christian perfection.
"My dear brother and sister, I delayed a little in answering
because I was sick with a chest inflammation that kept me in bed
for eight or ten days. A copious non-stop perspiration that God
sent me cured me.
"Your letters encourage and console me. I rejoice before God
to see you all so well disposed to serve him in spirit and in truth.
I beg my dear brother especially to correspond to the great graces
God is pleased to send him. This desire for Christian perfection
that I see in you makes me very happy. That alone is enough to
sanctify you with all the family, if you can use it to advantage. I
will give you an infallible means of profiting by this great grace the practice of mental prayer. In mental prayer God would make
things clear for you and show you the practice of the vinues and
of Gospel perfection in their proper perspective, and at the same
time he would give you the strength to practise them.
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"You could give half an hour a day to this. It would even be
good to choose the first half-hour after rising unless some
business called you away. Mgr. de Lamotte, Bishop of Amiens,
who was renowned for holiness and wisdom in his day, said: ' I
answer for the salvation of a priest who does a half-hour of
mental prayer every day, and all the more for the salvation of a
lay person.' St Vincent de Paul advised mental prayer for all the
lay people he djrected, even servants. To help you, I send a
method of prayer we were made learn by heart. It is excellent,
recommended by skilled directors. At the same time I enclose
some little printed works entitled The Interior Life. They can be
of great use if you want to advance to Christian perfection." (LS
129)
His sister-in-law had been sick. Francis consoles them in their
trial, and in a long letter written in 1835 he enlarges on the
subject of God's love and the Christian's greatness.
"You know what Jesus Christ desires of all Christians: you
will love the Lord your God with all your heart. That means
there must be no desire or affection in our heart that is not solely
for God alone, to the exclusion of all creatures. And if we are
obliged to seek creatures and make use of them, because of the
bonds that force us in conscience to live in relation with people,
we must be careful not to become attached to them. We must
love them for God, and remain totally subject in all things to the
orders of his holy will. These are made known through the
ordinary course of events that his providence initiates or allows.
Whoever loves God in that way is always calm and peaceful, out
of ~e reach of people and of all that can happen. One is master
of heaven and earth.
"M y dear friends, look at how great we are when we are
~ristians! The splendid character of a child of God shows itself
in all our actions. We are princes of the royal blood of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and the greatness of our descent must show in all
our acts and all our attitudes. Everything about us must be big,
and indeed everything is if it goes directly from us to God, our
dear Father and Lord.
"We are also to love God with our whole soul, that is to say,
all the powers of our soul are to tend to God alone. Our will
must be fixed on God alone, we must wish for God alone and
What he wants and nothing else. Our will must have no existence
except in God's will. Reflect well on that and you will find
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treasures of grace. And not only our will, which is the chief
power of our soul, but our mind, too, our imagination and all our
other faculties should act for God alone.
"That explains why, for a long time now, I have wanted you to
do some mental prayer, so as to engage your mind more closely
with the things of God and so learn how to serve him well and
live completely after his heart.
" It is said, further, that we are to love God with all our
strength; that is to say, all our desires, tendencies. all the faculties
of our soul ought to be borne towards God with all the liveliness
and strength we are capable of through his great grace, as well as
through continual perseverance. 0 dear friends, if you observed
this law of our Lord Jesus Christ, then indeed you would be real
Christians pleasing to God and the Blessed Virgin!. .. And if m y
sister's illness and cure became the cause of your sanctification,
and made you truly perfect Christians, as I hope it did through
God's mercy, we would be justified in applying our Lord Jesus
Christ's words when be was told of Lazarus' sickness: 'This
illness is not unto death; it is for the glory of God'. And we
could add: 'and so that the Mother of God be glorified thereby.'
"It affects and grieves me that I cannot yet go and spend some
time with you. I was hoping to be of some help to you. I wanted
particularly to teach you how to do mental prayer. It is
something dear to my heart, because I am persuaded that if you
seriously devoted half-an-hour a day to this prayer you would
advance apace in the perfection of the Christian religion, and
your salvation would be almost guaranteed. But if it pleases God
to postpone our meeting, we will wait with patience and love for
the next time he grants u s to meet for a while in this world.
before completing our union in a blessed and holy eternity.
Meanwhile may he alone be the bond of our union, of all the
desires and affections of our souls; then we will taste already
here below the happiness of God's chosen ones. May he live and
reign forever in our hearts, but may he live and reign there all
alone, both while we are still on this sinful wretched earth and
for all eternity when the angels and saints, and especially the
Blessed Virgin, will prai se, ble ss, love and glorify him
unceasingly.
''Do not worry about my health . God in his goodness knows
what he is about; we may let him decide in the fullness of his
love. Do not worry about me for the goods of this world, since I
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do not worry about them myself. God alone is to be my only
share and my only love. I would be unfonunate to think of
looking for anything else on eanh. Anyhow, my health remains
about the same." (LS I 117)
He gave his brother, now Mayor of illkirch, and his sister-1nlaw u seful advice on a simple and practical method of mental
prayer, according to its feasibility in a household of seven
children. He directs them towards a Christian spirit of service of
others and love for the poor. The doctor would be faithful to thls
advice in his profession. Francis asked for a little kirschwaterliqueur -for his stomach. He added a word for the youngest boy,
inviting him to give his brother a hug for him, "without biting
him" ! These 78 leuers are a valuable collection for a Chrisuan
couple, outlining a straight path of conjugal and family holiness.
Francis Libermann wrote a commentary on the mystique of
this holiness in a lener to two Jewish fathers of families on the
very day they were baptised. As usual he spoke of "souls". in the
Jewish way, meaning persons.
"We are made princes of the royal blood of our gentle and
beloved Jesus, sovereign Lord of heaven and earth and all
creatures. He begot us on the c ross in the midst of pain and
afflic tion and on the day we were baptised he brought our
begetting to reality. Now that you have the supreme happiness
of receiving into your souls Jesus' holy and divine life, you must
also show it forth in all your actions. It must be at the hean of all
your thoughts and the object of all your desires. Two things are
necessary now. First, keep our Lord 's life in your heans by the
purity of your desires and affections. Watch over yourselves,
never allow yourselves to be affected by any earthly des ire,
never become anached to any created object but only to Jes us.
From now on, he must be your all. Particularly never be caught
up in love of yourselves, for hencefonh your hearu' affections
are not for yourselves but for Jesus, our sovereign and unique all.
"Yes, dear brothers, Jesus muse be our all, lovable and unique.
Our souls must be kept empty of ourselves and of all creatures,
so that the life of our sovereign All may be alone in us. If the
Master wants you to love some obJect on eanh, your friends, for
example, your children, your spouses, let it be as coming from
him, as belonging to him, as being sovereignly dear to him, as
being the object of his good pleasure, of his love and divine life.
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''Let your hearts expand then in the gentleness, peace, joy and
holiness of the holy love of Jesus. May Jesus transform all your
sentiments into the pure, chaste and holy love he is filled with
himself. Or rather let him be your love, your only love. Stretch
open your souls, make them as wide as the ocean before our
gentle Jesus, so that he can fill them to the brim with his holy
love.
"I do not know if you have fully grasped the thought I am
trying to express. When someone speaks of Jesus' love in souls,
he can never explain himself or make himself understood, fo r
who has ever been able to understand the length, the breadth, the
height and the depth of the knowledge and immensity of Jesus'
love? But at least give yourselves completely to this great,
incomprehensible love of Jesus." (LS II 282)
What maners is always to love and truSt him who loves us as a
Father, and to redouble our efforts to remain faithful to his will.
He explains this to his nephew, just then an adolescent:
"Have less fear of this lovable Father. Love him, be full of
confidence in him; he likes to see you peaceful and trusting.
lltis is pleasing to him, and even if you had committed all the
sins in the world a minute of love would wipe them all out." (LS
III 473)
In order to keep our heart resting on the divine Master's heart,
so that his love will find expression through our love, we must be
one with him in the Word of the Gospel and in time given freely
to prayer.
Your Word is a Lamp for my Steps
(Ps 119:105)

f

'

Francis Libermann, who was at home with Hebrew language
and culture, assimilated and commented on the Word of God
with a vivid appositeness that delighted his hearers. His thought
was constantly nourished on biblical sources. From an
abundance of Scripture quotations that he used, the three most
frequent have been noted as the following:
"If anyone thirst, let him come to me and drink" (John 7:37);
"Strongly and gently" (Wis 8: l);
"I came to cast fire upon the earth" (Luke 12:49).
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Here, in his Preface to the Commentary on St John , he
explains in what spirit he approaches the Word:
"I c hose St John's Gospel by preference, which has always
touched me deeply, because our divine Master speaks in it nearly
all the time, instructing us in the profoundest truths, those closeSt
to the hean and most likely to touch a soul...
"The method I adopted for reading this holy and adorable
Word was to try to penetrate the depths of our divine Saviour at
their simplest and richest poinL I tried to go straight to what our
Lord was driving at directly. I made an effon to take everything
into account, to penetrate his adorable interior life so as to see his
divine thought rather than the bare strict meaning of his
words ...The essential thing was to enter into the deepeSt meaning
of each word and appreciate its imponance in the presence of
God and by the light of the Holy SpiriL" (CSJ, Introduction and
391)
The word of God was determined by the Father fo r our
nourishment:
"The heavenly Father... foresaw and regulated f101n all eternity
the least movement of every tiny ant How could he not have
determined the words of life and love that his beloved Son was
destined to bring to his dear children so that they could be
pleasing to him? ..That is why I believe we must weigh and
meditate every word that our Lord Jesus Christ uttered to teach
and save us. Then we must apply it to ourselves in the very
bottom of our bean and always put it into practice ...The New
Testament has to be read in a spirit of prayer, and by each one
according to his or her state of prayer. In this way we become
penetrated by the word, we make our own the truths it contains
and make of it our very substance." (LSI 108; Gloss 151)
How is the word to be read?
"lf you have a taste for reading the holy Gospel, read it often,
but with interior moderation, declining to be carried away by
violent excitemenL At that moment, your soul will be as it were
bound and clasped to our Lord. who speaks to you interiorly
While you look at his words written in the book. Do not read
very much at a time. I mean, do not give way to spiritual greed
for the fine things you see in the gracious words that come from
the lips of our Lord and good Master. Read little, then, and do
not put your trust in what you read but in the Spirit of our Lord,
who dwells in you and to whom you must unite and surrender
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your soul completely. That is the source of all perfection." (LS II
381)
With regard to reading the Old Testament, Francis Llbermann
in a long parallel contrasted the manner of the Pharisees to that
of the prophets and true doctors of the Church like Ezra, which
he offered as the correct way to approach the sacred text
"They purified their hearts of all self-love and human
reasoning so as to put them completely in tune with the maner
contained in the law they meditated. And in meditating the law
they saw only their God, they praised and blessed him
unendingly for the holy things he commanded, things which
were salutary for their souls, and especially for the merciful,
loving promises he made . They developed a great desire and
ardent longing for the object of the law. They constantly asked
their God to instruct them himself, to open their understanding,
to purify their heart to know all that the word be addressed them
contained.
"You have only to read Psalm 118 to see that this was the way
the holy people of the Old Testament studied the law. In that
way, the Father himself was manifested in the law and in the
different figures it contains." (CSJ 209)
He was the spiritual director of a fervent young deacon, who
died while still a deacon. He reveals his own method of reading
the New Testament in the way he explains, in the biographical
notice, how the young Francis Lievin used to read iL
" It was especially St. Paul he read the whole lime and knew
almost by heart. by dint of reading and meditating on him before
God. The taste he had for St. John came from the fact that our
Lord speaks in that Gospel all the time; he never got tired of
assimilating his words.
"The fundamental maxim on which he based himself for his
method of reading holy Scripture, and especially those eminently
spiritual pans, was that it must be read in the spirit and towards
the end for which it was written and given to us. It was given by
the Spirit of God for the sanctification of our souls. That is why
he took the resolution. once for all, of never mingling his reading
with curiosity, self-seeking or self-satisfaction. He only aimed at
the goal of his own sanctification and spiritual advantage. His
desire for this kept on increasing.
"When he was disposed in this way, in entire forgetfulness of
every natural idea and sentiment, he began by placing himself in
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an attitude of perfect peace and calm before God. Fixed like that
in unperturbed recollection , hie began reading, not trying to
understand what he read by his own intelligence, efforts and
curiosity, but waiting until the Holy Spirit, who inspired this
wonderful and beautiful doctrine, brought him to experience its
meaning in his heart according as he read. As soon as he felt
himself deeply moved by a passage - as so often happened - he
would pause to let God in his goodness act. When he failed to
understand a text he would not become upset; he would simply
gather his thoughts before God in calm desire, open to whatever
the passage contained. If, despite all that - and this happened
less often - he still did not understand, he would pass on.
peacefully submitting to the holy will of God that was leaving
him in the dark about his own divine word. By reading holy
Scripture with an attitude as single-minded and holy as that, with
such peaceful union and surrender to God, he could not fail to
draw great profit for his sanctification. This result was palpable.
He wa s so full of St. Paul's doctrine that in all devout
circumstances he could quote texts from the holy apostle so
appositely that people never failed to be impressed." (ES 628632)

Jesus was Praying Alone
(Luke 9:18)

Time given freely to solitary prayer is incumbent on all those
who undertake the way to union with God. Francis Libennann
recommends it to all, noting the example of Jesus himself, who
drew apart to pray in extended uruon with his Father, whose will
was his "food" all day long. He himself composed a treatise on
prayer, lO which he committed much of his personal experience.
For some people, like Xavier Libennann, his nephew, who
was only fifteen - but who was rto become Assistant General of
the Holy Ghost Congregation in due course - mental prayer
would be a time of reflection and petition, a kind of meditation
on a Gospel episode; he would stay close to Jesus and welcome
his words in order to convert his heart to the model of Jesus'
bean. Francis Libermann always directs this meditative prayer
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towards God's love and towards concrete resolution for life. He
enters into details for his young nephew as follows:
"We will presume that you have meditated on humility, for
example. Well then, when you tum it on yourself you may find
that when you are put a question in class you feel a lot of selflove, an anxious desire to be thought well of. So you would take
the resol ution to gather your thoughts at the moment you are
questioned and make an interior act of humility, telling Jesus that
you reject with all your heart all the feelings of self-love that
could arise in your soul. If you noticed that you have a dislike
for such and such a person, you would take the resolution to
approach him or her and show a sign of friendship. And so on.
But since all your fine resolutions would be in vain and come to
nothing if God did not come to your help, take good care to ask
his grace earnestly. Do that after taking the resolution, and
indeed while doing so, so that he will keep you faithful. But do
it also from time to time in the other pans of your prayer. In
general, your meditation should not be dry or simply a mental
effort, but your heart should dilate and expand before its good
Master, like a child's hean before a father who loves it tenderly.
"From time to time during the day recall your good resolutions
in order to carry them out, or to see if you have observed them
well, and to renew them for the rest of the day. Raise your heart
to Our Lord now and again in order to recapture the good
dispositions be put there during your morning prayer. By acting
in this way you may be sure that this holy exercise will profit
you a lot and you will progress well in virtue and the love of
God.
"As for distractions in your prayers, do not worry. As soon as
you notice them, reject them and continue your mental prayer or
vocal prayers peacefuJly. ll is impossible for us never to have
distractions. All that God asks is that we be faithful in coming
back to him as soon as we notice we are distracted. Little by
little, these distractions will lessen and prayer will become easier
and more pleasant for you.
''There now, dear nephew, is the advice I thought would suit
you to make this necessary practice of prayer easier. It is the
great means all holy souls have used for their sanctification."
(NDVD 415)

For other people who, from the beginning, have been oriented
to a great love of God, prayer of affection is indicated at once: to
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welcome in silence the One by whom we know we are loved and
hold converse with him • and above all allow ourselves to be
loved!
This mental prayer places the soul in a continual habit of the
love of God; the soul does everything for love. It gives a
perm anent gladness of heart, so that we can say at every
moment: Paratum cor meum, Domine, paratum cor meum,
because our will is always disposed to serve God and do what he
asks. It gives us a boundless desire and longing to be pleasing Lo
God . The most difficult things cost nothing to a soul that is
really in affective prayer. It undertakes eveJ)'thing, is capable of
everything, does not deliberate, whatever the pain and difficulty
it meets. The more intense the mental prayer, the more strength
one has.
"These souls have a living, strongly pronounced faith, and it
seems to them it could never be undone. They are mistaken in
that, like St. Peter. On the contrary, it is easily undone, for it is
not pure faith they have but a vivid sense of the truths of the
faith . In itself this is excellent, because it confirms them
outstandingly in adhering to the salvific truths and carries them
along working seriou sly and wholehea rtedly a t their
sanctification. People in this state live without care or worry.
They find their joy in God, they try to love and serve him. This
is the only thought and desire that occupies them from morning
to evening.
"They are consumed by the desire to make God loved and
served by everyone around them. They set about this with their
usual violence, acting and speaking with all their st rength to
convince others. Sometimes they are strikingly successful,
becau se they experience interiorly a strong sense of the point
they are convincing others about, and they go to work wiLh
liveliness and sensitiviLy. Besides, God helps and supports
them ." (ES 193)
Their great devotion is the Blessed Sacrament.
'1 think that in general the great devotion of these souls is the
Blessed SacramenL This is an advantage. They wouJd like to
spend all their days before the divine Master. Their desires for
this are extremely strong, continually nourishing their love for
this Blessed Sacrament. Their visits to the Blessed Sacrament
are most fervent, and their desires to receive holy communion
inexpressible. These desires and this devotion increase
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according as they progress in this state. Their preparation is
fervent. and they long with genuine impatience for the day when
they can approach the altar. They cannot wait. The effects of
holy communion and its fruits are considerably; they fill these
souls with new strength and fresh desires. Holy communion puts
its mark. on them; our Lord's presence makes itself felt extremely
vividly." (ES 196)
Later, in 1851, Francis Libermann was to make a very wise
judgement about the ways of prayer.
"At first I was in affective prayer. I passed through the most
ordinary as well as the most intense degrees .. .It is true that God's
grace accommodates itself to our nature and as a result there is a
general line of action, there are general rules adapted to what is
common to all the different dispositions. But when it comes
down to detail it is a mistake to give concrete determined rules,
because there are no ten souls alike. The shades of prayer are
most varied." (ND XDI 132)
To console and comfort one of bis companions, he told him as
a secret - "on condition that you will never speak of it to anyone"
- what his own first years of prayer were.
"Our good Master came unexpectedly to snatch me from
myself and held my faculties absorbed and captive for about five
years. During all this time I had no thought of working at any
one virtue.. .! can say, then, that I never made mental prayer on
the virtues, even on the virrues of Jesus and Mary. I could never
even reflect on the virtues in order to see what to do or teach. In
short, nothing in me by way of knowledge in the intellect, willpower or the practice of virtue, has been acquired. God gave me
everything ... So clear and true is this that if I became an
unbeliever my mind could never deny the existence and action of
grace on my soul." (ND vm 202)
Some people worry about difficulties in their mental prayer.
He encourages them to persevere and let themselves be moulded
by God.
"Always make sure you prepare your mental prayer the
evening before. The times you feel no attraction, or when you
find yourself without affection or feeling, just in a sort of
indifference, do not become upset, there is no harm done. You
are for God at those moments as much as in moments of
fervour. " (LS II 354)
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On the other hand, self-denial is imperative as a pillar of
mental prayer.
"We have lO undenake self-denial seriously if mental prayer is
really lO issue in the results God asks for, and not to become an
illusion. This is the base for the whole spiritual building of the
missionary and the religious; in this is enclosed the whole hope
of souls as well as the progress of the religious life. Mental
prayer is one of the main pillars on which the building rests. If
lhe base is solid, the pillar will Stay upright; if the base is lacking,
the pillar will give way and the building with iL Mental prayer,
in its tum , will provide a s trong help to self-denial and
consolidate it more." (ES 529)
The Letters are full of invitations to take the Gospel path of
self-denial
"The best way of preparing yourself for the great gift of
mental prayer is perfect self-denial. You must apply yourself to
this alone, aim at it in all your conduct Once you are empty of
yourself you will be in a position to receive God's spirit
abundantly. (LS 11 355)
"He who aspires after nothing but God's holy will takes all
things as they are, is content with them and always keeps his
soul united to God. He wilJ soon acquire the spirit of prayer."
(LS I 142).
What counts in prayer is the desire to love.
"In your mental prayer you say you have all the difficulty in
the world expressing the love of your heart in words. To that I
answer: ' Why bring forth words at all? ' Leave the words of
love in your heart, where Jesus is. He will know how to extract
the words. Your present s tate consists in standing before Jes us
with interior love, not in producing acts of love." (LS JI 57 1)
Finally, during the day it is good to return again to one's
habitual state of prayer.
" When you make your mental prayer, or when you are
recollected - for at certain moments you are - your s oul find s
itself in a certain interior position before God, it takes a certain
bent. 1bis position is always the same, if you examine it well. It
is what is called a state of prayer. Well, you must preserve this
Position in all circumstances during your mental prayer, Mass
and all actions throughout the day. As often as you are in that
Position, God will communicate himself to you, provided that
your heart is pure and unencumbered." (LS I 401)
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One word which recurs frequently in association with mental
prayer is peace. "Try to remain in peace and genllcness, so as to
reach the point of complete surrender into God's hands." Peace
is not only the fru.il of union with God, it is also the condition for
it. It should be present at every step on the sacred way of love,
since it is based on unlimited trust in God. Therefore, every
thought, every inspiration, that does not arise in peace is suspect.
"What is essential is to keep one's soul in peace." (LS IV 459)
"Peace is a gift of God; it is also a conquest! This peace and
gentleness should exist not only in your heart, which is the main
thing, but also in your words and all your actions .. .lt must keep
you radically united to God, I mean at the bottom of your hean,
and by a continuous act of will." (LS I 380)
He reveals his own particularly illuminating experience to a
seminary director who asked him how to guide someone in the
ways of prayer.
"It seems to me that the important thing is to let God act in
souls, to follow his action and to concentrate on disposing people
to be faithful to this divine operation, letting God act in full
freedom. That is why I have normally settled for that method.
"When I noticed that someone was tending to higher things,
seemed to be called to the perfection of the interior life (and
there are more of those than you would think), I would begin by
giving him a strong idea of Christian perfection so that he would
be moved and uplifted. I would take this step because God was
touching him deeply. On seeing the depth and beauty of his final
goal, he would develop a violent desire to reach a state so fine
and wonderful.
"Then I tried to give him a glimpse of perfection whole and
entire, as far as God gave me to do so. I needed some time
before getting down to details and giving him guidance suitable
to his condition for everyday life. Once I had understood him,
and our Lord let me know him more intimately, then I would see
his special difficulties and direct my attacks accordingly. But at
the same period I would try to keep him away from too much
movement, from haste, trouble, upset and so on, so as to keep
him at peace all the time, face to face with God, all the more
easily responding to his guidance. This peace would gradually
dispose him for the interior life and invariably lead him on to
contemplation as well as self- denial.
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"I insisLed a lol on interior and overall self-denial. I harped on
it continually, even establishing peace on this foundation. It
meant that these people were always active in being self-denied
and pu rified . I thought this to be pa rticularly the state of
beginners, and for a long time never spoke to them about mental
prayer. l do not know if I did well. But I considered that, since
they were trying to be men and women of prayer and self-denial
in everything, God would bring to perfection the spirit of prayer
in them. If they succeeded in coming to peace and interior
gentleness, moderation and seriousness of mind, they would not
fail to know and foUow God and his inspirations. When Lhey
spoke to me about prayer, I inquired about their personal tastes
and their way of praying. I tried to rectify what I thought
defective but I let Lhem continue. And it seems to me that little
by little they were brought to that pure prayer of faith and union
with God through simple contemplation." (LS II 388)

What have you that you did not receive?
(I Cor4:7)

It follows that the royal road of divine love is open to all.
Every man and woman is called to it, according to the different
walks of life. Holiness is not reserved to a particular state of life.
Francis · niece, Marie Libennann, in search of her own state of
li fe at nineteen years of age, received the fol lowi ng
communication:
"All right then, my young lady of the world, remain in the
midst of the world, but remain there not as a small saint but as a
big one. Be a lily among thorns. Mary, our good Mother, lived a
good life in the midst of the world Do not be uneasy about that;
be good as Mary was good. Certainly the religious life was
made so that virtue could be acquired more easily; but a holy life
in the midst of the world is not without merit either. There are
people living in the midst of the world who, on judgement day,
will be well ahead of many souls schooled in monasteries and
convents. You, my dear Marie, will be of their number, I hope."

(LS Ill 599)
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One woman who was anxious to seek perfection was invited
to put her trust in grace.
"You desire to advance in the way of holiness. God himself
gives you this desire, he too must satisfy it. St. Paul says that
God gives us both to will and to accomplish. We can will
nothing in the order of grace by ourselves. God gives us the will.
Our part is to be faithful in following God's lead, letting him
accomplish in us what he thinks good. To worry or fu ss
ourselves about carrying out the good desires he inspires would
be to spoil the work of grace within us, to slow up our perfection.
We must not try to be perfect instantaneously. Let us do what he
asks of us in calmness, fidelity and peace. If his idea is to steer
our barque with less haste than we would like, we must give in to
his good pleasure." (LS Ill 602)
Those who are called to the religious life, the priesthood or the
missionary apostolate, must certainly allow Jesus to live his own
holiness in them and let it shine through them.
"Note well that the supreme rule of all apostolic life , the
fundamental principle of all zeal, is holiness. Our good Master,
head and life of the apostles, has said • Et pro eis sancrifico
meipsum' (And for their sake I consecrate myself). He wished to
sanctify the world and for that he bad to sanctify himself. He
wanted to hand on a special holiness to his chosen ones and, to
that effect, he was obliged to possess a s uperabundant and
supereminent holiness. We must possess Jesus' holiness in us in
order to spread it to others...
"My friends, do not content yourselves with some fine
thoughts or delicate sentiments. Our holiness is to be Jesus'
holiness. That is why he was the first to sanctify himself: •ur sint
et ipsi sanctificati in veritate' (that they also may be consecrated
in truth). Always have this great, cidmirable model before the
eyes of your mind, and write your soul all the time to that of
Jesus; carry him with you in the bonom of your heart and show
forth Jesus' life of holiness by your own and in your own." (LS
n 22)
Character is not what makes holiness. "Holiness of character
is virtually no holiness because grace counts for little in it" (LS
III 99). Character has great influence at the beginning of the
spiritual life, but soon grace takes over and becomes dominant.
"The more character influences, the less holy are the actions; the
less it influences, the more holy are they" (LS Ill 96). What
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opens the gates lo holiness is full, positive surrender to the divine
activity. Jesus produces everything in souls. It is metaphysically
impossible for a person to practise any of the supernatural virtues
by the efforts of nature. One might succeed in feigning them
hypocritically, but lO possess them is impossible. (LS IV 327)
"Examine the holy Gospel and St. Paul carefully, and nowhere
will you find excellent characters praised as if they were made to
become great saints. Rather, on every page it is stated again and
again that grace does all . Nature is made of little account and
given a low place. In one passage SL Paul says that no one must
glorify himself before God as if he was something: everything
we have in the supernatural order we hold from divine grace.
'Quis te dis c ernit ?' he says; that is to say, in what do you
di stinguish yourself above others by you r supernatu ral
perfection. What perfection of holiness have you that was not
given to you from on high by divine grace? • Quid habes quod
non a ccepisti?' This question could be levelled at all who boast
in the richness of their natural endowments and character. I have
an idea that St Augustine used it against Pelagius." (LS Ill 98)
To his highly sensitive niece he wrote:
"The pains you have to put up with in this world must not
make you sad, my dear child. God is doing you good and giying
you a real grace. I hope you will profit by iL You needed this to
give you some character. You know that you are by nature given
to levity; you could have had a s uperficial character. These
annoyances will make you somewhat more serious, more
reflective and more watchful of your behaviour. Just take care
not to fall into the opposite extreme. Do not be sad. At your age
cheerfulness i s essential . And at the s ame time cheerful
characters are bener, provided they do not become giddy." (LS

II1 10)

One person told him he was trying "to break his character, the
hardness of his character". He replied: "Iron is not to be broken,
it is to be softened in the fire." (LS 111 461 ) The fire of di vine
love mu st give it both s trength and softness. He wrote to a
suffering friend: "The more sensitive a person is, the more he
suffers in this world, but also in return he advances with great
strides in the way of perfection ifhe remains faithful". (ND IX
113)

To a seminarian who complained of "coldness" of sensitivity
he replied that that could be a mauer of a trial but had no real
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influence on the core of his interior life. (This seminarian
happened to be Anthony Daveluy, who was to become Vicar
Apostolic of Korea; he was beheaded for the faith in 1866 and
was canonised by Pope John Paul JI in 1984.)
"We should rejoice wholeheartedly in Jesus, who has been
kind enough to draw us to himself. He sustains us constantly in
his love for him and in him. As long as you possess this desire,
you have simply to rejoice and give great thanks to our good and
beloved Lord. Continued perseverance in this blessed desire is a
great grace. The sort of coldness or indifference you complain of
need not disturb you. God in his goodness wants to establish
solid well-grounded virtue in your soul. That kind of coldness
resides only in the senses and is simply an effect of your
baracter. It is a cross for you but in no way makes you laorthy
before God and has no influence on the depths of your heart.
Remain steadfast in your genuine single-minded love for God
alone, and in your desires to live only for him in a way that
pleases him .. .I believe God has merciful designs on you. If you
persevere like that, you will take on a mark of interior strength
and a stable condition in which your soul will not deviate from
the holy path along which our dear Lord guides you...May we be
united together in the tenderness of Jes u s and Mary."
(Unpublished Letter, Archives of the Diocese of Amiens)
Finally he sends a plain word of wisdom to an enthusiastic
missionary endowed with a vivacious character and strong
imagination.
"Take care of your health. I feel you are going to destroy
yourself out there. That is not according to God's will. All of
you must look after yourselves for the salvation of souls. Be
faithful to a life of recollection and humility. Avoid extremes
and remain peaceful. Never listen to your first thought. Let it
mature before you trust it. especially if an idea takes hold of you
wildly and pulls your mind along; take care not to give in to it.
You must then suspend activity as long as possible until you are
quite cool and collected. Then examine the pros and cons
peacefully before God.
"When you want to weigh something, if you throw it roughly
on the scales the pointer will swing over to its side even if it has
not half the weight of what lies on the opposite side of the scales.
This is because of the violent way it was thrown in. So what do you
do? You stop the needle and wait until balance is restored. Then
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when the two sides are at rest you release the pointer gently and
see which side is the heavier. When an idea takes hold of your
imagination violently, it always tips the scales to its own side,
even if the opposing reasons are six times stronger. lltis comes
from the violence which makes your judgement lose its balance,
the way the pointer does. What is to be done? You must wait,
bold the pointer to prevent it from swaying either way. When
the movement of both sides of the scales, caused by the violence,
ceases, then examine calmly the for and against. Where the
pointer comes to rest will indicate the greater weight. You need
to watch yourself on this matter; otherwise you will often judge
wrongly. Try, liule by little, to moderate the ardour of the first
onset of a new idea." (ND VII 423)
Allow yourself to be led by the hand of God.
Be before our Lord like clay before the potter.
Toe potter worlcs on it as he wills ...
It allows itself to be handled according to the poner's good

pleasure.

Allow yourself to be handled by the hands of God.

CHAPTER THREE

It is no Longer I Who Live, but Christ
Who Lives in Me (Gal 2:20)

At this point in his life, two events broke in on Francis
Liberrnann that left deep marks on him. The first was his
father's curse. The rabbi learnt of his conversion to Catholicism
and wrote to him. The lener heaped insults on him and declared
him as good as dead, cut off from the family. "Ou r Lord gave
me the grace to resist my fathe r, who wanted to snatch me from
the faith. I renounced him rather than the faith," he wrote. (ND
Vlll 203) But it was at the price of much suffering! Francis was
on the recreation ground in the semi nary when he read the
dreadful words. A seminarian saw him in tears and heard rum
say over and over again, "But I am a Christian, I am a Christian!"
The Rabbi Liberrnann was to die grief-stricken two years later
without ever forgiving hls son. We know the bonds of affection
that united Jacob and his father and the keen sensitivity of the
young man, so we can imagine the pain it all caused him. Some
of our African friends, more than anyone else, have experienced
what a great trial a father's curse can be, delivered in biblical
terms. The Rabbi Liberrnann was going to see four of his sons
become Christians in the same way: Samson, Felix, Samuel and
Jacob. But it was the Christian commitment of Jacob, his
favourite, that broke his hean. We learn this from those who
knew him well. Before his death he dictated his last will and
testament with some words of German which he used for official
papers . Then he made his son Isaac promise to become his
successor as rabbi. Isaac, son of his second marriage, then a
young man of sixteen, had been destined for the bank. Isaac in
fact took the promise very seriously and eventually became chief
Rabbi of Nancy.
The second event took place in March 1829, on the eve of his
ordination to the subdiaconate. Francis was in his director's
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office when suddenly he fell helpless to the floor in a fit of
epilepsy. Many similar crises were co follow at shon intervals,
in the chapel or at recreation. A nervous twitch and severe
migraine were to remain with him for the rest of his days. The
verdict was official: chronic epilepsy. He could not become a
priest! Out of charity, Francis was kept at the seminary of St
Sulpice, with no human suppon and no prospects for the future.
He would let God deal with him. The Wholly Other is also
wholly close. God barred the way in front of him and deprived
him of all religious feelings. It was a trial destined to bring
Francis closer to him. Francis' attitude was one of surrender.
openn ess, union of his will with God's in unshakeable
confidence.

The Word of the Cross is... the Power of God
(I Cor 1:18)
"My cherished illness is my great treasure. Why worry about
me? My body, my soul, my whole being and existence are for
God. And if I knew there was the tiniest shred in me not
belonging to him, I would tear it out and trample it underfoot in
the dust and dirt. All I am and all I possess is God 's and nobody
else's." (LS I 10)
On the occasion of a big feast in the seminary, several young
students were recounting in his presence the flights of devotion
and overflowing joy with which they had assisted at the day's
ceremonies. "As for me," he said, "I have been like a stone all
day, unable to speak to God, to think or to feel." (ND I 308).
Then be told them this was his nonnal condition, one he put up
with in perfect resignation and with a kind of joy. "That is the
night of the cross," he explained later to someone going through
a similar trial, deprivations, interior darkness where the senses
are inactive, helpless and dead; this is the moment to live the
faith, a faith full of hope ... I speak of that living faith which
consists especially in interior acts of the soul and shows itself
through them. This faith adheres unfailingly to our Lord and all
his divine words. In all its activity it tends towards divine love,
to please God in everything and everywhere. This night is an
excellent thing; our souls are made perfect in it, shedding the
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faults they have in plenty. (LS II 266)
By way of these trials , Francis lived out a self-emptying.
Thinking of himself, he wrote to a friend, "God loves you
tenderly; that is why he keeps you afflicted with crosses". As
with many persons in the Bible, events drove him to total
s urrender to God's will. To one of his correspondents he
outlines what his own situation was in similar circumstances:
"What you must do here and now is not get upset by all these
fears and pains. Put up with them out of love for our adorable
Master, but in peace, gentleness and love . Stand in your
littleness before h1m who is to be your salvation; but at the same
time arm yourself with unbounded confidence in his divine
unsurpassed goodness and mercy...This humble confidence is of
the utmost imponance." (LS II 216)
Above all, never become discouraged, whatever our faults and
failings; simply consent to be handed over to Love, possessed by
him who wants us . "You may be sure he will bring about
wonderful things in you." (LS I 126)
He wrote in detail about this interior progress - which may be
considered as his own - towards complete self-surrender into the
hands of God in the wcH-known leners 161 , to Mr. de Conny, a
seminarian at St Sulpice, and 156, to another seminarian, Mr.
Lcvillain, found in volume two of his collected Spiritual Leuers.
"Up to now you have been in the habit of doing the work
yourself and considering your work and application as of value.
This explains why you are discou raged when you see your
failings. But once you commend yourself into God's hands you
will get used to seeing your own great uselessness and
helplessness. You will realise that God alone is to be and to do
all things in you. And you will throw yourself unreservedly into
his arms, mindful of your lowliness and poverty. Then indeed
you will begin to make progress.
"Never allow yourself to be beaten or discouraged by your
weaknesses. Whenever you think you have committed a fault,
recollect yourself gently. Present yourself before our Lord in
simple humility of hean at the sight of your misery... But this
sentiment must be accompanied by filial love and a candid, total
confidence that he will take pity on your weakness. That much
secured, remain unperturbed and know that you belong to Jesus
always. Do this with a gentle, peaceful movement. Let it be
almost a loving glance!
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"I am well aware that all this will not happen from the first
moment. Time and faithfulness are needed. But fear nothing.
Our Lord has opened the door for you. He has given you a start
on the way to him, he will be able to bring you to the goal.
~e goal is nothing less than the Spirit of God taking over in
our hves. He concludes: "There is no real greamess except in
this heavenly life of divine love." (LS II 230)

WJw Shall Separate us from the Love of Christ?
(Rom 8:35)
Francis Libermann banked on God's infinite love. To his way
of thinking, the response to love was not an outburst of human
activity with good deeds and fixed rules, but rather a letting
oneself be taken over by this love, eliminating from one's life
whatever could prove an obstacle; it is surrender to God's allpowerful activity. To surrender, or hand oneself over, is an oftrepeated phrase of his. He wrote to a young priest:
"Go and surrender yourself into our Lord's hands so that he
can take possession of you unreservedly. You will only have
perfect peace of soul after you have given yourself completely to
him with no trace whatsoever of a natural life remaining." (LS II
136)
And to a young woman suffering from a severe trial:
"Hand yourself over completely to the Lord Jesus' divine
good pleasure, to be used for his work or sacrificed for his
greater glory. Remain in your littleness in love and peace,
placing your trust in Jesus and Mary." (ND IV 252)
He says again:
"What is wanted is not so much for you to be gentle as for
Jesus living in you to live there with his spirit of gentleness and
simplicity. Who has ever understood 'the breadth and length and
height and depth of the love of Christ' {Eph 3: 18)? Maintain a
firm , stable and persevering will to love and serve God with your
whole soul." (LS II 219)
He communicates his own heartfelt experience of the ways of
God to those who embark upon this new step on the road to
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holiness. "An interior life is needed to know these things, a
grace of the Holy Spirit, and experience, an experimental, not a
speculative, knowledge is required. " (LS Ill 105)
When someone has undertaken in all generosity to "love God
with his whole heart and all his strength" and to bear witness to
this love before others by the total gift of himself or herself, then
the night simply has to come. We have no control over God, it is
he who sets about realising his merciful plan of redemption in us
and through us. "My glory I give to no other." (Is 42:8) Sooner
or later - after a few months, a few years - the religious feeling
disappears , felt enthusiasm wanes. This is the sign that the
Wholly Other, the Holy One, is close. What is Lo be done? Wait
in trust, be satisfied to have no more feeling of his presence, or
taste for his word, or warm joy of his person. Recall that he is
"with us all days", be one with him in conformity of will, love
him for what he is and not only for what he gives. A new
phenomenon is taking shape : we no longer direct our own
operations but the Spirit of Jesus and his Father takes over. A
basic attitude becomes discernible: one of standing ready before
God awaiting everything from him. This indicates the truly
spiritually poor persons: they will allow God to do great things
in them and for them, as he did for Mary. Our weaknesses are
clearer than ever, like the previously unseen specks of dust that
dance in the light once a ray of sunshine lights up the darkness.
But they worry us no longer, for in our very weaknesses we
experience the merciful tenderness of God's hean. And we learn
day by day that Jesus alone can be meek and humble of heart
within us. "Learn from me; for I am gentle and lowly in hean."
(Mt 11 :29) This is the Son's fundamental attitude, a complete
living relationship LO his Father in his Person as Word incarnate.
"Little by little, become accustomed to having no feelings of
grace, to walking in pure faith along a path of deprivation, where
the soul goes to God for his own sake. The soul is empty then,
and feels great pain at first because it is not pure or disinterested
enough. It thinks too much about itself but since it cannot give
itself satisfaction it becomes upset. 1n the emptiness and waste
that it experiences it is both bored and disturbed. All this must
be suffered in peace, while surrendering to God so as to live for
him alone. As long as he nourishes you interiorly, there is no
difficulty; when he leaves you feeling empty, stand before him in
expectation of his divine goodness." (LS Ill 397)
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He Who Through Faith is Righteous Shall Live
(Rom 1:17)

"Th.is period is critical, perhaps the most dangerous of all for
souls, and their whole life depends on it. .. At this point the
greatest number of souls give up the correct way of praying
because of agitation, discouragement, wrong ideas, stubbornness,
rigidity, impatience, self-love." (Instructions on Prayer, ES 227)
Apostolic experience, alas, confirms only too well this
weighty pronouncemenL
"This is a testing-time that God makes many people pass
throu gh whom he wants LO use in his service, to give them
strength and sureness and bind them to himself in a stable
way... Jt is a trial to purify and sanctify the soul, disposing it to be
a faithful instrument in God's hands. nus is the greaL blow of
hammer and chisel to polish it and give it its proper shape in his
merciful plans."
Another symbol of God's action is the poner. He explains this
to the young priest who was one day to become his successor, Fr.
Schwindenbammer:
"Let yourself be guided by the hand of God . 0, my dear
friend, never rush when it comes to divine things. Be before our
Lord like clay before the potter. He works on it in his own
fashion. He starts by beating it. flanening it and beating it again,
to get it malleable. The poor clay has no resistance to offer! It
lets itself be handled after the potter's good pleasure. He may
make a vase of it; when the vase is half-made he may undo it and
tum it all again into a shapeless mass. Then he will work on it a
second time to fashion the vase he had planned. The more the
clay has been beaten thoroughly, the better it is prepared for use.
The most beautiful vases can be made of it But from clay which
was not sufficiently pounded into a soft mass only cheap vases
can be made, or sometimes humble vessels.
"The figure is easily enough explained, and its application
easy to make in spiritual things. Let you rself be handled,
literally, by God. Wait for his moment with peace, gentleness
and patience. If you had the opportunity to follow your own
desires at once, even when they conform to the divine will, it
would be quite disadvantageous to your soul . Strengthen your
heart to the love of pains, crosses and contradictions. Blessed
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are those the Lord tests somewhat!" (LS III 159)
Finally, a last piece of advice: trust.
"You complain that the only thing you have left is trust in our
Lord...What more could you want? Where there is trust. one can
be sure there is love, and the amount of love is in proportion to
the amount of trust." (ND VII, vii and viii)
He writes to a missionary:
"You think yourself in a state of holiness because of what you
feel. Now that won' t do. Such a state can only be willed. Place
yourself before God in will and desire, give yourself peacefully
to your work with this same will and desire. Be perfectly calm
and at ease even with no feelings." (LS m 378)
It is a decisive moment; at this important crossroads a choice
had to be made, definitively.
"When God has once purified our senses, and released us from
being tied to feelings and pleasures, when he has filled our soul
with fervour, with desires of holiness and self-denial in all
things, then he withdraws gradually within our heart, acts less on
the senses and more purely, working through the faith he
communicates to the internal and spiritual faculties of our soul.
"This moment when God makes a clear-cut break with the
senses is, it seems to me, the most critical and deci sive. The
believer. having no more feeling of contact with God, thinks
himself lost, thinks he has been unfaithful and that God has
deserted him. He runs great danger of falling into
discouragement, disquiet, scruples and numerous other evils. If
he is mortified, he will overcome all these pains and difficulties
and reach a genuine interior and contemplative life. If he is not
mortified, if be is self-seeking, he gives way bit by bit and may
become more imperfect, worse than he was before." (LS II 387)
He emphasizes self-denial again, but closely allied to love, in
a letter to a young woman.
"Do not be upset by the interior dryness you feel at times. Do
not imagine at those moments that you do not love the good
Lord. The love you have for Jesus must not consist in a show of
sentiment. Toe love of our God is an interior attachment of our
soul, an attachment whereby we are always ready to sacrifice all
for him, whereby we submit wholeheartedly to all his wishes and
faithfully accomplish his least good pleasure, cost what it may.
We are always ready to stand back from all things - and we
really do so - from ourselves. our pleasures and satisfactions, for
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love of him. We hand ourselves over generously to God, to do
and become in his hands whatever seems good lO him, we carry
our daily pains and crosses with peace for love of him alone.
Fina1ly we try lO be acceptable lO our Beloved in everything that
is his good pleasure.
"Genuine love consists in giving oneself completely lO God
alone, it is not a question of feelings. As soon as you desire lO
love him you can be certain that you do love him really; every
act of this desire is an act of love. So you do not need to be
sympathised with in your drynesses. All you have to do at those
momenLS is to remain humbly at Jesus ' feet, be ready to sacrifice
for him every affection and indeed everything, as well as
yourself, with peace and trust in his goodness and mercy." (LS
ID465)
He outlines the same idea lO his brother, Dr. Libennann, with
examples drawn from the Bible.
"Certainly this condition of pain and temptation is preferable
lO that of quiet and the enjoyment of spiritual things. Generally
our soul is more perfect St. Peter, in the times of fervour and
great spiritual joys that the Gospel recounts, was not so solid or
advanced in holiness. This holy apostle was enthusiastic when
he told his Master be would not abandon him, even if it meant
dying with him. We know how eternal Wisdom reacted lO that.
We must not count on the spiritual joys we feel in God's service,
but on the steadfastness of our soul before God, in the midst of
our afflictions and temptations.
"Job underwent violent temptations and enormous pains. In
the midst of all his pathetic lamentations, he was more pleasing
lO God than SL Peter in the excess of his ardent joys and fervent
protestations." (LS IrI 434)
"He who through faith is righteous shall live." Fr Libermann
refers all his correspondents to this naked faith. ..Live in faith
and do not worry about the rest" (LS I 413; "Keep to what is
solid, not what can be felt" (LS II 79); "faith is strength" (LS In
382). 'Ibis is the time for what he calls "the prayer of pure faith":
"Your prayer ought to consist in a simple, humble, peaceable
repose before our Lord. That's all. You must not aim at making
a lot of reflections or producing affective phrases ... Look on
yourself before our Lord as something that belongs to hirn ... Be
content with a glance towards him from time to time ... When
distractions come, try to ward them off gently by a peaceful
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glance towards him Lo whom you belong. The same thing in the
course of the day - just a glance from time to time, with the
desire of being all for Jesus, in the acknowledgement of your
poverty. Be satisfied that you are always at his disposal, putting
your trust in him alone." (LS III 462)
He gives the following advice to one of his close disciples
who was undergoing an experience of "obscurity and pain":
"With your mind peaceably turned towards Jesus, take your
stand simply in the interior position of your soul before God, that
is to say, maintain your soul in its ordinary, natural state of
prayer with God, unembarrassed, without effort or strain, but
walking in his presence in such a way that you are at ease and
peace before him.
"That done, you can be confident, blind as you are. You hold
the cord by which he leads you and you follow him even if you
do not see him . If this is so, go on your way calmly, abandoning
yourself fully to your adorable guide, continually following him
in all peace and cenainty, with gentleness and moderation.
"You see now what your line of action must be, or so it seems
to me: a life of hardship, an absence of all pleasure and
satisfaction, a life of dedication and self-sacrifice, a life of pure
dark faith, a life of union which is simple and unbroken, yet
gentle, without effort or s train and almost as it were
imperceptible, a life of surrender and of letting-go, that is full of
trust and love, into the hands of the divine Master.
"All this will be without clear knowledge, without
clarification, feeling, thrill or the least tension. In this way you
will walk tranquilly before God, you will be peaceably
surrendered to Jesus. This precious love will guide you in all
things, without your even knowing it. " (LS I I 176)
The radical response to the love that emanates from Jesus is
self-possession in peace in the midst of apostolic activity and its
inevitable trials.
"Possess no heart, soul, body, life or existence except for Jesus
and in Jesus. When is he going to live fully in your soul? I
believe he fills you with this desire and it makes me very happy
indeed. I hope very much that he will live in you, and you live in
him. Do not remain satisfied with the desire of always thinking
about the Lord Jesus, go further and desire very s trongly to
possess him and to be possessed by him. He must be the life and
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soul of your spiritual life. You must possess no activity, feel ing,
desire, affection , will or outlook of your own but may Jesus give
life and meaning to all the activity of your bean, within and
withouL Then he will live in you in his spirit of holiness, in the
fullness of his power, and he will fashion within you all the
interior states of his being, in which he wishes you to share.
"Note the phrase well : to possess one's soul in peace. Our
divine Master used it. Rest in Jesus. Let your soul spread out
before him like oil, smoothly, lovingly." (LS II 112)
The following analysis of this interior condition of pure faith
whic h he offcrs to a missionary is a masterpiece of psychological
and spiritual discernment, made clearer by personal experience.
"Yo u were was looking for a support, you did not want to live
by God alone in faith ... Now God is forcing you to surrender to
him alone. He deprives you of all support, he wants you to live
by pure faith ...
"Be before God by will and desire, remaining perfectly calm
and content, feeling nothing. This is incomparably better and
more perfect than if you could feel what goes on within you,
although it may not seem so at first ..
"Divine Goodness wants you to act henceforth in a more
intellectual fashion and in pure faith. Be supple in God's hands.
Leave God to wo rk out how he will make you perfect in his own
way...
"When you can feel you r way in spiritual things, you are
relying o n a creature. Later, when the feelings have gone, when
you advance in pure faith, you become adult. Pure faith
presupposes that you cannot fall back on your feelings to support
you. It is certain that you are in the state in which feelings have
passed and pure faith should reign supreme. Simply remain in
contac t with God. You have God and God alone; that should
suffice. It costS, it is painful. It may seem that our whole life has
become unreal, our soul is empty, we have no spiritual life any
more. This would be quite wrong. The interior life has merely
become purer and simpler.
"I have said, • it costs•, but only in the beginning, before a
person attains to perfec t surrender to Goo. Give yourself body
and soul to God and do not try any more to gain support from
creatures. It is no time to act the child; you should be beginning
a mature age of perfection...
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"The stage of feelings is over. You have to live in the poveny
of faith and pure charity of the hean, without feelings but full of
trust in Jesus and Mary." (LS Ill 377)
A well-known passage may fittingly close this subject:
"Christian perfection does not consist in a certain more or less
elevated fonn of prayer but in a union of perfect love with our
Lord. This union will be based on total self-denial, renunciation
of our self-love, our will, our ease, our satisfactions and all that
pertains to ourselves. The more perfect the self-denial the more
perfect the love. " (LS II 452)

If Any Man Would Come After Me, ut Him Deny Himself
and Take Up His Cross Daily and Follow Me
(Luke 9:23)

t

Francis Libennann was the apostle of "the absolute of God",
and consequently the apostle of radicalism when it comes to selfgiving. In his Spiritual Writings he outlines the steps in this selfdenial, ranging from detachment from sin all the way to our
subtle self-love in all domains. "To live for God alone one must
be dead LO everything; this is the only true happiness. Our Lord
and the Saints were happier than anyone else in the world ."
(ESS 13) "When one gives everything, one receives everything."
(ESS 5) But this is always in order to love the more, always in
view of greater union with God. "Union with our Lord is not
only the soul and perfection of self-denial , but the most effective
way of achieving it." (ESS 5) "Realise clearly that it is easier to
be perfectly self-denied than to attempt it with half-measures."
(ESS 14) "I am teaching you the path of life, a broad easy road
LO sanctification and the perfect love of our well-beloved." (LS I
316)
This takes place slowly. What maners is to love all the time
and remain trusting. Imperfections will fall away of themselves,
"like scales". as a regenerated organism eliminates its toxic
waste, and true freedom is experienced (LS ll 115) He wrote to
his brother and sister-in-law:
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"The graces received in this path of self-denial are immense.
They give us a prodigious ease in carrying out the most difficult
things; they put us above all creatures, make us masters of our
hean, and give us such great freedom of mind and perfect peace
that nothing can trouble us. A person who seeks to be selfdenied in everything and generous with Goo is master of heaven,
eanh and hell. God grants such people all they desire, they are
dear to the Blessed Virgin, the angels and saints; the demons
quake before them, because they recognise Goo's own sovereign
power in them ." (LS I 50)
"People who unde nake self-denial generously and vigorously
are filled with peace, fervour and energy. They are a thousand
times happier than others who give into the insipid cravings or a
weakling hean. too attached to creatures. God's grace fills and
sustains them, giving them consolations unknown to those who
fear losing everything when they give up eanhly consolations.
Our divine Saviour promised the hundredfold to those who tum
their back on c reatures for love of him . All those who have
made the effon have seen this promise accomplished which was
made by eternal truth." (ES 475)
Three images recur constantly in his writings to characterise
the attitude of genuine surrender to God. Pierre Blanchard picks
them out in the superb work he devoted to Fr Libermann 's
personality and activity. (Le Venerable Libermann, Desclee de
Brouwe r, two volumes) " We consider that there are three
outstanding images in this luxuriant forest of symbols. They
fonn a synthesis of Fr Libennann 's whole itinerary and doctrine.
All three of them made their appearance in 1839, a year we
consider decisive : blindness, oil and the sea. The soul
surrenders to Jesus like a blind man into the hand of his guide; it
spreads out gently and unbrokenly before our Lord like oil; it
resists all temptations to discouragement by plunging into a sea
of trust to lose itself therein. This is trust and surrender in an
offering of love." (Vol. II 232)
"Since our will is what is most intimate to us, its submission
and complete surrender to our Lord, so that be may replace it
with his own living, ruling will, is very difficult. It is the
ultimate point of divine love. In order to achieve this effect in all
its perfection, our divine Master ordinarily and nearly always
digs very deeply within us. He uproots all that stems from our
self-love and our own life in order to replace it with his divine
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life and love." (LS ll 502)
Thus the condition of surrender is a passive one, in which the
will gives itself over completely, in all confidence and certainty,
to the will of him who loves us and whom alone we want to love.
This is love's ideal stance!
"You are filled with our Lord Jesus Christ's Spirit. And this
Holy Spirit desires to be, himself alone, the beginning and end of
all your desires and affections, of all the stirrings and promptings
of your heart. Have no more life of you own but let him alone
live in you." (LS I 214)
"Surrender, surrender, always surrender, and nothing but
surrender!" (LS I 411 )
Fr Libennann was indebted to this state of surrender for being
able to preserve his serenity and even his unflagging love in spite
of his poor health.
"The sole reason for my delay in writing to you was my
w retched migraine, which never gave me a moment's
peace ... Whcn I have this faithful companion, I am hardly able to
think. May God be praised!" (To Mother Javouhey, ND VIII
80)
He jokes about his !,iiet, about the number of boiled eggs he
was made to swallow, the attention paid to him. The real motive
for his unfailing optimism breaks through in a letter to Dr
Libermann.
"My migraines have lessened considerably since the beginning
of winter: I think the heat of summer will bring them back.
Whatever God wills! If he wishes to give them back to me I will
take them and manage as well as I can with them." (ND X 46)
Again he tells him:
"Happiness does not consist in having all satisfactions and in
succeeding in all one's desires. On the contrary, happier results
come from being contradicted in our plans. Nature gets upset but
the spirit is strengthened, raised up and surpasses itself because
divine grace takes strong root in it and perfects its being. We
have happiness within us when we possess God." (ND VI 446)

A Thorn was Given Me in the Flesh
(II Cor 12:7)
Epilepsy and its nervous disorders are known sometimes to
lead to serious depression, often to marasmus or despair. To a
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person who envied him fo r being always calm and smiling,
Francis Libennann said in confidence, at the time of his first
attacks:
"I hope you will not have to be sifted in life as I have been, I
hope life will never be the burden for you that it has been for me.
I never cross a bridge without the thought of throwing myself
over the parapet, to put an end to these afflictions. But the sight
of my Jesus sustains me and gives me patience." (ND 1290)
To a woman afflicted with nervous disorders he explained, by
way of encouragement, his own spiritual and psychological way
of acting.
"I would say quite simply that, as a general rule, nervous
disorders should be forgotten, neglected, not attended to. I was
subject to those illnesses as a young man in a very violent way.
What hun me most was the fear, the agitation, the apprehensions.
This agitation of the soul must be done away with. Distract
yourself at those moments, do not become preoccupied by
nervous anxieties of the hean, but act forcefully against these
feelin gs and remain in great openness before God, ready to
experience pain or not. I tell you the approach I took when I
began to give myself to the good God. I did this in a spirit of
faith and with the desire of pleasing God, without thinking of
recovering my health by this means. I never thought such an
approach would be of practical use, but in fact it played a big
pan in my cure." (ND VII 238)
In one of his first spiritual letters he opens his hean to a
seminarian-friend:
"You write to say that you would like to see me happy. I do
not understand what you mean by that. Would you like to see
me rich, in good health, with nothing to suffer here below? Do
you really want to place me in hell? 0 my dear friend, leave me
my dear poverty, my dear sickness, and a thousand sufferings
more; only sufferings can bring me to a likeness of our Lord
Jesus Christ. If you want to see me happy, come and visit me
and you will have your wish. I am a Ouistian, our Lord Jesus
Christ died for me, I am almost overwhelmed by his benefits and
graces, I have a little taste of his cross and sufferings. I hope he
will give me still more, and should I not be happy? What do we
need, I ask you, to be happy?" (LS I 17)
Mr. and Mrs. Samson Libennann were upset on hearing about
his sickness, which he had at first tried to hide from them. They
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were also concerned about his future. His answer was a model
of resignation. He communicated 10 his worried correspondents
his great insights from God on the meaning of his own suffering.
"Why worry yourselves about me? Are you afraid I will die
of hunger? What! The Lord nourishes the birds of the field.
"But, you will say, if I was a priest I could have a position and
come to the help of my family. No, my dear friends ...my body,
my soul, my whole being are for God; and if I knew that there
was still a little vein in me which was not for bim I would tear it
out and trample it underfoot in the mud and dust. Whether I be a
priest or not, whether I be a millionaire or a beggar, all I am and
all I possess is for God ... And I beg you not to press me to act
otherwise, it would be both unjust and fruitless on your part. The
bonds of charity that bind and attach me to my Lord Jesus are too
strong for me to break, even if I wanted to...
"It is a painful, unbearable, soul-destroying situation , or so the
child ren of this world would say, people who seek their
happiness within the bonds of this world, who act as if God rud
not exist for them. But children of God, genuine Christians, act
otherwise. They remain satisfied with what their heavenly
Father gives them, for they know that whatever he sends them is
good and useful, and anything else would be a disaster.
"As for myself, I hope that if our Lord Jesus Christ continues
giving me his grace as up to now... I will lead a perfectly poor
life solely employed in his service. Then I will be richer than if I
possessed the whole world, and I defy the world to find me a
happier man. For who is beuer off than the person who wants
nothing? Who are happier than those whose desires are
accomplished?" (LS I 10)
This period of his life would always be imponant in his eyes.
He would often recall it as a particularly vital moment in the
entire surrender of his life into God's hands, as a privileged
experiencing of physical and moral suffering. These things were
to make him an understanding counsellor fo r all those in
affliction. This period was also an exceptional occasion for
rurectly sharing in Jesus' redemptive Cross.
In the many letters he wrote to sick and dispirited people, he
always invited them to surrender, patience and union with God.
Here is one example to a lady who was undergoing trials:
"Continue to be submissive and yielding in your suffering.
You will grow in holiness, your troubles will lessen, you will
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have momen_ts of ha~piness; more than that, you will be always
happy, even m the IDidsc of troubles. To be with Jesus is always
lO be happy, even with Jesus on Calvary. But one must be there
with a good heart." (LS III 482)
He considers that everyone is called to holiness. and suffering
constitutes a speciaJ help along the way. He wrote co another
deeply Christian lady who was subject to recent physical and
moral trials. These pages of exceptional beauty sketch in biblical
term s the mystical meaning of suffering as lived with the
crucified Jesus.
"The good master is accomplishing his divine word in you.
that word which has always been true and always will be :
'Blessed are you who weep now, for yoo shall laugh' . It is with
great joy that I see the good he is doing in you through his cross.
He has planted it solemnly and deeply in your inmost heart. It
seems to have taken root there. Yes, it has taken root, and when
your loved ones give you no more to suffer the cross will still be
a pan of you. It will always be, at least for a long time. It has
taken root. The cross is a beautiful tree, a beautiful tree planted
in your heart. producing beautiful flowers just now, and later on
good fruit. •A good tree,' said our Saviour, 'can only produce
good fruits .' What fruits? Those that it bore on Calvary. It will
produce Jesus himself in you. Do you know how? Listen.
For a long time now, Jesus has wanted to live in you by the
holiness of his ways, by the truth of his virtues. He has been
trying to draw you by the gentleness of his grace, by the beauty
of his enlightenment, by the sweetness of his peace. You have
followed him as a sheep follows its shepherd and he fed you on
milk and honey. You saw him , you kne w him. you followed

him.

"Yo u wished to follow him always, you wished to withdraw
into solitude with him, you wished lO choose him as your spouse ,
so as to rest permanently in his heart, to live in his heavenly
intimacy, to feed on his divine love.
"You wanted to be Jesus ' spouse. But this is not brought
about so swiftly. He whom you wish to espouse is a great king.
He chose you, he drew you on, he poured bis divine love into
your soul, he made all the advances . The divine espousals
seemed imminent and effortless. Suddenly Jesus asks for a
dowry, but not a dowry of silver or gold, as carnal souls think
who know nothing of the delicacy and purity of sentiment that
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the Spirit of God inspires.
"The dowry Jesus asks is the total sacrifice of rourself. ~e
pays the expenses himself, he looks after ~e carrying out of ~s
plans, he plants his cross in your soul and unmolates you to his
divine love. Surrender into his hands. You have wanted to
belong to Jesus, to be his spouse, intimately united to him. But
your soul had sti ll a mass of imperfections, attachments,
unrefined desires. To belong to Jesus, one must be wonhy of
him. And how could you make yourself worthy of him? Only
through these sufferings. In these your soul has to conquer itself
unceasingly, renounce itself, humiliate itself, submit and
immolate itself with courage and generosity. Meanwhile Jesus'
grace and divine love in your inmost hean will give you the
fidelity and constancy to do all these things, and to do them
better and better. The greater your afflictions and the more
deeply planted the cross, then the more will grace and love grow
and, as a result, the more will you advance in genuine holiness.
Now do you understand how the cross will produce choice fruits
in you?
"These fruits are Jesus ' vinues, Jesus' holiness, union with
Jesus." (LS Ill 491)
To a young man stricken with serious illness, he explained
that "Jesus, living in us by his divine Spirit, offers himself again
to his divine Father" in our sickness and thus continues the
world's redemption.
"When Jesus decides to come permanently into a soul by his
cross, he normally does so in order to have it share in the greatest
intimacy of his divine love and his Father's love. Those who are
crucified with Jesus will also be glorified with Jesus; the more
they are crucified the more they will be glorified. The greamess
of the glory is measured by the perfection of our likeness to
Jesus. If we resemble Jesus in his pains and ignominies, we will
have pan in his joys as well and in the immense weight of glory
that clothes him in the bosom of his Father. Dear brother, the
period of our sufferings is very short, and Jesus' glory is eternal.
The time of our dwelling in this fleshly habitation - a habitation
of pain - is only the twinkling of an eye. Soon we will enter into
a dwelling of happiness and glory in the bosom of the Father, our
good Master.
"Then we will be clothed with all perfection , with all the
brightness, power, greatness. love, riches and glory of our divine
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Jesus!
"Realise that it is not we who suffer. Jesus, living in us by his
divine Spirit. offers himself again to his heavenly Father. What
happiness for us to be instruments in the hands of our beloved
Jesus, through which he labours greatly for his Father's glory!
What happiness to renew in this way our Master's glorious
passion!" (LS n 394)
He consoled a woman who was becoming deaf, and invited
her to consider this affliction in the light of God.
"There is no evil in not being able to hear human words any
more. Listen peacefully to the divine Spirit speaking in the
bottom of your heart. His word will be the more powerful
interiorly according as the divine Goodness deprives you of
exterior hearing. Besides, the laner is most often an obstacle to
those who wish to listen to the interior divine word. Rejoice then
and submit lovingly to God' s good pleasure, which gives you
this deprivation in order to make you more holy. Deafness
obviates a great number of faults." (ND VI 292)
To the director of a seminary who was tried by sickness and
great interior trials he sent long, compassionate, friendly letters
to encourage him to have an attitude of surrender to God.
"In this condition of total surrender to our Lord we think no
longer of ourselves or our concerns ... we are indifferent to
sickness and health, troubles or well-being. We lose ourselves
from view, to fix our mind only on Jesus... Then we enjoy great
tranquillity in the midst of all th.e pains, sufferings, afflictions
and contradictions that can come our way. Or rather there are no
more absolute sufferings or contradictions for us.
"We certainly feel them. But at the bottom of our heart we
belong to God, we are in God alone. The terrible shock, which
would have overcome us before, cannot now penetrate us
because we are united to our Lord residing in us. His throne is
unshakeable in the depths of our soul
"How true it is that patience presupposes perfection. Indeed,
all perfection is there. This is th.e great prize of sufferings and
crosses. Happy, therefore, are they who are favoured by them,
and who profit by the good chance of having them, with a view
to reaching complete self-forgetfulness and forgetfulness of all
creatures and thus perfect union with Jesus, who dwells in the
depths of their soul!" (LS I 299)
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Time and again Francis Libermann draws attenlion to lhe
close bond between suffering and the Eucharistic sacrifice.
Christ in his condition of sacrificial offering continues his work
of salvation in those men and women who are joined to him in
adhering to the Falher' s complete will. The sac rament
strengthens this unity of will with him.
"Do not be upset if you cannot make your mental prayer. You
are making a wonderful continual prayer: a prayer of suffering.
of sacrifice, of a vic tim. You are taking pan in the greal
incomparable prayer that Jesus made with loud cries and
plentiful tears, tears that have washed the whole world and filled
heaven with Saints. Cum clamore valido et lacrymis deprecatus
est. Be glad, then, that Jesus gives you such a greal gifl of
prayer, for surely this is the best of prayers. If you cannot visit
Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, Jesus is crucified in your hean.
He wants to visil you himself and make his dwelling in you, but
in a powerful way that yolll will feel, through his adorable cross.
If you cannot assist at the holy sacrifice of the Mass. know that
Jesus sacrifices himself all day long in you. Not only do you
assist at this sacrifice but you are both active and passive there;
you are the altar and the very victim, making one same thing
with Jesus crucified..." (LS n 226)
"It is an excellent thing to be crucified in the hands of Jesus
and Mary. The holy cross ... releases the great wonders it
possesses splendidly, profusely and with dignity." (LS II 123)
"Jesus suffers in us." He said this to a seminarian who was
convalescing at home from a serious brain clot. In a sentiment of
deep friendship he willingly appealed to what he saw as a
genuine consolation.
"We do not know where Jesus is leading us. It does not
matter, as long as he lives and reigns fully within us, and he
alone. If you live, Jesus lives in you; if you die, then you will
live fully in Jesus and Jesus in you. If you suffer, Jesus will
suffer in you and through you; if you are comfortable, Jesus rests
in you. He wants to be ev,erything in you ... He wants to be your
repose, your comfort, your suffering, your death, your life, your
love, your happiness and your all. May he be everything for you,
but he alone ... Be in continual peace before him and in him,
surrender completely to his guidance in whatever place or
condition - interior or exterior - that he puts you. Let everything
in you pertain to Jesus, and may he be everything for you ...Lel
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God alone act in you and through you, and lel the glance of your
soul be always in him, in all your activity and all the steps you
take. Let your will be always fuUy dependent on God alone."
(LS I 325-328)

Crosses are a mark of love and predilection on God's part.
"(Our Lord) is pleased to keep you on lhe cross. Blessed be
his holy name! It is a great mark of his love and predilection
towards you. The divine Master acts as he wishes and does what
suits him with those people his heavenly Father has given
him ...The methods he uses to bring about lhe sanctification of his
dear children vary a lot. .. Whal is common to all lhe mcthods .. .is
his divine cross. It is a seasoning he adds to all the spiritual
meats given to us ...These are graces given only to privileged
people." (LS II 151)
He recalled St. Vincent de Paul 's saying that "sicknesses are a
blessing for communities" when he was writing to a sick Sister.
"This sickness will complete your purification. If we wish to
be seriously and solidly attached to Jesus Christ. we must remain
with him on Calvary, in union with Mary our Mother and in her

company. Sanctify yourself in this little sickness. Surrender

yourself, your body and your whole being into the hands of Jesus
and Mary. Be tranquil, docile, obedient. Do not be upset about
your uselessness. St. Vincent de Paul used to say that sicknesses
were a blessing for communities. Sufferings borne with peace,
trust, submission and love draw down great blessings on a house.
Be gentle and peaceful, never get into bad humour, never worry
yourself, do not complain too much, do not show to excess the
pains you undergo within." (ND VII 265)
He wrote these words of deepest fraternal compassion to a
missionary who was lamenting his moral sufferings.
"Be courageous! You are suffering, and will suffer more, but
these sufferings will enlarge your soul. Realise that I too suffer
and will go on suffering a much as you and probably more. I am
at least as sensitive to pain as you, but that is no reason for
becoming discouraged. Never! No, never, by the grace of God.
Should these troubles display themselves externally? No, again
never! I will never complain about them . Be strong and
resolute against yourself, you will do great things for God. If
you do not learn to put up with yourself, you will always remain
less than what God wants of you. That is what it all comes down
to: to be in control of yourself, to suffer without minding, to
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offer God your sufferings generously • to put up with yourself
and sacrifice yourself, to put up with others and all their faults.
You are a person who likes fine and noble things. Undoubtedly
this is the finest and noblest of all. Ask for the grace to have it"

(ND VUI 114)

In another place he proposed the attractive image of Jacob's
ladder as a symbol of the cross.
"The cross is the shortest and straightest way to lead to
heaven, it is Jacob's ladder, where earth' s angels , God' s
children, must go up to their heavenly Father and where heaven's
angels come down to offer help to their earthly brothers and
sisters in the painful labour of that ascent. . . We have no
pennanent city in this world. Everything passes, everything goes
away with lightning-speed. Happy therefore are those who
suffer, they will not become attached to this passing world, they
will gravitate all the time towards a world that does not pass
away, towards the heavenly fatherland, where Jesus awaits us
with the shining rays of his glory sparkling around his holy
cross...
"God loves us, that is why he passes us through the crucible of
suffering ... Place your destiny in Mary's hands, be with her as a
little child with its dear mother. When he gets a cut he goes to
show it immediately to his mother; he is less preoccupied with
the cure than with the desire to have his mother see the wound,
so that she will show him tenderness and give him a little hug.
His mother hugs him and dresses the wound, and the youngster,
without worrying about the cure, is content and at peace. His
mother has given him a kiss and said a little loving word, and
that satisfies him. Act like that with your good Mother and
suffer in love all that Jesus pleases to have you suffer." (ND VII
205)
He distinguishes afflictive mortification and privative
mortification. One imposes the fonner on oneself. He does not
advise it, except for people who are specially called. The latter
"consists in submitting wholeheartedly to all the pains and
hardships that divine providence sends us." (LS Ill 523) In the
same spirit of submission he invites people to receive the
Eucharist, source of life and source of union with Jesus. He
gives expression to this in advice to a lady he is directing by
correspondence:

-------~....----·...
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"Humble surrender of your soul to God must follow you
everywhere, even and especially in holy communion. Jesus
comes there to take possession of his goods. Let go his propeny
into his hands, so that he can shape and manage it in his own
way. Allow yourself to be given new life by his life and to be
moulded according to his good pleasure. Hold yourself prostrate
before him and give him his goods, such as they are, quite
pitiable and filled with all sons of defects.
"He will take you for what you are. Allow him a free hand in
improving his property according to his holy will, when and how
he thinks fitting. Do not prescribe to him what he should do. No
duplicity - his will alone must rule in you.
"That makes a humble holy communion. May this mind be
yours all day long. Be always calm, always humble, always
submissive to God. For love of him put up with all the pain your
faults cause you and your unruly flights of imagination." (LS Ill
603)
He a dvocates the same trust in God for receiving the
Sacrament of Penance, the same surrender to God's will, the
same peace, "with a strong sentiment of love enclosed within
your heart." (LS II J 66) "A cardinal principle in the spiritual
life," he wrote, "is to simplify things as much as possible." (LS I
419) In the end, all is summed up in love.
"Genuine simplicity: .. .it is regarded as something quite
ordinary while in fact it is the virtue of the perfect. It draws
down on us God's greatest favours and lights, since those who
possess it see, think and love only in God, for God, according to
God." (LS I 238)
"God alone, God alone, and always God alone." (LS I 153)

I Have Been Crucified With Christ
(Gal 2:20)

St. Paul spoke to the Corinthians about the revelations he had
received of "things that cannot be told, which man may not utter"
(2 Cor 12:4); and he goes on: "to keep me from being too elated
by the abundance of revelations, a thorn was given me in the
flesh, a messenger of Satan, to harass me, to keep me from being
too elated. Three times I besought the Lord about this, that it
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should leave me; but he said to me, 'My grace is sufficient for
you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.' I will all the
more gladly boast of my weaknesses, that the power of Christ
may rest upon me." (2 Cor 12:7-9)
• Francis Libermann, long familiar with St. Paul in radical,
mystical fellowship with him, accepted the cross Christ offered
him - so similar to the apostle's - in the same spirit as he.
Suffering identifies him as a humbled, "stricken" person who
allows Jesus to continue his power and universal redemption in
him
• "The moment I see difficulties and trouble, the divine
ioodness seems to give me new strength. It seems to me that I
am made for suffering, for being tried. My heart overflows with
joy and hope, and I drag myself along to battle. It is not in me to
flee. So never fear for me. God is my strength; nothing in the
world can unnerve me... " (ND XII 316)
"Besides, these repeated indications of our mortality have a
certain usefulness in making us see that we are nothing, can do
nothing, are wonh nothing. This is no trifling grace. That is
why God grants me this awareness from time to time." (ND VI
300)
"The most holy cross... Oh! it lifts up the soul to divine union
and consummation or transformation. When one reaches that
point one scarcely worries further about being free of crosses.
On the contrary one does not live, cannot live without them.
When they are lacking, one is hungry and thirsty for them; one
feels the pain of emptiness that no one could account for, or even
imagine, who had not experienced it." (LS II 122)
St. Paul wrote to the Colossians: "Now I rejoice in my
sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh I complete what is
lacking in Christ's afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the
church." (Col 1:24) In the light of this Pauline teaching about
sharing in the cross of Christ the depth of Francis Libennann 's
teaching on the same subject can be grasped. The claim has been
made that he provides a spiritual therapy of nervous disorders. It
is true that his doctrine of surrender and peace has helped on the
road to recovery. It is also true that his scrupulous fidelity to
various remedies and to taking care of himself - he even took
seawater baths at Arromanches! - was a sign of his fidelity to
God's will. He did all be could to be cured. It is also true that he
never asked to be cured; he even refused to go and meet a
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wonderworking German priest because he did not consider
himself worthy of a miracle and was afraid of forcing God's
hand. Are not health and sickness equally "benefits" of divine
providence? But in the long run we must go along with him to
the point of union with Christ crucified, source of communion in
his resu rrection and redemption, in order to approach the
unfathomable mystery of the cross. St. Paul's reflections are
then apposite. Calling on his personal experience, as Libermann
did, he defined the Christian's life as a communion with that of
the Son of God. "The life I live now in the flesh I live by faith in
the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me...lt is no
longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me. " (Gal 2:20)
Your soul is the boat
Your heart the sail
Your mind is the rudder
and the Holy Spirit is the wind.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Led by the Spirit of God (Rom 8:14)

It was the year 1831 and Francis Libermann was 29 years of
age. He was told he would have to leave the seminary of St
Sulpice and look for a position elsewhere. His theological
studies were completed satisfactorily enough, but he could not
advance to Holy Orders because of h:is health. "As for the
world," he said, "I cannot go back to it. God, I hope, will
provide for me .. .l am happy to have no resources but God alone".
This approach disarmed the seminary council, who arranged to
look after him "for as long as it pleases God". They dispatched
him to the nearby seminary of Issy-les-Moulineaux, where he
was put at the bursar's disposal as a combination of messenger
boy, garden cleaner, wood polisher and provider of other petty
services. He was permitted to wear the soutane. There he began
a series of multiple contacts with seminari.ans and directors of the
seminary, but also with the house-staff, including the doorkeeper, his best disciple, and the sick in the infirmary, whose
companionship he shared in his epileptic seizures. His reputation
spread rapidly. "Where does his great virtue come from?" Fr
Pinault, one of the directors, who knew him particularly well,
expressed it thus: "He knew what it was Ito love and to be loved;
the hand of God was on him."
He was to stay there for six years. A seminary director said
about him: "God wished to give St Sulpiice a model to reform it.
That is why he kept Mr Libermann there so long".
Bonds of friendship and then of trust were born from this
network of relationships. He gradually became the spiritual
director of many of the seminarians arnd also of the teaching
staff, even of the young bursar, his "employer". He became the
driving force behind the "prayer groups" in the seminary. His
letters were preserved for their value, as well as the meditation
notes he composed for feasts. They we:re recopied and passed
from hand to hand . He excelled in this genre - written
conversation - for which he was supremc~ly gifted. With a flow
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of written words he communicated to others the enlightenment
that came to him directly from the Holy Spirit. His written style
was both vigorous and awkward (he only learnt French at twenty
years of age, and that in the St Sulpice milieu!), always a vehicle
of hope and peace. During these six years, Francis Libermann
rubbed shoulders with the spirituality of the French School, Fr.
Oiler's in particular, of which he was a superb commentator for
the seminarians. There is no doubt that he experienced the
influence of the Sulpician thought and style. But he was a
mystic before everything else; he spoke from experience when
he elaborated on the spiritual ways or when he asserted that he
received clarifications for others. His method was existential;
that is why it remains relevant.

If We Live by the Spirit, Let Us Also Walk By the Spirit
(Gal 5:25)

We have a letter of Francis Libermann' s dating from this
period addressed to an unnamed person. It was destined to
become a veritable circular letter to people whom he directed, for
it indicates the heartbeat of Libermannian spirituality, namely,
docility to God's Spirit living within us. Who better than he
could reveal this secret, since it sprang from his own life?
"All you have to do is keep yourself docile and pliable in the
hands of the Spirit of life, he whom our Lord and good Master
has placed in your soul to be your all. He must be the principle
and unique source of all your affections, all your desires, all the
movements of your soul. He must be the driving-power of your
~ind and the guide of your soul in the various movements he
llll.plants there. It pertains to him alone to give you any impetus
~r impression whatsoever, as it also pertains to him to have that
llll.petus or impression carried through. If you mix up your own
Violent activity with it you will only spoil everything." (LS I
366)

Different steps in the development of the interior life overlap,
Yet this indicates a new one. To the extent that people hand
themselves over to God generously, the Holy Spirit will take
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over in them and give them strength along the route of
confonnity to Christ and apostolic commitment. The entire
spiritual life then becomes centred on the forceful activity of the
sanctifying Holy Spirit and on the necessary conditions for
allowing oneself to be led by him.
In the course of these years, Francis Libennann experienced
the ever increasing absolute control of the Holy Spirit over his
life. His total surrender to God brought him imperceptibly to the
total commitment of his person to the Person of the Holy Spirit.
He invites many of his correspondents to have the same
experience, teaching them the science and an of allowing oneself
to be led by the Spirit. He speaks with the enthusiasm and
conviction of one who sees, "as seeing him who is invisible".
(Heb 11:27)
He was obviously teaching others with firm assurance the path
that led him to this docility to the Holy Spirit. Little by little, and
always increasingly, he taught them "to walk under t.he Spirit's
impulse". In the hearts of those who "handed themselves over"
to Love, the Spirit becomes the unique source of love of God and
love of people.
From the day of his baptism Francis Libennann, wanting to
love God with his whole being, turned towards the service of
others. The living power of the Spirit brought him to love God
and people with the heart of Christ.
"After our baptism the Holy Spirit dwells in us in a living and
life-giving way. He is rthere to become the principle of all our
souls' movements. Whether we are changed and influenced by
him depends on ourselves, whether to follow more or less his
holy impulses. This will happen according to the more or less of
grace within us and according to the more or less of good
dispositions we have. The more the Holy Spirit becomes the
principle of the activity of our soul, the more he will influence its
feelings and attitudes, the more his life will be perfect in us and
the more we will be holy." (CSJ 82)
The witnesses who testified about the first years of his
Christian life repeated without exception that he was a man who
carried out menial services in all circumstances, constantly
available. It is not easy to be the messenger-boy of a big group

of young men, among whom his infirmity made him stand out.
What was remembered afterwards was his pleasantness and his
smile.
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But in one particular circumstance the love of God urged him on,
the Spirit of holiness directly inspired him. This was the discreet
apostolate of the seminary associations, whose young members
he inspired lo holiness. "This year," he wrote to a friend, "we
have to set fire to the seminary." It was an obvious allusion to
Je sus' words , "I have come to cast fire upon the earth". (Lk
12:49)
He was a member of two associations, that of the Holy Heans
of Jesu s and Mary at St. Sulpice, that of the Ho ly Apostles al
Issy. The records of these associations have recently been
discovered. Whenever Mr. Libermann is mentioned, il is always
in terms of the greatest admiration. He presided over many
meetings. "When he was present ," wrote Mr. Levavasseur, "his
words were an inspi ration, ou r hearts were enkindled ... We
finished the recreation period more fervent than afte r mental
prayer." (NO I 332) No g reat p lan of campaign; just some
general principles, and submission to the Spirit of Pentecost,
whose fire would soon spread.
He wrote about it to Mr. Dupont, one of his closest disciples.
"To pu t fervour into the semi nary, always follow the broad
principles without ever deviating from them. The first thing, and
most important of all, is your own sanctification ...(Let us take a
comparison.) You have a stove in the room where spiritual talks
are given. The stove is lit with the intention of heating everyone
who happens to be in the room; he who lights it has that
intention. Nevertheless the fire heats nothing but the stove itself
at first. Once it is hot it heats the room.
"Apply that to this work. Our Lord grants you great graces, he
inflames your desire to spread fervour in the seminary. In order
to do that he must give heat to yourself, and this fire of divine
love that he wants to put within you will not be only for yourself.
His idea is that the whole seminary become fervent. But you
have to receive i t fo r yourself first , this divine fi re, and be
warme r than the others.. .I will continue the comparison. If the
room was enlarged and filled with more people, and the ordinary
moderate heat did not suffice to heat the room, would we leave
the room unheated? On the contrary, we would have to put more
fire in the stove. Then the stove. even if somewhat on the small
side, could yet produce decent results. Do likewise. Pray the
Master of the divine fire to put more fire into your souls. Be
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more fervent, more zealous, more filled with God, and you will
be certain of good results." (LS II 491)
The apostolic method is clear. Be more filled with God and
you will allow his love at the same time to flourish in you and to
radiate around you. It will reach first of all those in the
immediate vicinity confided to you by God, and then beyond that
those people in Christ (he says "the kingdom of Goo") whom his
Redemption wishes to reach invisibly by means of you . In this
way you will act "for the holy name and the greater glory of
God".
He explained the general plan they had to Guy Leray, a young
Eudist, a few days before the students returned to the seminary.
"The meetings are held in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Therefore their sole end must be the greater glory of God and
their sole foundation the greater holiness of those who come
together. The more those who take pan are single-minded, holy,
faultless and filled with the love of our Lord Jesus Christ, the
more the good Lord will find joy and ease in being among them,
and the more the work they undertake in his holy name and for
his greater glory will be perfectly accomplished. His blessing
and graces will be showered on it with greater abundance and a
kind of profusion.
"You see what this amounts to. If we were all saints, great
saints, we could accomplish what we wish for the seminary.
What conclusion to draw from that? This, that we must strive to
become saints, great saints, and take the most appropriate means
of achieving this blessed end. The best means seem to be these:
great union between the members, a union of mind and heart.
We must love one another affectionately and closely, so that we
can share the graces and love of God that are in our hean. These
will follow from the continual sincere prayers we say for one
another.
"This union must be pure, with no place for natural feelings
that can infect the heart of a servant of God and poison his
prayer-life. If we allow ourselves to be trapped by these natural
feelings we will be good for nothing any more. Instead of
advancing us in perfection our companion would hold us back
and there could be a lot of bun on both sides.
"This union and heartfelt mutual charity must, therefore, be
grounded in the greatest internal and external self-denial , in the
purest and most perfect love of God and in the burning desire to
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serve God with the fullness of our soul.
"We will profit by every circumstance to share the one great
desire we have, to come to the greatest evangelical purity and
holiness. By means of this understandmg I feel that we can hope
to do some good in the seminary, because we will be rooted
solely in the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, gathered together
through his love and in his name. Not only will we do good in
the seminary, but each of the group will begin to reap ample
fruitS of heavenly graces and blessings for himself.
"Therefore I suggest that we select only those who are
determined to serve God from the fullness of their soul, those
who aim at the same end, namely, complete and entire self-denial
in all earthly objects and self-love, those who try to live this
prayerful life fuJiy in God. Above all they must have a docile
mind detached from their own senses and will. But let them be
humble, gentle and simple, with an outlook not different from
that of the other members.
"Furthermore, an ardent zeal is desirable, based on pure love
of God and detached from all self-love, a prudent, humble,
peaceful zeal. You must remember the end for which we try to
meet, namely, the greater perfection of all the students who
compose the seminary." (LS I 131)
This long letter is particularly significant. Starting from the
local situation he succeeds in describing an apostolic
community! The seeking after an interior life has sometimes,
without sufficient consideration, been taxed with individualism.
In point of fact, Francis Libermann views union with God as
reaching out to the service of men and women. This entails
above all the greatest service one can render them, that of
guiding them to the source of life. The poor one of Yahweh, the
"servant" (Is 42: 1), becomes the instrument of God's glory.
"If anyone among you does not love his brother he does not
love our divine Master and beloved Jesus. More than that. Jesus'
life is not in him; for if Jesus' life was in him he would have the
very desires, affections and love that are found in Jesus. It is not
he who would love but Jesus who would love in him." (LS I 443)
Here again Mary is closely associated with the Holy Spirit's
action. She is "spouse" of the Holy Spirit in such a way that the
more Mary is present the more the Spirit is active, and the more
he is active the more she is present. At Cana Mary, "inspired by
the Holy Spirit, her spouse," acted "as witness" over her Son's
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hean.
"This marriage-feast represents the Church of Jesus Christ,
where souls are espoused by the Holy Spirit. Mary prays and
obtains strength, joy and consolation for those who arc admitted
to the wedding-feast. On the other hand, she procures the joy of
the divine spouse by the fidelity she inspires to all his wishes."
(CSJ 64)
A fundamen tal attitude for allowing the Holy Spirit to act
freely is that of humility and trust. This attitude places us in
dependence on God in serenity, cheerfulness, freedom of spirit.
Nisi efficiamini sicut parvuli ("unless you become as little
children ") is a Go spel theme he propos es to all his
correspondents, young men and women, religious women and
priests: to be as a child firmly holding its father's hand and
looking to him for everything, totally "dependent".
"Try to keep your mind always free, cheerful and open ...This
openness of mind and hean is indispensable for acquiring a true
interior spirit. It is essential that you be open, simple and gentle
with everyone ... Go your way cheerfully, simply, without
dissipation, but without strain or inhibition, without a thought of
being judged well o r ill, of pleasing or displeasing, without
wanting to appear imponaint. to attract people's esteem or goodwill. God alone, have God always in view, and your mind will
enjoy that freedom . In the course of conversation , observe
moderation, peace, gentleness, not centred too much on yourself.
Forget yourself completely. In fact, every time you stan thinking
about yourself you will become complicated. Once recreation is
over, think no more about what you have said and done .. .If an
indiscreet word escaped you that may have displeased a confrere,
do not bother about it; humble yourself before God in all
tranquillity and think no more about it ... Yes, forget yourself as
much as you can, so that your mind and heart may be taken up
with God alone." (LS 11 341)
The idea is to become gradually passive under the
overwhelming action of the Holy Spirit, with a passivity of the
dynamic kind; this consists in collaborating with the all-powerful
action of the Holy Spirit, who takes charge of operations.
"This union is passive on our pan. Giving us life by his Holy
Spirit, God unites us with himself while we on our part do
nothing but dispose ourselves and, being disposed, offer no
resistance." (ES 480)
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What is involved is the active passivity of those who allow
themselves to be led along in full conscious freedom.
"The imprint of grace is so violent, and the love it inspires so
lively, that the soul is more passive than active despite all the
ardour of its movement." (CSJ 621)
He elaborates on this to a young religious:
"It would be good from the very outset to moderate your
external activity in some small way so as to keep your soul in
pe rfect stillness and remain always in tranquil and interior
attention to the grace of the Holy Spirit, who is within you.
These, I think, are about the most important things for that peace
and interior calm which, when well practised, place us in a state
of passivity before God. This means that we remain perfectly
still before him, so that he can act within us according to all the

fu llness of his will. It is quite certain that the greatest saints
served him in this manner, I believe this is what they called the
'passive way'. As far as I can see, this simply means that we try
in this state to measure up very gently to the grace that is in us,
the grace that permeates all our activity, interior and exterior."
(LS I 75)

Do Not Grieve the Holy Spirit of God
(Eph 4:30)

To die in order to live: Francis Libermann explains to his
close friend, Ignatius Schwindenhammer, how this death to
oneself is lived out when one is willing to be led by the Holy
Spirit.
"So that all the powers of our hean can be encircled, enfolded
and ftlled with the Spirit of Jesus, we must be dead to ourselves
and to all things. This is our great employment, to die to
ourselves. I think I remember saying this to you before. All we
have to do, all our soul must apply itself to, is to be disposed using the assistance of the very strong grace within us through
the good Master's mercy - to follow the Holy Spirit's impression
and movements.
"The Holy Spirit wishes to be the soul of our soul. It is up to
us to make him absolute master of that poor soul, so that he can
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share his life and activity with it. We must let him act in us as
the body lets the soul act; the soul moves it as it thinks fit and as
it wishes. The only difference is that our body has no choice in
receiving and following the impulses the soul gives. while our
soul must voluntarily receive and follow the holy impulse of this
divine soul, the Spirit of Jesus. Now, our soul must be dead of
itself and in itself, as our body is. What happiness and holiness
would be ours if this were the state of affairs, if our soul had no
more tastes except those that the divine Spirit gives it; if it had
no desire, affection, activity or movement other than what it
receives from the Holy Spirit; if we loved absolutely nothing, if
we boas ted of nothing , if we en tertained n o pleasu re or
satisfaction, if we had neither life nor volition except in him and
through him ! Then nothing would place obstacles to our soul 's
perfection and sanctification . On the othe r hand, by our own
desires and affections, our self-will and activity, we confuse and
upset the action of divine g r ace within u s, we oppose it
constantly, we remain forever within our own life.
"This, then, is to be your whole line of action. Do not work
agitatedly, do not make effons to unite yourself more or less
perfectly to God. The uniting of our soul with God is our Lord's
work, and not ours. The Spirit must work in our souls, more or
less perfectly according to God's plans for us and according to
our fidelity in corresponding. Wi thout him, all your work and
effort will be useless, even harmful, because the more you labour
to affect this union with God the more there will be of your own
activity; and the more there is of your own activity the less there
will be of the Holy Spirit's activity. And yet he alone can affect
this union in its different degrees, while our own activity and
efforts are worthless.
"Maintain a great attitude of gentleness and humility in your
mind. Never let it become either bitter or rigid. Remember the
words: Attingit a fine usque adfinemfortiter, et disponit omnia
suaviter. Wisdom reaches mightily from one end of the earth to
the other, and she orders all things well." (Wis 8:1) (ND III 102)
"The form of God will appear in the soul". Little by little the
Holy Spirit, whom the liturgy of the Dedication of a Church
compares to a sculptor, will achieve God's eternal plan for a
particular person.
"When we enter upon this way of pure faith disengaged from
the senses, we see ourselves as a heap of misery. For all that, we
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must not become upset or agitated but wait until it pleases God to
deliver us. If he does not deem that opportune, then we content
ourselves with being poor people before him; we know that
nothing we do is worth anything, yet at the same time he will do
everything in us. In this way, we gradually come to act no more
by our own movements; the Spirit of the Lord then does
everything in us, and we acquire supernatural strength in all our
activity. Nothing can stop us, our activity becomes wholly
divine, for nothing more of ourselves is found therein, and the
Spirit of the Lord is its sole instigator, at least in great pan.
"We do not see all thi s at first. We consider ourselves
lukewarm or bad. Still, there must be no worrying on our part
but always the intention of persevering. The light will come
before long and the form of God will appear in our soul." (LS I

414)

"Be holy because I am holy," said the Lord. To be holy is to
enter upon a communion of life of sonship with the Father,
through Jesus, under the action of the Spirit of love.
"Be holy, my dear friend, because the Father of our Lord is
holy and because his Spirit, who must live and act in you, is
holy. Enter fully into the plans of holiness that our Master has
for you. Your life will not be your own any more, it will be that
of Jesus Christ's Spirit within you. To achieve it, Jesus must be
the sole light of your mind, the sole driving-power of your will
and all your activity, the sole desire of your heart, the centre and
principle of all the affections of your soul. There must be no
suggestion of anything foreign to this Spirit of holiness and love
in you. Your soul must experience no feeling, sensation or
impression whatsoever, it must have no life, except in this Spirit
and by this Spirit of Jesus ' love. Then you will be alble to say
that he lives in you and is your life; if be is your life, your life
will be one of holiness, since he contains all holiness in himself,
his life is holiness itself." (LS I 301)

The Fruit of the Spirit is Love
(Gal 5:22)

The Holy Spirit who is active in the deepest recesses of the
heart is also the Spirit of Pentecost. He breathes in the Church,
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distributes his calls and charms and spreads love among human
beings as sign and fruit of his presence. "Jesus must be loved in
people as fruit is loved in its shell," says Francis Libermann.
"Have an 'active' charity, that is to say, a real supernatural
affection which makes you ready to please people. This will
make you thoughtful, gentle and humble, it will enable you to
put up patiently with the faults of others ... and have a 'negative'
politeness." "Do not reverse that order," he said to a young man
of a well-to-do family, "as worldly people do who have an active
politeness and a negative charity: their heart is not with their
lips." (LS II 565)
He outlines the respective roles of the Spirit of God, the soul
and the human heart and mind in a fine extended metaphor.
"The following may help you for your manner of acting in
general. A ship has its sails and its rudder. The wind blows into
the sail and makes the ship move in the desi red direction. It
advances by means of the sails and takes a general direction.
Nevertheless, this direction would be too vague and could even
put the ship astray. That is what the rudder is for; it steers the
ship exactJy in the direction il should take without going astray at
all.
"Your soul is the ship, your heart represents the sail, the Holy
Spirit is the wind; he breathes into your will and the soul goes
forward, forward to the end God destined for it. Your mind is
the rudder that must prevent you from straying outside the
straight line determined by the divine goodness, as could happen
from the strength and liveliness given to your heart." (ND VII
148)

He wrote to a friend: "In order to request that Jesus come and
live in us, it suffices to ask that his Holy Spirit dwell in us to
establish Jesus' life there, to make us live by Jesus' life; for the
Word of God only lives in us through his Holy Spirit dwelling
within us." (ND II 463)
He often repeats the conditions for this life in the Spirit:
recollection and self-denial, in an atmosphere of gentleness, trust
and peace. He defined recollection as a habit of presence to God
and presence to oneself: presence to God practised as an
exercise in time of solitary prayer and as an act throughout the
day; presence to self, which presupposes that a person remains
habitually master of his reactions, of his natural violence; finally
the Gospel radicalism of self-giving: "Let him deny himself and
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take up his cross daily and follow me." (Lk 9:23)
"By means of this perseverance in gentle patience, our soul
becomes strengthened little by little in the service of God and
relies on him alone, abstracting completely from itself in order to
live in God alone and in order to surrender completely to his
guidance. This is the beginning of that loving hope which
consists in a humble, peaceful, loving surrender into our Lord's
hands, to whose care we leave ourselves and all our concerns.
This hope is never confounded; it is made living by the divine
charity poured forth into hearts by the Holy Spirit." (LS II 273)
For everyone, lay or consecrated, presence to God is lived in
the midst of daily work or leisure.
"Our genuine sense of the presence of God ought to consist in
this that our desires and affections are uniquely centred on him.
If we love him thus with all our desires, all our affections and all
the willing of our soul , we will never lose his sacred presence.
We will live before him, even when we are not thinking of him.
A person who perseveres continually in the single-minded desire
to be pleasing to God in everything, and never seek his or her

own satisfaction, is in continual mental prayer, even at those

moments when the mind is obliged to deal with things not
directly connected with God, like study or recreation. I think
that is the meaning of the Gospel injunction: Oportet semper
orare et non deficere (They ought always to pray and not lose
heart.)" (Lk 18:1 LS I 163)
On the day preceding great feasts Francis Libermann was
accustomed to prepare a medi tation fo r the prayer-groups or
"bands of piety" of the seminary. On the vigil of Pentecost he
circulated the following reflection, which found its way later into
the Supplement to the Spiritual Writings. The conditions he lays
down for life in the Spirit are those he lived. This is his finest
summary on the subject.
"If our Lord gives us his Holy Spirit, it is not so that, even
partly, we may live according to our own spirit. He ought to be
our leader, our love, our all. Since the quality proper to this
Spirit is to be God's love, it follow s that everything in us must
proceed from this love, be accompanied by it and go straight to
God. He has been given to us to become the life of our soul. ..
"If we wis h to hear and see him and advance under his
direction, we must attend to his inspirations, keep our glance
continually turned towards him, practise interior silence, that is,
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of all our passions and of all our soul's faculties, avoid excessive
interior activity... We must wish to know no other wisdom or
prudence than what comes from the Holy Spirit, and by this
interior path avoid all natural effons to become united to him ...
"All of this must take place in complete peace and tranquillity
of soul; in this disposition we must wait for whatever he will
please to show us and have us accomplish, always prepared to
follow and never precede him." (ES.S 79)
The passivity he preaches is an active disposition of love.
"God's love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy
Spirit who has been given to us." (Rom 5:5) He has been given
to us in such a way that it is enough to let ourselves be led by
him. "For all who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God."
(Rom 8: 14) The passive verb indicates sufficiently that it is less
a question of activity and movement than of allowing God to act
in us and move us. lmages arc multiplied to express the idea: to
be like a child who looks to its mother for everything, the clay in
the hands of the potter, the statue in the hands of tlhe sculptor, the
anvil before the blacksmith. God's moment must be awaited, we
must allow ourselves to be led, practise patience in trials,
advance no further than grace impels, adopt God's rhythm: his
ways are not our ways.
"Moderate your exterior activity in some small way so as to
keep your soul in perfect stillness and remain all the time in
tranquil interior attention to the grace of the Holy Spirit, who is
within you." (LS I 74)
Free time for solitary prayer is clearly indispensable . He
dilates at length on its forms and qualities . After prayer of
affection, this is now prayer of simplicity. It consists in a
peaceful rest, in which one is disposed to receive enlightenment
from God and act under the guidance of his Spirit. "Pay
particular anention to adoration; if it is fervent. everything will
be fervent." "The more the activity of the Holy Spirit is in your
prayer, the more fervent it is." Little by little, with time and
perseverance, mental prayer will influence life. Life, more
pregnant with God's Spirit, will in its tum influence mental
prayer. There is reciprocal activity, in which Fr. Libermann
invites us to bring our state of prayer into our activity: "Go to
God as you are during the time of mental prayer".
"We must not pray by our own strength and desires. We must
allow the Holy Spirit to ask in us and through us, surrender
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ourselves fully to his movement and guidance." (ND I 501)
"Our soul is only a capaciLy, iL has nothing of itself and in
itself. It must fill itself in God, and that by the union of mental
prayer. Consequently, it mus t receive rather than take.
Therefore the perfect state of prayer consists in this that the
powers of our soul are united to God by a contemplation of
silence, rest, expectation. If that is true, its cooperation consists
in being open to God's gifts and receiving them. It would also
consist in being disposed and ready, by God's grace, to be united
in that way to him, in order to receive his gifts.
"I feel that this is how things are, unless I am mistaken; the
latter is very possible, for I know that I am indeed an
ignoramus." (ES 217)

Filled With the Holy Spirit
(Acts 2:4)

In a letter to a seminarian who was to become a missionary in
Indochina, Fr. Libermann exalts the greamess and beauty of this
life in the Holy Spirit, which blossoms into "love for God and
love for people".
"When the divine Spirit acts within us our soul is burning,
and , in the midst of this fire, it is as it were borne along and
united to God without trouble, upset, agitation or friction, with
no movement of self-love . On the contrary, it experiences a
movement of self- abasement, not only before God, but within
ourselves and before all creatures. How happy we are when we
find ourselves under the divine Spirit's power, completely under
the influence of Jesus' Spirit of love. Everything becomes love
within us: all our action, even the slightest movements of our
soul, and still more all its deeper movements and activity; all is
love. It is love for our God, before whom we never cease to fall
prostrate in our nothingness; it is love for all human beings,
without bitterness towards anyone or judgement of them . Our
mind is calm, not worked up against people who hurt us, who
thwart, persecute or torment us in any manner whatsoever. Good
people and bad, people who think like us or not, nobody can take
our mind from its repose in God or draw our displeasure,
whether rightly or wrongly.
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"I tell you these things, my dear friend, so that you can
distinguish witlhin yourself what comes from the divine Spirit
and what from your natural activity, which would damage Jesus'
life in your soul.
"I will give you still another rule that will enable you to
distinguish our good Master's movement from your own activity.
When Jesus acts by his Spirit he gives impulse to the will and
thereby activates all our powers. Our mind is sensitive to our
Master's action, but the movement is not directly impressed on
the mind. Thus the divine Spirit acts unifonnly; his action is
strong and smooth, involving no agitation and, moreover,
tending to union with our Lord." (LS II 599)
The crite ria for discernment of the Spirit are, therefore,
fervour of the will and humility of heart, a combination of
gentleness and strength, peace replacing agitation or
preoccupation and, above all, loving s urrender to the Father's
will, which is always welcomed in the desire of loving him and
making him loved. Everything that leads to discouragement is
displeasing to God. "A person belonging to our Lord shou Id
have joy of hean and serenity of mind." (Letter to Pauline, his
niece; ND IV 430)
"I am the way, and the truth, and the life." (Jn 14:6) Francis
Libermann comments at length on these words, showing how
Jesus lived them out through the activity of his Spirit.
"Make sure you pay attention to our Lord's word, Ego sum
via, 'I am the way'. Your interior eye. that is, your mind, must
always be peacefully directed towards Jesus living in your soul.
You must go to the Father through this divine way of Jesus
alone, a way which is not hard to find and not far to seek. It is at
the bottom of your soul; you have simply to remain there and
you will go straight to the Father. Jesus has left you his Holy
Spirit to guide and lead you into this heavenly way. This divine
Spirit turns your soul and directs it in Lhat way. Be docile, for if
you want to proceed alone you will stray from the way. Only the
Holy Spirit knows it and can enable you to take it.
"Our Master adds: Ego sum veritas, 'I am the truth': a
wonderful title, beyond all explanation. Jesus is the truth.
Consequently, by keeping to the way which is himself, through
the grace of his divine Spirit, we possess the sovereign truth.
Once on that w.ay, a person has already arrived. What more
could we need? Remain in peace then in this wonderful way
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which is within you. Since the way is within you, in your inmost
depths, stay there. This is and always will be all truth within
you.
"The truth will be the light of your mind and the love of your
heart. Remain very close to this dear adorable Lord who dwells
in you and who is all truth in you, and then he will be your life.
"When he is the light of your mind and the love of your hean,
and when you have yielded yourself into the hands of his Holy
Spirit, he will captivate your soul and take complete possession
of i t, he will become its life. Then, m y dear friend, you will
begin to live properly, for Jesus is authentic life. This is what
Jesus meant when he said, Ego sum via, veritas et vita." (LS I
367)
"O Jesus, living in Mary, come and live in us in your Spirit of
holiness." Libermann explains the opening of Fr. Condren 's
famous prayer in these terms:
"In order to request that Jesus come and live in us, it suffices
to ask that his Holy Spirit dwell in us to establish Jesus• life
there, to make us live by Jesus' life; for the Word of God only
lives in us through his Holy Spirit dwelling within us. So in this
prayer we are not asking him again to live in us with his Holy
Spirit, but with his Spirit of holiness. This indicates his apartness
from every creature, his horror of everything that would separate
him from his heavenly Father, and his distancing himself from it;
i t indicates his life as totally consumed in his Father, a life in
which his Father's holiness was his. We ask him to come into us
in this spirit, so that he will reject, expel and destroy from our
soul every life foreign to the Father 's life in him and his life in
his Father. We ask that through this Spirit of holiness he would
purify us of everything that is incompatible with God, that he
would set us apart from all creatures, withdraw all our affections
f rom every created object and f rom ourselves and unite them
with his own, which are all centred in his heavenly Father, that
he would consolidate his own life of holiness in us." (LS II 516)
This is an ideal hard to reach. But the saints allowed God to
realise i t in them. We too must be clear that God will work his
"marvels of grace" in us as well.
"It is vital that in our thinking, feeling, relishing of things and
acting the re be no movement in our soul independent of th e
i mpulses of the Holy Spirit within us. It is essential that the
natural man die and that only the spiritual man remain alive in
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us. It comes back to what St. Paul said: Vivo. iam non ego, vivit
vero in me Christus, 'It is no longer I who live, but Christ who
lives in me' (Gal 2:20). I well know that human beings are not
capable of coming to that stage in the strict sense, it is the lot of
the elect in heaven only. But we must strive towards it as much
as we can, in order to share as perfecll y as possible in the graces
that our Lord Jesus Christ freely gives us in the holy Eucharist. "
(LS I 85)

"The same Holy Spirit who did great things in the saints is
within you. He has made his dwelling there as in his sanctuary,
in order to produce the same effects. Whether he will succeed
depends on yourself. Maintain a calmness within, watch for his
graces and movements in order to let him act in all freedom
within you. Shun every feeling and movement of self-love,
whim, self-satisfaction, natural pleasure and liking, everything
that could become an obstacle. Let your only desire - but the
strongest one - be to live wholly by his life, totally faithful to his
voice. Then you may be sure that he will work the greatest
wonders of his grace within you." (LS I 128)
"Whoever loses his life will preserve it," Jesus says (Lk
17:33). Francis Libermann insisted regularly on the necessity of
"losing oneself totally".
"Remain tranquil and peaceful in the presence of the Holy
Spirit. He wishes to inspire all your activity, interior and
exterior, and all your hopes. Stay calm in his presence, do
nothing by your own ever- agitated spirit. Bring it finally to
silence before him who resides in you and wishes to be
everything for you. Forget yourself completely and lose
yourself. Note those last words." (ND I 416)
The same Spirit who fills us with the love of God gives us
great charity and a great understanding of human beings. The
compassion God has for us the Holy Spirit impels us to have for
others.
"Our fallen, human nature has to be watched constantly, full
of malice as it is and always prone to see evil in others and
punish and loathe it, while we are quite prepared to excuse
ourselves in our own cases. The grace and light of the Holy
Spirit do the exact opposite. This divine Spirit is all charity. He
does not criticise or lead us to criticise. He makes us look at
ourselves and our bad points, he inclines us to believe good more
easily than evil. When he makes us see evil in our neighbour, it
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is not with the horror, disgust, pain and loathing that we
normally feel about people in whom we see evil. On the
contrary, we experience a loving compassion that tends to
remedy the evil of our companions gently and smoothly.
"It should not be too much trouble to experience special
compassion, affection and tenderness for people in whom there is
evil, and especially for those in whom the evil proceeds from
illusion. We have only to glance at ourselves. How wretched we
are! God has been good, tender and compassionate towards us,
and we refuse to be the same towards others!" (LS III 299)
Finally, the Holy Spirit gives gifts and particular attractions
within the Church. "No one can say 'Jesus is Lord' except by the
Holy Spirit." (I Cor 12:3) He is, therefore, the soul of the
apostolate.
He addressed this message to Fr. Luquet, who was to become
apostolic vicar of the Paris Foreign Missions Society later on,
and who was to write about Fr. Libennann: "I never knew a
priest who seemed so consumed with holiness as Fr. Libermann".
"Let everything be supernatural in you and come from the
Holy Spirit. Now everything issuing from the Holy Spirit is
gentle, mild, simple and humble. Strength and mildness, that is
divine activity; it also summarises all apostolic action. When I
tell you to distrust yourselves and let others act according to their
insights and attractions, I mean to speak of people committed to
the good God, who act on pure supernatural principles. In
relation to that, I am happy to quote an imponant passage of St.
Paul to the Corinthians. A11 those who do good in a spiritual,
supernatural way do so by a grace of the Holy Spirit: Nemo
potest dicere: Dominus Jesus , nisi in Spirira sancto (I Cor 12:3).
Consequently we must not annoy people because they do things
differently. Divisiones vero grariarum sunr: 'Now there are
varieties of gifts ', but the Spirit communicating them is the same.
It follows that the various spiritual tastes and attractions must be
respected, and should in no way detract from spiritual union.
The latter is nothing other than God's charity in our souls and the
sign of the Holy Spirit's dwelling in each one of us. He is the
one principle of all the anractions." (LS n 468)
Francis Libennann was now totally under the guidance of
God's Spirit, the sevenfold Spirit: filial fear of grieving the Lord
or offering him resistance ("to fear with love, through love");
strength mingled with gentleness to sustain the interior combat:
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filial piety towards God: knowledge of the created world and of
creatures, which blos soms into continuous praise and
thanksgiving: counsel to discern life's orientations ("a grace that
is purely for others"); understanding of the Word of God in order
to fathom it and give witness to it; wisdom, which enables us to
relish God and glorify him. The fruits of the Spirit are manifest,
such as they are, and enumerated in the letter to the Galatians:
"love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control." (Gal 5:22)
"May the Holy Spirit fill your soul in order to be your
consolation, your joy, your strength, your light and your love.
Our good Lord sent us his divine Spirit in order to be our life, to
bring us to the perfection and holiness he was the sou rce of in
our Lord himself. Notice what goodness this is on the pan of our
God, what miracle of grace and love, to send us so great a Master
to instruct us in all the wonders that the Father placed in his
beloved Son, in order to bring them about in our souls too. What
holiness can be ours if we are faithful in listening interiorly to the
divine Spirit, if we are docile in following his movements and
assiduous in obeying them, if we give him fuJl freedom to
establish his life in our souls.
"It is beyond belief. But all this must take away our pride and
drive us to abase ourselves in humiliation before God; at the
same time it should carry us away in love towards the Blessed
Trinity, for that is our God's great mystery of love." (LS II 407)
As the first Easter gaive rise to the first Pentecost, each
Eucharist imparts a fullness of the Holy Spirit to us for our life
and apostolate. This is drawn from the great mystery of Jesus'
Jove for us. It is well known that all great converts from Judaism
are passionately devoted to the Eucharist.
"I cannot let this occasion pass without saying a word on our
Lord Jesus Ouist's immense love for us. Just see this love in the
Blessed Sacrament and it will astound you. When this devouring
fire comes to us, you might think it would reduce us to cinders,
but no, it does not. In the greatness of his love, he desires to
transform us and change us into his very love. He wishes to
make us one with himself in his Father. The Father is in him,
Jesus, and then Jesus comes into us so that we may be consumed
into him and into his Father, who are one.
"I believe that this great consummation of our charity, which
will only be accomplished in heaven, should have its finest
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our Lord's union with his holy ones on earth. He made sure that
we would be in perfect union with him all the time by giving us
his Holy Spirit, who achieves all holiness. But in the Blessed
Sacrament he imparts to us such a fullness of the Holy Spirit and
such a great gift of union and love that we would certainly die if
we saw it clearly. I think I can understand why our Lord wished
to hide himself in this sacrament. If he had shown himself sicu1i
est, 'such as he is', it would be impossible to go on living after
receiving him ...
"All of this should give us a little glimpse of what we should
be after receiving holy Communion so many times, to what
extent our heart should be united to God and surrendered to him.
This is the auitude to watch. If we have completely surrendered
to him , being thoroughly single-minded and detached from all
Lrace of self-love, earthly desires, love of our case and pleasure
and all those other miseries, we would soon see the unheard of
and unthinkable prodigie s of Jesus' love in the Blessed
Sacrament" (LS I 51)
As for the spiritual director who accompanies people on this
exalted step in their prayer life, he must discern and support the
Holy Spirit's action and take great care not to take the Spirit's
place. His only job is to help these people to remove the
obstacles, for "it is up to God to lead them." (LS II 310) He
more than anyone else must be "passive" under the powerful
action of the Spi rit of God, who fashions sain ts. Francis
Libermann wrote to one director:
"What means should a director use for coming to know God's
general line of action in a soul, either for its state as a whole or
for its particular attractions? It must be the light of God alone,
which he should receive in prayer and in continual union with
our Lord. St. Paul 's remark is very applicable here: 'What
person knows a man's thoughts except the spirit of the man
which is in him? So also no one comprehends the thoughts of
God except the Spirit of God' (I Cor 2: 10- 11). If we are united
to this divine Spirit, he will enable us to penetrate into the depths
of the divinity, when that is useful for the salvation of souls."
(LS il 31 1)
"In all this, place your trust in God alone. Acknowledge your
poverty and powerlessness before him. Look to his great mercy
for everything: Spiritus ubi vult spiral, 'The wind blows where
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it wills' (Jn 3:8). It is our job to try to bring people to God and
bring them to the greatest perfection of the Gospel; but we must
be sure not to count on our own words and deeds. If we succeed,
we may rejoice before God that he has been pleased to draw one
human being to himself and we will wait until he is pleased to
answer our prayers. In all things, God's holy will must be the
sole object of our love." (LS I 102)

Christ Has Set Us Free
(Gal 5:1)

"Give full freedom to the Holy Spirit." Seeing Francis
Libermann 's emotional emphasis on this point, one senses that
the moment had arrived for him "to cross the threshold". Some
people refuse to make the definitive gift of themselves whereby
they would place the rudder of their lives into the hands of the
Spirit of God. These people may continue certainly to serve God
and can do much goed, but, since they have not been able to
resign themselves to the complete sacrifice, they will never take
flight along the way of holiness; as a result, they will never fully
realise the vast, redemptive possibilities to which Christ invites
them.
"These souls remain forever divided between God and
creatures. They never possess unstinted generosity, they do not
take flight in the ways of God, although they walk therein. Yet
they do much for the love of God, they serve God and work for
his glory, but their love is often mixea even though, for all that, it
remains good and true." (ES 229)
Experience confirms the solid foundation of that quotation.
Every word is well chosen and reveals an exceptional knowledge
of human weakness.
"They need a good director at that moment, and perfect
obedience still more." (ES 228)
"The general run of people who wish to serve God, no matter
how good they are, are in absolute need of being directed." (ES

354)

What is lacking? Sometimes very little: that last anachment
to oneself, one's reputation, one's job, one's interests; an
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emotional bond one refuses to break; an unadmitted false fear of
totally surrendering to God; a subtle resistance to yielding to

God 's ways, which are always mysterious; a negligence about
remaining alone with him in prolonged prayer so that he can
"illumine the eyes of the hean".
"You could never have it both ways. You could never be half
for God and half for the world. You must decide once for all and
take sides; with the character you have, you would never steer a
middle course. But there is no reason, all the same, for getting
pained or upset. On the contrary, you should rejoice in the
necessity to give yourself completely to God and sanctify
yourself. 0 my dear friend, how great and wonderful is God's
mercy towards us; he loves us with a love that has chosen us."

(LS ll 102)

"To cross the threshold" is the famous expression of Fr.
Lallemant to indicate the final thrust in coming to true freedom.
"Christ has set us free." The final struggle resembles at times
that of Jacob with the angel, until the moment of a jubilant,
complete self-surrender into the hands of God. "Thou layest thy
hand upon me." (Ps 138:5) Francis Libennann's breathless style
of writing when he deals with this subject reveals the imponance
of what is at stake: the fashioning of saints of God and great
apostles of Jesus Christ.

The Counsellor...Will Teach You All Things
(Jn 14:26)
The Paraclete, he whom we call to our side, the consoler, the
defender, the advocate, the gift of God most holy, the source of
living water, fire, love that recreates all things and renews the are
"the rwo hands of God", according to St Irenaeus' lovely image.
The Spirit of Jesus leads us to unity of heart with Jesus, so that
his Love may triumph and shine through in us.
"The whole ardour of your desires ought to be in your will and
your heart; your mind ought rather to receive than to act" (LS II
259)
As Pierre Blanchard wrote in an article in La Vie Spirituelle,
Febru ary 1953, "this last statement uncovers the secret of
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Libermannian spirituality by highlighting the principle that
governs it: passivity". Fr. Liagre, one of Fr. Libermann's
shrewdest commentators, particularly in a long, drawn-ou t
parallel between Fr. Libermann 's teaching and that of St.
Therese of Lisieux, wrote : "Liberm annian spiri tuali ty is
basically a spirituality built on passivity".
In point of fact, it has been the people most "passive" before
God who have been most active among people. Throughout the
history of the Church, and in our day too, the greatest saints of
the apostolate, those who leave behind them a solid and lasting
imprint, those who are the most enterprising because they are the
most zealous, are those who, in whatever state of life they find
themselves, have allowed the Spirit of God to be their strength
and to use them for the mission of Christ. Another famous
convert Jew, Bergson, wrote: "The soul is active and is acted
upon ... The mystics are passive with regard to God, active with
regard to people." (The Two Sources, p. 248)
Francis Libennann epitomises this in a moving prayer:
"O most holy and adorable Spirit of my Jesus, let me hear
your gentle voice. Refresh me with your precious inspiration. 0
divine Spirit, I wish to be before you like a light feather, so that
your breath may carry ine where it will and I may not offer it the
least resistance." (CSJ 89)
I hand myself over to God's disposal
that he may do with me as seems good to him;
in life and in death,
in time and in eternity
•

all for him alone!

•

CHAPTER FIVE

You Have Laid Your Hand On Me

(Ps 138)

In 1837 the Superior General of the Eudists asked the
Sulpicians in Paris to find him a novice master to reconstitute his
noviciate in Rennes. "Take Mr. Libennann," they said, "he is a
cleric in minor orders but will be as useful to you as a priest."
Francis Libermann, on the advice of his spiritual director,
entrusted himself to Providence and accepted the position.
Alas! a move was made first to prove his virtue by placing
him in the rank of a novice. "I am not the noviciate director," he
wrote. " On the contrary, I am the last of all." Another ambiguity
was that the "the last of the novices" had to give spiritual talks to
his companions, who were priests and deacons; he had to "fonn
their consciences". He saw himself criticised and contradicted;
he on whose every word the seminarians at Issy hun g now
seemed unable to touch hearts. His best friend opposed him ,
nervous tension wore him out; once again he fell down in an
epileptic fit at the stan of a talk.
It was failure of a panicular kind. It must be looked at closely
to see what final purifications lie in store for an apostle, what
night of the spirit before the dawn of pennanent union with God,
what instrument God uses for an extraordinary mission.
What had happened? Did he encounter mistrust or hostility?
Did his extreme sensitiveness dramatise difficulties that were
simply pedagogical? Did his intuitions influence his judgement?
was it simply that his dreadful sickness - back with him in full
strength - wore him down? All these human factors no doubt
played their part but the evidence is that God once more had
"laid his hand on him." (Ps 138) He, the spiritual director with a
reputation, saw himself questioned, contradicted by the few
novices and the superior himself, slighted by one of his dearest
disciples. He seemed unable to touch hearts. He felt useless in
God's Church, even doing damage. And yet it would become
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clear later that everyone held him in the highest esteem. It was a
strange testing, a type well known to the saints!

Death is at Work in Us, But life in You
(2 Cor4:12)

"I am becoming famous, but strictly and sincerely and in all
truth I am a useless vessel in God's Church. I cenify to that in
the presence of our Lord Jesus, who knows bener than I the truth
of what I say, that I am here like a piece of worm-eaten wood
that can only half catch fire, and that feebly, which enlightens
and warms nobody .. .! am like a paralytic who wants to get
himself moving and cannot" (LS II 293)
A second test is God's apparent desertion of him.
"There have been times when I believed our Lord and Master
was going to desen and reject me. Continue to pray that it will
not happen, for I am not yet delivered from this worry." (LS I
352)
Another price of conscience was to feel he had done hann to
the people entrusted to him:
"I am totally convinced about one thing I see, that I have done
great harm to the souls it pleased our Lord to bring me into
contact with, and that I still do so even today and will be doing it
all my life, unless our good Master pleases to check the course of
my misery and evil interior state. This is the reason for my great
fear over the past two months. I did not know where it was
coming from, but it must be this." (LS 1147)
In several letters of this year he speaks of his incapacity to
guide others:
"You will say that I am, or rather am pretending to be,
humble. But what can I do? I have examined everything with
the desire to say something that could give you satisfaction and
be of use to you, and I have seen about as clearly as a blind man
at midnight! Do not be troubled at what I say here, and do not
think it is through ill-will that I say nothing edifying. The only
grain of truth in my words is that I am incapable of the least
good and that I am completely useless. I am not short of desires,
they are immense but worthless, fruitless and dead. Do not
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deceive yourself by drawing water from an empty cistern." (LS
II 294)

But hope still wells up from the bottom of his hean.
"May Jesus and his cross fill our souls! The cross weighs very
heavily on me for a long time now. May God's holy name be
praised and adored! Our good Master has wished to strike us at
the most sensitive spots. For over three months I have been
crushed under the weight of this cross. I did not wish to speak of
it for fear of looking for human consolation, whereas Jesus alone
must be our All." (ND t 496)
God was clearly purifying him in his last entrenchments.
"We must mistrust ourselves at all times. mistrust everything
we do, everything we think and say. We have to be circumspect
and not act with a boldness that sometimes manifests itself under
the guise of genuine surrender to God and yet is far from it. Let
everything be done in God, gently, unpretentiously. Odear
brothers . how perilous is all that haughtiness of mind, that
presumption in deeds, that stubbornness and violence of will.
You have no idea!" (LS I 503)
The hyperbole he uses to speak about a passing failure in
teaching his three or four novices may sou nd surprising,
especially when we know that later on they would acclaim his
great virtue. The trial indeed drove him back to the divine
goodness and mercy; it also made him more indulgent and
understanding in guiding men and women.
"In this wretchedness, God was good enough to show me my
own misery, which doubtless is the greatest; it is only that his
goodness and mercy towards me are quite outstanding, quite
extraordinary. Anything like it I have read in no book nor heard
recounted. He is Master of everything, and it is not for me to ask
him why he acts like that. It was his will, and that should fill me
with joy and love. Yet observe the incomprehensible ways of
divine Wisdom!
"Another very important thing it pleased our Lord to show me
in this circumstance is our extreme uselessness and incapacity.
You have no idea what we are worth, or rather what we are not
worth.
"Far from being useful for something, we are only good for
spoiling everything. It seems to me that, if God did not stop the
evil we do, all the works we undertake would only tum to the
detriment and loss of souls." (ND I 502)
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The prayer of the poor of Yahweh rises up from his heart:
"O good Jesus, merciful and gentle, I have the happiness of
living in the time after your crucifixion. You have wonderfully
drawn me to yourself, you have had that exceptional mercy for a
poor soul like mine. You have given me the precious gift offaith
in you. Increase it, if you please, for it is still very weak through
my own fault. Grant that, through this faith which is filled with
love, I may hencefonh only live for you and in you and that I
may sacrifice myself for your love as you sacrificed yourself for
mine." (CSJ 94)

When I Am Weak, Then I Am Strong
(2 Cor 12: 10)

Francis Libermann wrote one letter to a sick priest, which
holds a key place in his most representative writings. He
establishes a long parallel between the self-satisfied apostle who
thinks he is "useful to God" (siC'!) and the "crucified person", a
burden to himself and others, who i s looked upon with
incli fference, whom people pity "out of charity", who feels all his
poveny in deep humiliation and who "in this way begins to enter
into God's holiness". It is clearly his moral self-portrait at this
period.
"Someone who works for the salvation of souls, who wears
hjmself out for the glory of God, may be doing his own will and
making himself unfaithful. .. He thinks he is doing marvels and at
times thinks himself useful to God. If he docs not succeed he
becomes distraught and agitated ... Actually, this results from
human feeling. These are some of the evils that one meets in
more or less degree in people who work to procure the glory of
God, unless our Lord takes them in hand, guides and controls
them in his omnipotent mercy.
"But a crucified person, reduced to the condition you are in, is
very far from all that. He is wretched, poor, worthless and
incapable of anything whatsoever, a burden to himself because of
all the auention he has to give his body and all the distress he
feels in his mind. Funher, he is a burden to others, a burden to
the people around him, a burden to the company in which he
finds himself. He eats the bread of the poor, without being able
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the least thing to deserve it; he is taking someone else's
place who could give the service he cannot; worth.less in himself,
worthless for everyone, wonhless before God, worthless before
other people; scorned, unknown, forgonen, neglected and treated
with indifference as a person of no account.
"People take pity on him out of charity, as on a poor fellow
who is to be pitied because he is incapable of the least thing, an
object of rejection and indifference for his companions, only kept
on in the house through compassion and for the love of God.
And he has no hope of drawing any good from this except to
exercise patience. At times he even provokes the annoyance of
his superiors and those who spend more time looking after him
than after more useful people.
"What a shocking destiny for pride, and all without hope of
seeing a change! But for the God-fearing person, who has
nothing so much at hean as to collaborate with God's holy
loving plans, all these evils are so many treasures. He feels all
his misery, all his poveny and worthlessness, and his soul adopts
an attitude of humiliation, of self-emptying, before God. He sees
that nobody makes much of him, people forget him, regard him
indifferently, give their attention to others. No one thinks of him
any more, or if they do it is with unconcern, as of someone
whose earthly existence means nothing. He knows all this and
feels it keenly, he is sure of it, and his soul dilates before God
lovingly, humbly and disinterestedly. In this way he begins to
enter into God's own holiness." (LS II 56)
Libermann tells a dear friend about his painful experience of
Rennes.
"The complete period I spent in the Congregation of Jesus and
Mary at Rennes was one of tribulation and serious upset. That
was not what made me leave the struggling Congregation; but
one of the things that influenced my decision was to see myself
absolutely useless there, incapable of anything for the glory of
God. I saw myself hemmed in, in a novitiate of three or four
people for whom I was of little or no spiritual use. I spoke, gave
talks, tried to arouse fervour, but my words were lifeless,
unblessed by God, unavailing for spiritual progress. In my first
year the re, this threw me into a kind of numbness and
consternation, for I had come from the Paris seminary, where the
good God blessed everything I did. In the second year, my
difficulties were greater still. Nevertheless, I pulled up
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somewhat from the first year's despondency. I regained my
courage and was prepared to be overwhelmed by the hand of
God all my life long if necessary.
"The troubles that the running of the novitiate caused me were
so great that I would never have believed it possible to put up
with anything like them. But I can truthfully say that the greatest
of all was to see myself useless in the Church of God. This sight
of myself was accompanied by such great desires to do
something for the glory of God that this became the most painful
cross. I went through that whole year in great interior
listlessness, with no hope of emerging from it and no
consolation, but on the contrary everything was distressing. I
began to believe that our Lord wanted to keep me like that in
order to prepare me for death. I set myself not to struggle any
more against the opposition I was experiencing to my good
desires. I would surrender my affairs into the hands of God and
be content to prepare myself seriously for death. But I could not
resist the burning ever-pursuing desire to do something for the
glory of our Lord and his holy Mother." (ND I 674)
Francis Libermann, like many other holy people before him,
had a presentiment of diabolical action in this distress. He spoke
of it elsewhere:
"In things like this one can see that there is a kind of diabolical
providence, which besets us with evils for our perdition. But on
our side there is a merciful providence, a divine providence, that
prevents the cunning enemy from harming us as he would; it
undoes the evil effects he brings about and strengthens us
interiorly with his grace. This makes us triumphant over all the
obstacles and countless snares that the enemy setS for us. Divine
Goodness in that way even turns to our advantage the very
malice of our enemies." (ES 254)
"One has to live through great hardships in order to come to
know through and through that one is nothing. " This was a
painful mystical experience that delivered him over to "God
alone".
"I surrender and capitulate to the good pleasure of the God of
heaven, that he may do in all things, and in me in particular,
whatever seems right to him. In life and in death, in time and in
eternity, everything for him alone. May he alone with his holy
will live and reign in all things and all places. " (LS I 352)
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"He alone" is an expression he uses constantly in his letters.
"I have only God alone." (ND I 500 and 674) He composed this
fine prayer. which is explained by his circumstances at that
moment:
"My JesUJs, you know indeed that I am nothing, that I can do
nothing, that I am wonh nothing. Here lam such as I am , that is,
a poor fellow. Take me if you would really show such mercy. I
surrender and deliver myself into your hands and I want nothing
more." (LS 11 392)
Henceforth he would be entirely dependent on God, with a
dependence that was loving, happy, peaceful, long-suffering. He
espoused the meekness and humility of the hean of Christ. He
would spread that spirit abroad in all his relationships. He
became a superb leader of men and women, with a balance, an
assurance , a su reness that came from outside himself. Once
again it was events that led him to this kind of trial, but Francis
Libermann was able to read events in the light of God and
benefit from them . It is worth listening to him, for this kind of
interior experience happened again later in other circumstances
or under the pressure of other events to more than one of his
disciples . It always happens in the heat of activity, is always
unforeseen and unforeseeable.
This is the dark night of the spirit for active men and women.
These are the final purifications before the step of definitive
union: seeming dereliction by God; consciousness of one's own
uselessness; interior distress; often the relentlessness of the
demon in stirring up misunderstandings and suspicions within
one for no apparent motive. But complete peace remains!
Francis Libermann alludes to this in commenting on the words of
Scripture: "The hour has come for the Son of Man to be
glorified." (Jn 12:23)
"The glory extended to the human person in carrying out
God's plans consists chiefly in the Kingdom of God within. This
Kingdom of God over man and in man is wrought in its
perfection when man immolates and offers himself with all his
power for the love of God in carrying out God's plans in his
regard. Then the person who allows the divine will to act within
him, becomes nothing and disappears as far as he can.
Undoubtedly this is the Kingdom, the life of God in his child,
both Kingdom and life to a perfect degree. ll follows that the
greatest glory consists in the most perfect immolation. That is
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why Jesus said: Venit hora ut clarificetur Filius hominis: "This
is the hour in which the Son of Man is to be glorified", speaking
of his passion and death." (CSJ 704)

The Love of Christ Controls Us
(2 Cor 5: 14)
Francis Libermann was definitively in God's hands at this
stage. The "something for the glory of God", to which he said on
many occasions he felt himself driven, became clear to him on
28 October 1839. The holy hean of Mary enlightened him
interiorly, "letting him know the place she destined for him in
her Church": to be the founder of a missionary institute for the
salvation of the black race! This day, that of the feast of the
apostles SS. Simon and Jude, he would always regard "as one of
the happiest of his life." (ND I 661)
Like Isaiah's vision in the Temple - "Here am I! Send me" like that of Francis at San Damiano, like that of Ignatius at
Manresa, this vision bestowed extraordinary light o n him,
certitude, peace and strength to consecrate his life to the most
abandoned. Nothing would stop him now until God had realised
through him his salvific plan for Africa! The instrument was
ready, flexible and docile, notwithstanding its weakness. Once
again, "God chose ... even things that are not to bring to nothing
things that are." (I Cor 1:28) What had happened?
At the seminary Francis had known two Creole seminarians,
one from Bourbon (the present-day island of Reunion), Frederick
Levavasseur, and another of Haitian origin on his mother's side,
Eugene Tisserant. The two of these, both of whom thought
highly of him, had often spoken to him about the social and
moral plight of the black slaves of their country. Each of them,
unknown to the other, had come on 2 February 1839 to
recommend the salvation of these slaves to the prayers of the
archconfraternity of the Holy Heart of Mary at our Lady of
Victories church in Paris. Both of them wanted Francis
Libennann to be at the head of this "Work for the Blacks" (their
phrase), which more seminarians wanted to join. Bolh by word
of mouth and by correspondence, he had always encouraged
them in their generous initiative.

,
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But on this day, 28 October, he heard the call of God in person
by mediation of the holy bean of Mary. He agreed to place
himself at their head, and, if there were plenty of obstacles along
the way, if his venture was humanly unrealistic, he himself, in
the strength of a mysterious intuition that possessed him, would
wait "until the wall falls". He said: "I will leave to our Lord the
care of removing all obstacles". Later he wrote: "God places us
in a kind of necessity by leaving us the full exercise of our
freedom". (ES 17)
He broke the news at once to the Eudist superior.
"What will become of me? God alone knows, no one on
earth. Now I have only one grace to ask of you, Father, and that
is not to try to stop me. The order has come from God and my
resolution is taken. I have arranged my departure for next
Monday, this is imponant and necessary. You know, Father
Superior, how frail my nerves are. I am afraid that the extreme
pain I experience when l think of the upset I will cause to all
those around me, whom I love with my whole heart, will give me
a bad jolt. May the good pleasure of my Lord Jesus be done in
that as well....
He set off for Rom e. "Crosses are go.Id, " he wrote. "but
humiliations are pearls and precious stones." (LS I 333)
Humiliations were not wanting at Lyon: he offered to serve
Mass and was turned away; he knocked at the door of a lady he
bad helped by correspondence, she took pity on him, gave him
an alms and dismissed him; the superior of a religious house
burst out laughing when he heard his proposal.
"I have left Rennes to begin to work for the black race. There
is nothing fixed and defirtite yet. I am goirng to Rome with Mr.
de la Bruniere. God alone knows what we will do there. We
will always have SS. Peter and Paul, at whose tombs we will
pray, if God is good to IUS. I will employ my time thinking about
the plan of life we must adopt, and once those affairs are in order
we will take steps to obtain whatever is necessary from the Holy
See.
"As to my part, you see the situation: abandoned and cut offf
from all help, not even having means of suppon or a way to earn
my livelihood or where to lay my head, and, on top of that, no
hope from any human being. It is more than enough to drive a
poor man like me to despair. But Jesus and Mary are my all.
This is the sort of work I am about to undertake. I am going to
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talk with the great and powerful: will they even look at me? I
am lost, then, resou rceless. I admit that when I think of it I
consider it folly, and I would consider it presumption if I did not
feel great humiliation in my soul before God for daring to get
involved in such an affair. I do not understand it at all, and
sometimes I am too astonished to know what to make of it. But
my tru st is in our Lord; he will act according to his good
pleasure. One thing which greatly consoles me is that, in any
case, whether I succeed or not, I will have had the happiness of
sacrificing myself for the love of our Lord." (LS II 319)
He wrote this remarkable letter from Lyon on IO December to
hi s brother Samson and his sister-in-law.
"I have left Rennes for good. It is a great imprudence, not to
say foolishness, according to those who judge things as people of
the world . I had a definite fu ture there , I was sure of the
wlherewithal to live, and even of a certain honourable existence.
But woe to me if I seek my ease on earth, to live honoured and
esteemed. Dear friends, remember one thing: this earth passes,
the life we live here lasts but an instant. When our flesh is rotten
in the grave it will be entirely indifferent to us to have lived a
comfortable life on earth, our eternity will not be the happier for
that. I can understand that the blessed of this world, the people
who see no further than the earth, those who want only the
pleasures of the senses, will always seek to lead an easy,
comfortable life, a life with honours. But a Christian soul, a
priestly soul, a soul dedicated to our Lord and his sole glory,
ought to reckon comfon or discomfon, honour or dishonour, as
things empty and insignificant. Why should I wish to have an
easy life on earth unless it is out of love for myself? Let us give
ourselves to the love of Jesus. and not to love of ourselves. If I
am overwhelmed by all imaginable evils for all the time I drag
my flesh of corruption on this unfortunate earth, what matter is it
to me , provided lam for God and serve him according to bis
holy love? And what condition favours living this life of love
more than that of crosses, deprivations, pains and afftictions of
all kinds?
"I have left Rennes. I have not one person or creature on earth
in whom I can put my trust. I have nothing, nor do I know what
will become of me or how I can simply exist and live. I will lead
a contemptible life, forgotten, neglected, lost to the world. I will
be disapproved of by a great number of those who used to like
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and respect me before. I may even be treated as out of my senses
or as a proud man, scorned, even persecuted.
"Realise that I am the happiest man in the world, because I
have nothing but God alone, with Jesus and Mary. I am already
in heaven, while still living on earth. If it please God to make
me lead a painful life of hardships, so much the better; he will
give me his strength and love, all that I need. All my hope is in
Jesus and Mary, and that must be your hope as well. I cannot say
what the good God wants of me just now; I can simply declare
that I will follow through what he has been pleased to inspire me
with in his infinite goodness and I place my trust in him." (LS II

300)

The following letter was written from Rennes by Francis
Libermann to Frederick Levavasseur. Eugene Tisserant wrote
later, in connection with this letter: "When people undertake a
work that has no support but God alone they must expect that
human wisdom will call us senseless fools."
"Develop great feelings of confidence and love towards God
and act forcefully. Do not become di scouraged by the
difficulties that will be placed in your path, reproaches, wrong
judgements which will be made about you and your course of
action in all your undenakings. You will be taken for a person of
weak mind, imprudent, proud , and they will say a thousand
things about you, not only in your own country but even in Paris.
Respectable people will disapprove of you, blame you, and treat
this project as a young man 's dream, folly, and look on it as
impossible.
"That is the way with even the wisest and best intentioned
people. When they see difficulties that are humanly
insurmountable, they regard the affair as impossible. But refuse
to be discouraged or stopped, even temporarily. Even if the
wisest and most pious people oppose it, persevere in your project
before God, for those who do not feel the interior movement of
God towards such a work look on it as impossible because of the
difficulties. That is why you have to remain always in our Lord
in a great spirit of humiliation and love, letting him act rather
than acting yourself. Follow the movements he gives you and
the desires he inplants within you, in all gentleness, peace and
love and in the deepest humility of your heart."
Later on Francis Libennann informed the parish priest of our
Lady of Victories why he went directly to Rome to confinn his
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interior call and "know the divine will".
"The difficulties far surpassed our weakness. Considering
things according to the light of reason alone, we looked on our
enterprise as impossible, but at the same time we had a strong
assurance of success.
"On the one hand, I felt deep sadness and dared reveal our
project to nobody because it seemed folly to right reason and
must appear so to sensible people. On the other hand, I felt
within me a strong impulse and a feeling of great confidence in
the holy heart of Mary, an assurance of success.
"The few people to whom I disclosed my plan reprimanded
and discouraged me. In spite of that I could not prevent myself
from going on, so much did this feeling of confidence prevent
me from listening to what people were saying to disheanen me.
Nevertheless, despite this interior impulse, I wanted to know the
divine will on the essential fea tu res of the Work and to use the
most assured means for that according to God's order in his
Church.
"That is why, at the beginning of 1840, I betook myself to
Rome, where our Lord has placed the leading lights who govern
his whole Church. I introduced myself without documentation,
without leners of recommendation, and I sought no patronage to
make my plans prevail or to have them accepted. I came in order
to find out the divine will and, more than anything else, I would
have feared making my own will prevail." (ND VI 38)
From Lyon he went to Marseilles. It is significant that he left
Rennes for Rome, so as to begin the work for the black race, the
very day that Pope Gregory XVI published his lener In Supremo
Apos1ola1us, which solemnly condemned slavery and the slavetrade. Francis Libermann took the boat for Italy. He had
become another man. Certainty about the will of God, the
revelation of the holy heart of Mary, had made him assured,
resolved, unshakeable.
Even though he had not received holy orders, even though his
health was still unstable, he went to submit his project to Rome.
He was sure of himself because he was sure of God.
"You shall receive power
when the Holy Spirit has come upon you;
and you shall be my witnesses...
to the end of the earth" (Acts 1:8)

CHAPTER SIX

You Shall Be My Witnesses (Acts 1:8)

I Went up (to Jerusalem) .. Lest Somehow
I ShQuld Be Running.. .in Vain

(Gal 2:2)

Francis Libennann arrived in Rome on 6 January 1840. He
handed in a detailed memorandum to the Sacred Congregation of
Propaganda Fide. Then he waited.
"I feel no inclination to look for human support. Besides, I am
not capable of procuring any. I have sent in my project If God
wills it to be accepted, they will know how to find me; I will
wait If not. I will go back the way I came." (ND n J65)
Mr Drach, his co-religionist of old, the one person he knew in
Rome , became, after the revolution of 1830, the librarian at
Propaganda Fide. Drach obtained an audience with Gregory
XVI for Francis and his companion on 17 February. This is
Drach ·s account: "The sovereign Pontiff placed his hand on Mr
Libermann 's head, pressing with visible emotion. When the
young people had been dismissed. the Pope asked me, •Who is
that whose head I touched?' I told the neophyte 's story to his
Holiness in a few words. The Pope then said these very words:
Sara un santo, "he will be a saint".
But the waiting and apparent inactivity discouraged his
companion, a seminarian from a well-to-do family who bad
accompanied Francis to Rome and showed interest in his worlk.
He left. Several of Francis Libermann ' s friend s were
disconcened, so he wrote to them:
"What? Are you going to give in to anxiety and
discouragement because a man leaves us, a man who brought
only talents, a name and a fortune? What is all this? The works
of God are not done that way. God does not wish them to be
attributed to human power, his own power must be
acknowledged in them . When obstacles arise, we must go
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forward, forward all the time, stay at the foot of the wall, wait till
it falls and pass through." (ND II 160)
But to other friends he also said confidentially:
"I had much to suffer on the part of my companion. When he
saw me powerless and without influence, he was strongly
tempted against me and against the work he had shown interest
in before. He constantly thwarted and vexed me in all sorts of
ways." (ND II 151 )
He remained on alone, living in poverty in an attic rented to him
under the roof, with some pigeons for neighbours. (When the
building was demolished in 1936, this attic was reconstructed
with the same material on the flat roof of the French Seminary in
Rome.)
The Secretary of Propaganda Fide gave an ambiguous answer:
"You must be a priest first before thinking of the missions".
"It was the most painful answer he could have given me, for if
he had given a negative answer, I would have been quite happy
with it; I would have looked on his word as our Lord's and
withdrawn at once." (ND II 152)
So he waited for the Church's decision through the human
mediation of the hierarchy. He waited until the Church passed
judgement on the cbarism that was his, in his own particular
circumstances. He had received his missionary vocation from
God, now he wanted to receive it from the Church. The Church
of the Spirit and the visible Church are not separable:
"The Holy Spirit conducts all things. In that I find my great
joy and inexhaustible consolation. The Holy Spirit guides the
leader of the Church and those who help him in ruling the
Church." (ND VI 45)
"If only easy things were to be undertaken in the Church, what
would become of it? St. Peter and St John would have gone on
fishing on Lake Tiberias and St. Paul would never have left
Jerusalem. I can fancy that people who think themselves
something and count on their own powers may be stopped before
an obstacle, but, when we count on our Master alone, what
difficulty can we fear? We will stop only at the foot of a wall,
wait there patiently and confidently until an opening appears,. and
then continue on as if nothing had h appened. That is how St.
Paul and the other apostles acted.
His unswerving fidelity to the Chull'Ch came from his absolute
certainty that the Spirit of God operates out of that source. In the
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Memorandum to the Congregation for the Propagation of the
Faith he wrote these magnificent words:
"When we are sent by the Holy Spirit we receive a greater
abundance of the apostolic spirit by setting out thus from the
source and great treasure where our Lord placed this divine Spirit
for his whole Church." (ND II 73)
"The source and treasure where our Lord placed this divine
Spirit for his whole Church"; this was his first reason - mystical,
in the way he saw it in the mystery of God - fo r his absolute
allegiance to the Bishop of Rome. "We have the assurance that
our Lord impans to us a great abundance of his apostolic spirit,
since we will be sent by him in whom he has placed the fullness
of the apostolate." (ND III 199) The second motive has to do
with the Church 's universality. "We will have the greatest
assurance of going there where God asks us to go and where the
needs are greatest, since we are sent by the Sovereign Pontiff,
who is charged by our Lord with the solici tude of all the
Churches." (ND n 73)

In the Upper Room With Mary, the Mother ofJesus

(Cf Acts 1:13-14)

In these dispositions, "waiting till the wall falls". he wrote the
Provisional Rule. Everything became clear to him in his Roman
attic from the moment he decided to consecrate his work to the
most holy hean of Mary. From the outset his founde r-impulse,
as he said, was linked to exceptional confidence in Mary, with
particular reference to her most holy heart.
"I thought that the Society should find in its consecration all
its devotions and a perfect model of all the fundamental virtues
of the apostolate. And I do not know why the idea never even
crossed my mind that we would find that perfectly in devotion to
the most holy and immaculate heart of Mary.
"So I had settled on another idea for this dedication. I went to
a lot of trouble to draw up the plan in question, but it proved
impossible to find a si ngle idea. I was in total darkness.
Subsequently I made the visit of the seven churches [of Rome)
and paid a visit, moreover, to some churches of devotion to the
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Blessed Virgin. Then, without knowing why, I found I had
decided to consecrate the
work to the most hol y heart of Mary.
"I returned home and set to work at once, beginning the plan
in question over again. Now I saw so clearly that in one glance I
took in the whole and all its developments in all their details.
Tlris was an inexpressible joy and consolation for me." (LS Ill
364)
This decisive orientation is evident from the first pages of the
Provisional Rule of the Missionaries of the most holy Heart of
Mary:
"What distinguishes us from all the other workers who labour
in the Lord's vineyard is an altogether special consecration that
we make of our whole Society, of each of its members, of all
their works and undertakings, to the most holy heart of Mary,
heart eminently apostolic and all inflamed with desire for the
glory of God and the salvation of souls.
"We will consider it as a perfect model of apostolic zeal, a
zeal we should be devoured with, and as an abundant everflowing spring from which we can draw.
"We will have recourse to it all the time with the greatest
confidence, so that it may see fit to spread over us the motherly
tenderness with which·it loves us and obtain a great abundance
of graces for all of us and our work." (ND II 238)
A little later he commented on this choice of the holy heart of
Mary with lyrical impromptu:
"Notice that it is not simply to Mary but to th.e heart of Mary
that our Congregation is consecrated. This choice of devotion to
the heart of Mary was not at all the result of calculated reasoning
bu'l of an attraction and powerful impulse . And yet nothing
could be more motivated, better founded, more confonning to
our vocation.
"We are called to the apostolate. Now, to exercise the
apostolate fruitfully what do we need if not the apostolic spirit?
And this apostolic spirit, where could we find it more perfectly
and plentifully, after our Lord, than in the heart of Mary, which
was filled with it, heart eminently apostolic and all inflamed with
de.sire for the glory of God and the sa lvation of souls?
Doubtless, she did not traverse seas and distant countries, like
Peter, Paul and the other apostles. But if that had been God's
will for her, it would have been perfectly accomplished. The
apostolic spirit, with which she was filled, would have impelled
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her to carry out all God's plans. God did not will this; so, at the
end of her life, she directed the apostles, communicating her
apos tolic spirit to them and drawing down the graces of
conversion and sanctification on souls. From the heights of
heaven she continues now, for the spread of the Church, what
she did for its beginnings. Therefore we should consider the
heart of Mary as the perfect model of the zeal we should be
devoured by, and as a plentiful spring whence we should draw all
the time.
"She is our model, and from that we learn what the spirit of
our Society should be: an interior spirit, a spirit of holiness.
Genuine apostolic zeal, such as it exists in Mary's hean, cannot
dwell in a dissipated mind or in a heart attached to creatures. In
order to imitate our model, then, we must apply ourselves to a
life of prayer, detachment from creatures, self-<lenial, so that our
heart can begin to resemble and conform to the heart so pure,
holy and charitable of our good Mother.. .If our heart is filled
with the burning charity that inflamed Mary's heart, we will
always be in a position to spread this fire in the souls with whom
we come in contact. But if we only think of activity, without
trying first and foremost to conform our interior to that of Mary,
we will be cold within ourselves first, and the good we could do
to others will be less considerable ... We must pay careful
attention to modelling our interior on that of Mary. Then, when
the time comes, we will have no difficulty conforming our
outward activity to that of the apostles, according to whatever
God wants of us.
"In the second place, the heart of Mary is the ever-flowing
spring from which we can draw this apostolic spirit. According
to ihe Fathers of the Church, Mary is the channel by which God
communicates all graces. She is a Mother full of tenderness for
all men and women.
"We mu st go most confidently then to draw from this
inexhaustible spring, so as to obtain all the graces we need for
our sanctification and that of others. The holy hean of Mary is
given to us to be the light that guides us and the strength that
sustains us in our work." (Gloss 18)
Francis Libermann keeps before ms eyes an image of the holy
heart of Mary. He entrusts himself to it for the present and for
the future:
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"A rule I have prescribed for myself in conducting business is
to wait always for the providential moments. I am quite sure that
with the help of the prayers of the Immaculate Heart of Mary this
procedure will always work." (LS Ill 371)
His first missionaries were to die in Africa with Mary's name
on their lips. To their way of thinking, their bold enterprise
could not be accomplished without the assurance of Mary 's
affective and effective presence. She would lead and sustain
those sent out by God so that Jesus would be known and loved
by all peoples. This was far from a simple devotion. It was a
fact of genuine inspiration, willed by the Spirit of God. For
modem apostles it becomes a wonderful gi ft , never fully
appreciated or utilised.

We Will ...Make Our Home With Him
(Jn 14:23)
By the beginning of.September 1840, Francis Libennann had
completed the Provisional Rule. He now began the Commentary
on St John, "in order not to remain doing nothing", as he put it.
In the space of ten weeks he composed 700 pages (he stopped.
alas, towards the end of chapter twelve) with no book to hand
other than his Latin text of the Vulgate. These pages constitute
an exegetical commentary that he drew up in prayer and
contemplation, interspersed with regular fervent invocations.
He lived united to the Blessed Trinity, in deep intimate
knowledge and love . This mysterious union betrays itself
throughout the length of the Commentary, which is an echo of
his interior conversation with Jesus, with the Father through the
sacred humanity of Christ, and with the Holy Spirit, whom he
earnestly and frequently invokes. He expresses all this in the
first lines of the Rule, written in words of fire at that time: "All
for the greater glory of our heavenly Father in Jesus Christ our
Lord through his divine Spirit in union with the most holy heart
of Mary".
Some echo of the interior manifestations of the three divine
Persons to Francis Libennann's heart may be traced throughout
the Commentary. He never s peaks of this explicitly, but the
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divine light he received in a direct, immediate matter appears
frequently both in his teaching and in his extensive apostolic plan
as well as in the serene wisdom of his administration. As the
Word of God receives all that it is from the Father, so are we too
called by a work of mercy to receive all that we are from him,
with Jesus, in close dependence and sonship, in a similar exercise
of mercy towards others. This is the movement of return towards
the Father of the Incarnation and Redemption.
"The Word receives the fullness of the Holy Spirit from his
Father. The Father loves the Son from all eternity with this
substantial love. This essential relationship is what makes the
Holy Spirit proceed from the Father and the Son. And this whole
divine essence has been placed in his hand, that is to say, in his
sacred Humanity, by the hypostatic union with the Word. to be
distributed to men and women. All that the Word receives from
the Father is attributed to, and belongs to, the Son of man. And
the Son of man communicates it to his brothers and sisters
according to the measure of each." (CSJ 114)
In a long meditation he recalls the lowliness of the Word in
the mystery of the Incarnation. It is accomplished in what he
calls an "adoration in the Holy Spirit" (CSJ 143), whereby the
Holy Spirit prays in him "with sighs too deep for words". (Rom
8:26)
"When he wants to show the incomprehensible lowliness of
the Son of God who became flesh, the Holy Spirit makes St.
John choose once more the term "Word", so that that term may
elevate our minds and recall them to the impenetrable grandeur
of the Son of God in the bosom of his Father - which can
scarcely be described - and then plunge them again into the
thought of his self-emptying. In this way he places the two
extremes side by side, each of which is beyond our
understanding, so that we may see God's immense love for us,
who are so poor, so wretched and so unworthy even of his
attention.
"O love, incomprehensible love of my God, of my Jesus!
How can I love you as you love me? I must remain in my
nothingness and poverty face to face with your adorable love. At
least, most admirable love, do with me and in me everything that
is in keeping with your good pleasure!" (CSJ 23)
The interesting point for us here is to come across "the
promised land of divine union" {St. John of the Cross) in a man
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of action thoroughly involved in the apostolate. Francis
Libennann seems to tell us that the spiritual path, based on love
and trust, ends up there, in this direct union in faith with each of
the three divine Persons. It becomes associated with them in an
ever-deepening and ever-renewed intimacy of knowledge and
love until the eternal face-to-face, when the veil of faith will fall
and we will see what we live by. The route is signposted all the
way, through the ups and downs of each person's active
existence, with joys and sorrows in all states of life.
Francis Libennann alludes to this supreme moment when,
speaking of the Eucharist, he describes the form of perfect union
which God wants to bring about with us. To that end he makes
use of the classic formula of mystical literature, "spiritual
marriage".
"Love aims at union, or rather union is the perfection of love.
Our Lord employed his divine omnipotence to obtain it. So he
wants it to be brought to perfection in us, according to the degree
of each one's dispositions. The union he has established is the
most perfect we are capable of on earth. It is a spiri tual
marriage, whereby we become one and the same flesh with him.
He identifies himself with our soul, embraces it with all its
faculties and fills it with all his perfections. Just as he
established this sacrament under the form of nourishment,
likewise he becomes the very substance of our soul in such a way
that we live now only by his life, we see only by his light, we
live only by his love.
"In that way he brings together all the perfections of the most
holy Trinity in our souls: the life of the Father, the light of the
Son, the love of the Holy Spirit, because he comes within us with
the fullness of the divinity he has within himself." (ESS 8 1)
In a spiritual talk to priests, he assigns prayer of contemplation
to this phase of union. He calls it "the only real prayer":
"As for prayer of contemplation, which is the only real prayer,
it consists in a constant habitual relationship with God. It is the
exercise of the presence of God and more or less a feeling of that
presence. Here the powers of the spirit are fixed on God, either
by a si mple presence that adheres fully to God or by a
consideration of his attributes, one of his perfections. Or they
may be fixed on our Lord Jesus Christ considered in his
mysteries, in his actions or even in his words. The act by which
one considers God or our Lord Jesus Christ by faith, adheres and
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an.aches itself to him by charity, is a simple, fixed, unifying act
"In the first two forms of prayer there is activity, and
consequently a multiplicity of acts - acts of the mind by
reasoning, on the one hand, and, on the other, acts of the heart by
making affections. In the third fonn, contemplation, there is
motionlessness in a single continuous act that contains within
itself alone, more intensely, completely and perfectly, the
multiple acts of virtue expressed in the other two.
"In contemplative prayer, one becomes attached directly to
God or our Lord Jesus Christ rather than to the truths of God.
One sees tbese truths in God and adheres to them by adhering to
God." (ND XIII 698; ES 522)
The activity of the Holy Spirit preponderates in this, acting
without mediation, in the divine light.
"Suppose one has developed the habit over a long period of
acting, reflecting on and valuing everything only as seen in our
Lord, to whom alone one adheres in pure and perfect simple
faith. Someone in this condition receives divine enlightenment
as if fixed and dwelling in it. One rejoices in this and thoroughly
benefits from it. These are the gifts of wisdom. understanding
and knowledge given by the Holy Spirit.
"The faith of such a person is not blind. It is perfectly clear
and luminous. It is a faith that throws light on the soul's activity,
within and from within." (CSJ 569)
"It is normal for contemplative love to arouse st rong ,
vehement desires and affections, while at the same time keeping
the person it animates quite peaceful, making it wait for God's
moments gently and tranquilly." (CSJ 595)
It is up to active people, then, to help along this union with
God in prayer and activity, a union with two aspects:
"Contemplative union and practical union must be worked for
conjointly, for their mutual perfection and coming together, with
a view to fonning a complete life." (ND Xlll 700)
This union with God presupposes continuous growth through
the Holy Spirit's activity.
"This interior union with God ought to be such that all our
activity, interior or exterior, but interior especially, proceeds as
far as possible only from the Spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
is in us. All must be done in him and with him ...Not only the
activity of our soul but also all its life with its impressions, tastes,
joys, sadness, ought to be "in him, through him, with him". We
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say: through God, that is,, through the Holy Spirit's movement; in
God, that is, in view of being united more and more with him;
with God, that is, in union with our Lord Jesus Christ." (ESS 18)
Habitual union with God is the perfection of charity. Francis
Libennann calls it "union of perfect love". Existence is given to
us in order to come to that state, all the events of our lives are
providentially ordered towards it.
"This union is the essence and perfection of charity as it is also
its end and immediate effect. The Holy Spirit works in us
through our Lord 's charity, which he gives to our heans. The
charity of the Father and the Son dwells in us, to join us to them
and impart to us their perfection and love." (ESS 36)
Union with God is a source of peace and true happiness, and it
disposes us to receive favours ever more abundantly.
"Along with union wilth God, one experiences great peace of
soul, which i s not simply a n absence of trouble. ll is a
substantial peace that flow s into us from the heart of God,
increasing and strengthening this wonderful holy union and
disposing us to practise the highest virtues and receive the
greatest graces." (ESS 40)
One of the richest meditations on this Trinitarian life is given
to us in the well known verse 38 of the Good Shepherd parable.
(John 10 passim) Francis Libermann comments on Jesus' words:
"The Father is in me and I am in the Father". "The Father and I
are one." (v. 30)
"God, conceiving infirritely, eternally, essentially, substantially and necessarily his divine substance in its essence and infinite
perfection, is called Father; he engenders his Son who possesses
in himself the whole divine substance of the Father in all its
infinite perfections. There is only this to note. The passive
generation of the Son being as essential, as necessary, as infinite
and as perfect as the active generation and the existence of the
Father, it follows that the Son is in all things as perfect as the
Father and is inferior to him in nothing. Ego et Pater unum
su.mus, ' with perfect equality'.
"The Father conceiving thus, essentially and necessarily, his
own divine substance, and through this conception fonning
essentially and necessarily his Son, as perfect and infinite as
himself, also forms by that very fact, as essentially, a s
necessarily and as infinitely, between himself and the Son, a
relationship as necessary. as eternal, as infinite, as substantial
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and as essential as that conception. This infinite substance of
God thus conceived is the Son, and the Father conceives it in his
own bosom and in his own substance and essence. From this
there issues an infinite, substantial, eternal and necessary
satisfaction of the divine being in its own infinite substance,
conceived in the same substantial, essential way. This essential
satisfaction, which proceeds substantially and necessarily from
the relationship of the Father with his Son and of the Son with
the Father, is the Holy Spirit. He is called Holy Spirit because he
is the essential substantial breath of the Father, which goes to the
Son, and of the Son, which goes to the Father. This is called
proceeding... But, since these relationships and this procession
are essential, etema] and substantial , it follows that the Holy
Spirit is the very substance of the Father and the Son, just as each
of them is in the other, since the Holy Spirit proceeds essentially
and substantially from that being, substantial and essential, of the
Father in the Son and of the Son in the Father. As the Holy
Spirit is in the Father and the Son so is he in himself. Whence
the perfect unity of nature and the perfect Trinity of Persons, the
adorable Mystery, forever understood by any creature on th.is
earth of ignorance and sin." (CSJ 550)
He suspended bis work on the Commentary abruptly to make a
pilgrimage to Loreto on the Adriatic Sea, travelling over the
mountains on foot as a beggar! The chapel of Loreto, at the
seminary of Issy in Paris, on the retreat side of the house, was
dear to him. He had often prayed there and successfully
recommended his intentions to our Lady of Loreto. He wished to
go to her for a reply to what he called "1the uncertainty of his
work". (ND VI 41 ) He would go to her own sanctuary, "the
house where our Lord spent thirty years with the Blessed Virgin
and St. Joseph." (ND II 141) He stayed tlhere a week, returning
by Assisi. Once more "be will owe everything" to Mary!

Priest of Jesus Christ

On Francis Libennann 's return to Rome from Loreto, two
messages awaited him . He learnt that the Bishop of Strasbourg
agreed to ordain him priest and that Propaganda Fide accepted
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his project of the Work of the Blacks.
In fact, after six months at the seminary of Strasbourg, he was
ordained priest at Amieas, in the bishop 's private chapel, on 18
September 1841. Only one person was present, the bishop's
assistant.
"I want to tell you the great goodness and mercy of our Lord
Jesus Christ towards an unworthy servant, who does not deserve
so much as to utter his holy name. I have just been ordained
priest this morning. God knows what J have received on thi s
great day, and only God knows, for neither human being nor
angel can conceive it. All of you pray to him that it will be for
his greater glory, for the salvation and sanctification of souls and
for the building up of the Church that I have reached the
priesthood." (ND II 497)
A priest is something great:
"A priest is something great! He is a man who must possess
all the perfections of our Lord, for the greatest quality Jesus was
clothed with was his divine priesthood. That is why I find it
really dreadful to see so few priests genuinely holy.
"A worldly priest seems to me truly stunted. He ha s the
external semblance of a priest but not the life. He represents
Jesus our Master but he is small and despicable all the time
before God and his holy angels. A priest should not adopt a
merely human way of life. He ought to act and behave no longer
as a merely human being, but the Spirit of Jesus Christ should be
the source of his whole life." (LS I 484)
A considerable pan of Fr. Libermann 's apostolic activity was
the spiritual advancement aind direction of priests. More than
three quaners of the letters of his voluminous correspondence
were addressed to seminarians or priests, some of the latter
seminary directors, others engaged in the ministry. He says in
the Provisional Rule: "We will look on the sanctification of
priests as one of the most imponant points of our ministry. On it
depends the salvation of vast numbers of souls." (ND II 250) A
dozen articles of the Rule concern ministry to priests.
"The man who is chosen ti:>y God and called to the priesthood
of Jesus Christ is united to him in his capacity of Son of man
through this choice, and is clothed with his power in his capacity
of Son of God through consecration. Associated in this way with
Jesus, God and man, he becomes with him a mediator between
God and human beings." (ES 424)
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He continues in the same strain for several excellent pages on
the subject of the priestly spirit.
"The sap of Jesus' priestly spirit, which makes us one with
him in his capacity of sovereign priest and makes us live with his
life, is given to us by the sacrament of Orders. Through it we
acquire an immense and efficacious love for souls, and this love
bears preferably on the poor, the weak, the unfortunate...
"To this love there is joined a measureless, unlimited desire
for the salvation and sanctification of the human race, and this
desire focuses preferably on those whose distance from salvation
and whose needs are greatest ..
"It is of the essence of this consecration to God for the
salvation of mankind that the priest immolate and sacrifice
himself, that he be no longer for himself and his own interests...
"As long as the sacerdotal character remains imprinted on
him, he belongs wholly to God and to people. Now this
character does not leave him. All his life ought to be for God
and for others, all his life ought to be priestly." (ES 425)
Elsewhere he emphasises priestly activity "in persona Christi"
or the image of the Good Shepherd, who gives his life for his
sheep, in order to urge priests to holiness.
"All those who are charged with leading the sheep, and who
act only in the name of the great shepherd, in union with hlm,
under his glance and by his strength. become as one same person
with him. All their pastoral activity is bis, because all their
pastoral activity is carried out in him, the sovereign Shepherd, as
he directs, nourishes and governs his flock ." (CSJ 477)
In still another place, it is the sacrificial aspect of the
priesthood:
"The general spirit of a priest, whose heart is filled with the
grace of the priesthood, lifts him above himself and all creatures.
It absorbs him with a single thought: the salvation of all for the
glory of his God. It makes him oblivious to all that concerns
himself, indifferent about himself and his concerns. It gives him
a courage, a patience, a perseverance that nothing can overthrow,
shake, weaken or disconcert. It puts an imperturbable serenity
into bis heart, a peace, gentleness and moderation in the midst of
difficulties, contradictions, humiliations, sickness, privations and
sufferings of every kind." (ES 427)
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He Appointed Twelve to be With Him
and to be Sent Out to Preach
(Mark 3: 14)

The Mass celebrated by Francis Libermann in Paris on 25
September 1841 at the sanctuary of our Lady of Victories in the
midst of his first missionary companions is considered to be the
Mass of foundation of the Society of the Holy Heart of Mary.
Under this title Mary is honoured by the Archconfraternity of
this church; he consecrates his Society to her; she will preside
through the tenderness of her apostolic hean over the mysterious
victories over the spirit of darkness that will be won by his
missionaries. Fourviere, St. Mary Major, Loreto, Our Lady of
Victories - his steps were always enlightened and made fruitful
by Mary's power.
Two days later the noviciate was opened at La Neuville at the
entrance to Amiens. The fiore tti of La Neu ville have the
contagious freshness of first foundations. Young people came in
numbers; they had to sleep on the corridors or under the stairs.
Good humour prevailed in the frugality. "I must leave you now,"
wrote Liberrnann to one of his correspondents, after dipping his
pen in the common inkwell; "I have to go to the kitchen or we
will have no dinner this evening!"
The novices' fervour and joy is equalled by Libermann's
affability and wisdom. He is as much at home gardening or
replenishing stores as he is at conferences on formation. The
latter issued regularly from his heart in the light of God. What
he lived interiorly he put into words for others:
"When one comes to a separation from all creatures and to
total, full and complete self-denial of every pleasure, satisfaction
and all self-love, then one is always withdrawn within oneself
and is in God's presence. One is like a sanctuary of purity and
holiness, where God continually dwells.
"Exterior things cannot disturb those people. They converse
with others, they act externally like everyone else. They play,
laugh, chat with their companions, go for walks, enjoy exercise
and recreation, take holidays. None of this troubles them at all.
In the midst of all these things, they do not cease to be
completely united to God, because they are not attached to any of
these things and do not indulge in them just for pleasure. They
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are indifferent to everything and do everything only in God and
for God. That being said, they take excellent vacations, relax
perfectly, because this life costs no effon or mental tension.
"The love of God alone, with which they are filled, produces
these happy effect s in them which are so worthy of our
admiration. For such people these effects are a source of graces,
blessings and inconceivable happiness. The love of God is a river
of peace and love flowing within them, and the Holy Spirit does
great and beautiful things in them that are the angels • admiration
and joy." (LS I 125)
The following letter is particularly noteworthy. It was written
to,Eugene Tisserand the day Francis Libermann received the
inspiration to found a missionary Congregation.
"I want something solid, fervent, apostolic, all or nothing. But
am is a lot, and weak hearts will not be able to give or do that
much. This can only please us. Weak heans are not wanted in
this totally apostolic Congregation. Only generous, fervent
people are wanted, who give themselves completely and are
ready to undertake and suffer everything for our adorable
Master's greater glory. I believe that all those who seem willing
to give themselves to, God in this holy work will be open to
everything and can only feel great spiritual joy in meeting rules
that demand great perfection, rules that wiJI lead them to great
holiness and more perfect dedication to their God. Encourage
them, tell them to develop an attitude of readiness before God for
everything, even for d,eath, but the death of the cross. Only at
this price does one enter into a share of Jesus Christ's spirit and
apostolic glory. He is the sovereign Lord and great model of his
apostles." (ND I 662)
When one of his fri,ends, the superior of a senior seminary,
was surprised that a distinguished, cullured young man was
"snatched" to go and evangelise the black race, Libennann took
the libeny of replying very frankly.
"The way you put it has shaken me to the bottom of my heart:
"What a mass acre it will be to snatch this young man from
France and take him a]ong with you to evangelise the Blacks!"
So all those who are fervent, generous, of f"me character, must
remain in France. And the poor abandoned souls, on whose
behalf God is inspiring such generous sentiments, must be let
rush into hell in their millions! Only the leavings, the ordinary
folk, imbeciles, those good for nothing much, must be sent to
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save them. No, this does not seem LO me what God would want."
(LS II 3 16)
He addressed the following message to his first followers:
In a work as g reat and holy as this, everything must rest in
God's hands. If divine goodness does not guide our affairs, what
can human beings do? Try then, you and your dear companions,
to stand single- minded and ready before God. Have great peace
and great confidence in his divine goodness. It will surpass all
we waited for if we are dedicated, sacrificed people in the spirit
of his love and great holiness, if we see him alone, if we rest in
him alone and if we surrender completely to him. Your whole
concern and desire now should be to g row in t he presence of
divine mercy in his spirit of holiness, love, lowliness of hean and
sacrifice of yourselves for his greater glory and holy love, so as
to consecrate yourselves to the great mission which his d ivine
goodness reserves for you." (ND I 668)
This spiritual portrait of the missionary is both exacting and
realistic at the same time. History confinns how well-founded it
isl
"What is wanted are people devoted to God's glory, people
detennined to leave everything for him, people who have already
got the better of their principal defects or are at least in the
process of doing so, from whom there is much Lo hope.
Furthermore, we need people who c an suffer great pains and
humiliations. I know you will not find many like this, who are
already capable of suffering pains and humiliations patiently.
But at least they must ardently and sincerely desire to suffer all
sorts of pains, afflictions and humiliations for love of God. they
must be seriously trying to put up with them from now on, to be
humble and conquer themselves in these circumstances.
"Funhellllore, all those who wish to embark on this holy work
must exhibit a pliable, docile spirit, be disposed to submit to
whoever is given them as superior, and obey with exactitude
both the superior who will be given them and the rules to be
prescribed for them." (ND I 648)
Community is presented a s something essential, an
indispensable condition of apostolic fervour and fruitfulness.
Individual trips to the interior of the country would stan from the
community, but always return to it again for the regaining of
physical and spiritual strength. This was an important aspect of
his missionary strategy.
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Go ...and Make Disciples of All Nations
(Mt 28:19)

"I believe that the apostolic spirit consists rather in extending
the boundaries of the Church than in making a little section
perfect."
Bourbon, Haiti, Mauritius, Dakar, Grand-Bassam, Assinic,
Guinea Gabon, Aus\ralia: there was the bustle of departing for
the missions, the bustle of apostolic enthusiasm. Fr. Laval was
the first to leave, for Mauritius. "How fortunate he is," wrote
Libermann, "to have the first fruits of the works our Lord is
reserving for us." Alas! Prudence did not always go hand in
hand with zeal, and eight out of ten of the first missionaries to set
out died from the fevers of Africa with the prayer on their lips,
"In life and in death we are for the Lord and for Mary". It took
the news a long time to reach La Neuville. "O unhappy Guinea,"
exclaimed Fr. Libermann, "I feel I am carrying the whole
country in my heart." When the novices at La Neuville learnt of
the disaster, they came one after the other knocking at his door
asking to be sent out as replacements. "I had to put my door out
of bounds," he said, "to prevent them from persecuting me about
this. "
Other volunteers came forward for the mission, more
numerous still. Their graves are there in the cemeteries of Africa
for all to see. Almost all of them gave their lives in the fullnes s
of youth. From this extraordinary epic Fr. Libermann drew
conclusions for the future. "While trusting completely in the
divine mercy, we must take precautions to succeed ... Size up
things and act prudently. Be strong and courageous, full of trust
in God, but also prudent and sensible."
Little by little they grew wise in the indispensable needs of
hygiene, food and medical precautions and got a foothold in
Africa. They organised their central communities along the coast
and penetrated towards the interior. Fr. Libermann established
the first heads of missions and vicars apostolic. Wherever he
could keep in touch with his missionaries by letters notwithstanding the delays of the post - he would continue
advising them from afar, dispatching his long letters to the four
comers of the globe, hundreds of them! He mingled warnings,
encouragements, exhortations with those practical details which
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as a true Jew he was always admirably able to foresee. The
whole constitutes an anthology not without relevance for our
day.
To a community in Africa he sketched a description of a fully
self-possessed person. It is his own portrait. In the midst of so
many occupations nothing could shake him.
"A soul truly dead to itself and truly surrendered to God feels
a certain pain when iu is in peace. It almost regrets seeing
everything going according to its tastes. When it achieves
success it is humble, calm and moderate, it does its duty
perseveringly and faithfully, it consolidates its achievements.
"In times of storm or lack of success it knows how to wait for
God's moments, it takes care not to become discouraged.
Sadness never, irritation never, spite never, eillher against itself or
against others. It always remains true to itself; filled with God, it
can be patient with God. It does not wish for greater or swifter
success than God does. It examines a state of affairs calmly and
in the spirit of God, it acts according to its lights and the strength
it obtains from on hig,h, and leaves to its Master the care of
bringing its works to fruition according to the measure of his
own mercy." (ND IX 328)
He insists very much on the hour of daily mental prayer,
indispensable to the apostle.
"Above all keep to mental prayer. It costs somewhat to
remain for a considerable time in mental prayer, preoccupied as
you are with so many thoughts during the day. These thoughts
come during meditation; and, when the end of mental prayer
approaches, you may say to yourself that you are using an hour
of the morning uselessly, that you would be better employed
spending that hour on more useful things than all those
distractions. This is a bad mistake. The whole time you pass
fighting these distractions is pleasing to God, and profits the soul
much more than you think." (LS IV 359)
"The hour passed in that way before God. even though dry and
distracted, obtains the desired end in full."
We have a particularly fine page from him on the missionary's
mental prayer. He describes at length the difficulties of
recollection due to climate, tiredness, physical weakening. What
realistic knowledge for someone who had never been to Africa!
And he insists a lot on a life of union. For him, mental prayer
remained the means while habitual union with God was the end.
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"During the noviciate, it is something like rowing a boat.
Then on becoming an apostle, one puts out to sea and the sails
have to be unfurled because it is now a boat magnificently laden.
The apostles are still in the world but they are not of the world.
Nevenheless, in order that our missionaries may also have the
external grace to strengthen them against the external world, we
have community life. This shelters them from the world's
external reefs, as our Lord's grace shelters them from the world's
spirit. This community life has been adopted in the
Congregation as something essential, with the express intention
of forewarning the missionaries against exterior dangers and
maintaining them in the religious fervour that gives life to the
apostolate." (ND XIIJ 700)
In a particularly fine letter to the community of Dakar amd
Gabon, he asked his missionaries to be true community men and
truly apostolic men, for they were the pioneers, and their sins,
like the fruits of their holiness, would be original sins or original
fruits.
"As I used to tell you in the noviciate, and I repeat again here
and now: your sins would be original sins, and your virtues a
power and altogether special grace. God founded his work on
his omnipotent will and mercy, he gives it life with his grace and
charity. This is a foundation which will last forever, I trust; and
a spirit we will come back to unceasingly. But it is no less crne
that he has chosen you to be the first stones of the building. If
the first stones of a building are not well positioned, all the
others will be crooked. You may be certain that if you have the
misfortune to take a wrong bent those who come after you will
make it worse still; while, on the contrary, by persevering and
advancing unremittingly in that happy fidelity by which you
correspond with divine grace, you will acquire powerful
influence over those who come after you, and you will have a
large share of all the fruits of fervour and holiness, as well as of
the salvation and sanctification of souls, which they will yield."
(LS IV 455)
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"Let us suppose a missionary who is all for God and dead to
himself, thoroughly and unreservedly (for that much must be
supposed if we are to answer for the goodness of his mental
prayer). This missionary makes fony-five minutes or an hour's
mental prayer every day. He often finds it difficult to reconcile
ardent, felt, continual attention to God with the tiredness of his

joints, his mental preoccupations, the multiplicity of his works

and the absence of an affective sentiment of the heart. He rightly
has a fund of habitual recollection. But between that and a
recollection which is complete and felt a long distance and many
difficulties intervene. According to what I have just said, the
person inspired by grace is united to God in the ordinary routine
activity of life by faith, hope and charity. These, becoming the
driving-force and source of its acts in the diverse relationships of
life, fonn in themselves the sum-total of the theological virtues.
This is the basis for one's union (with God) and the essence of
holiness. On this all our attention converges, to give it all the
breadth, intensity and perfection it can assume within us
according to God's merciful plans." (ND Xlll 409)
Through speaking professedly of mental prayer to his
missionaries he came to describe what he came to call practical
union. The essential thing, he said, "is to live throughout the
length of the day in practical union with God, not only by
accomplishing one's holy duties in the spirit in which they
should be done, but also by exercising gentle, peaceful vigilance
over oneself and acting in everything in hannony with God's
good pleasure through a spi rit of faith and love. The
missionary's joys, difficulties, sufferings, works of zeal, even his
failure, are lived in the Spirit of God." But this presupposes long
familiarisation, a struggle with oneself, a profound attitude of
love, surrender to the Holy Spirit - in short, a whole previous
spiritual progress.
Practical union, then, is a latent state of union with God that
influences the quality of apostolic activity by motivating it with
faith, hope and charity; it issues forth in conscious prayer at
suitable times. It is the fruit of long work (ES 487). "Time is
certainly needed to reac h it, but once it comes about it is a
ble ssed life." (ND XIII 705) Practical union involves an
apprenticeship, steps, attempts, resumption of auempts; it is a
winding route, with ups and downs, ins and outs, according to
divine grace and each person's response.
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Action or practical union consists in divesting oneself of
natural impressions in order to open one's soul to divine
impressions. As long as the soul is a slave to its natural
impressions it is like an opaque body, leaving no point of entry
for the supernatural light of truth. On the other hand, as soon as
we master these natural impressions and are complete ly
concentrated on receiving the divine communications and acting
on them, at that point our soul becomes spiritual and transparent.
Then we superabound with truth, we breathe truth, we feed on it.
we see the things of God effortlessly and clearly, because our
soul is in its element, the divine light.
"One can have distractions in prayer without ceasing to be
united to God. Sometimes we find ourselves in a passivity that
gives us to think the process is not working, that we are a
hindrance to God's work. Well, this is when the divine action is
more efficacious, since it has more control over us and acts
almost alone. Our whole being must be united to God, and this
can only be dome through practical union." (ND XIII 699).
To outline the path to practical union one would have to
summarise Fr. .Libennann's whole spirituality. A synthesis bas
been preserved in the last retreat he preached at Our Lady of
Gard, near Amilens, in June 1851. The text of this was published
under the title Little Treatise on the Interior Ufe.
"The practice of the interior life consists in a gentle loving
presence of God. The person with an interior life is habitually in
a calm, simple, humble movement towards God in his work. He
strives to act only by command and interior impulse of God. He
awaits everything from God, directs everything to him. He sees
God in all his creatures and all creatures in God. In his dealings
with people, all is divine love, zeal, peace, g raciousness and
humility. His activity is peaceable, recollected, full of goodness
of hean, unpretentious, reserved, gentle, serious." (ES 271)
This final state of union with God comprises also, for Francis
Libermann, an evolution, a growth in depth. The signs of this
are an ever greater humility, an ever more fervent zeal, a wisdom
inspired more and more directly by the Holy Spirit.
L ibermann is able to acknowledge his own faults, often
apologises and asks pardon for the pain he has given, esteems
himself unworthy of guiding the Congregation, of giving
spiritual direction to so many different people. He said: "There
cannot be impatience for the glory of God". In his relations with
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people this spirit of humility shows itself in great gentleness,
long suffering, goodness to everyone (especially to the people he
calls "coarser"), tolerance of faults, and of the limitations of his
colleagues and all the people the Lord entrusted to him.
Being freed himself from all "rush, hyper-activity and bias'' he
strove to caution his missionaries against them. He advised them
"to place themselves in the presence of God before undertaking
anything important", to "go forward in interior peace", "to act
with patience". He was living these things himself.
A letter of this period addressed to a missionary in Bourbon
(Reunion) gives an account of his activities.
"I have more than twenty novices for confession and direction;
I have to lead the common exercises. Moreover, there is all the
correspondence, and there is strictly essential business, which
overwhelms me. Then there are the letters which come when I
am away, and there is house business. This is no light matter.
The house comprises fony people; last year we had the new
building. Furthermore, there is plenty of work in relation to
Guinea, Haiti and Australia; I had to see to organising those
missions with memoranda to the Ministry, memoranda to
Propaganda Fide, letters beforehand and afterwards. Haiti failed.
Efforts had to be made in Belgium; that again meant many
memos, memoranda, letters. This all falls on me alone because I
have no regular secretary ... Add to that my beloved migraine,
which seems to like my company; since last year - I mean before
the holidays - its visits were very frequent.
"To get through my work - over and above the trips I have to
make to Amiens now and again - my time is very limi ted. I
cannot get up in the mornings because of the migraine, I cannot
stay up late at night. When I subtract the time given to mental
prayer, holy Mass and the breviary, there remains at most six
hours. Think of the time needed for spiritual direction; it takes a
lot. ..
"Notice that I still have to work on our rule, in order not to
lose the notes that have to be added to it. It has to be touched up
when the time comes for writing a work which will contain the
glosses and treat of the true missionary' s virtues and behaviour,
instructions to superior and administrators in things pertaining to
the Work. I have to draw up a rule for the Brothers. None of
this has been staned except the rule for the Brothers, which is
urgent... And so, my dear friend , have you still a quarrel with
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me?" (ND VII 401)
At the behest of his missionaries he promised not to work at
night. Alas! An oil stain on the paper could betray him!
"P.S. The oil stain must not lead you to think I wrote this lener
at night. Do not accuse me of being unfaithful. The Brother left
a drop of oil on the stove. I was not expecting it and placed the
letter there to dry. It was 10 in the morning. You understand?"
(ND VII 422)

I Am With You Always
(Mt 28:20)

Fr. Libennann advised his missionaries to learn the language
of the country where they lived, respect the local culture, found
school s and boarding establishments and, above all, train
catechists.
"We propose that Your Eminences give bishops the power to
confer tonsure and minor orders on catechists even though they
are not destined for the priesthood.
"In certain areas that are unhealthy for a European priest to
inhabit, and for the period of time when there are not enough
local priests to fill the posts, these men could, as clerics in minor
orders, replace them to a point." (ND YUi 246)
Implanting the local Church, inculturating the Christian
message, adapting to local people and customs, learning the
language as the vehicle of culture, respecting individual freedom
- these are his sacred principles of missionary activity. They are
to be found particularly in his 1846 Memorandum to Propaganda
Fide, which is his great plan of the apostolate. He returned to
them again and again in his letters to the African communities.
"Do not judge by first impressions. Do not judge according to
what you have seen in Europe, according to what you have been
used to in Europe. Divest yourselves of Europe, of its customs
and spirit. Become Black with the Blacks and you will judge
them appropriately. Become Black with the Blacks, to form
them appropriately, not in the European fashion but leaving them
what belongs to them. Be to them as servants should be to their
masters, to the ways, styles and customs of their masters, and this
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in order to bring them to perfection, sanctify them and gradually
make of them a people of God eventually. This is what St. Paul
calls making oneself all things to all people so as to gain all for
Jesus Christ." (ND IX 330)
"I believe that every means must be used to train a local
clergy. This local clergy will pursue what the missionaries have
begun." He keeps insisting on this need.
"To train a local clergy is the most useful and imponant thing;
to it we will apply ourselves with all our strength. I believe good
results will be impossible without it." (ND VI 276)
The young members were setting out to live in new countries
where they would run the risk of being associated with the
colonising people of the time. He put them on their guard
against all forms of preconceived judgements; let them show
independence of mind in the charity of God.
"Do not readily give ear to what is said by people who travel
up and down the coast when they speak of groups of people they
have visited, even if they have stayed there for several years.
Hear what they have to say, but do not let their words influence
your judgement. These people examine things from their own
point of view, with their own bias; they would give you ideas
that are all wrong. Hear everything and remain at peace within
you rselves. Examine things in the spirit of Jesus Christ,
independently of all influences and biases whatever. Be filled
with God's charity and the pure zeal his spirit will give you. Let
these be your life. I am sure you will judge our poor Blacks very
differently from all these people who talk about them." (LS IV
463)
In a letter to Eliman, King of Dakar, and to all the chiefs, he
expressed his great love for Africa, although he was never able to
go there, something he would always regret
"My hean is yours; my hean is for the Africans. wholly for the
Africans. I am Jesus' servant. He wants me to love everyone as
he loves everyone, but he inspires me with a tenderer, intenser
love for his dear brothers and sisters, the black people . And
because I love the black people so tenderly I wish to be occupied
my whole life long with bringing happiness to the people of
Africa, not only their happiness on earth but above all in
heaven." (ND X 24)
In a letter of great counesy and affection he addresses himself
in these tenns to his correspondents in Senegal:
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"I have not the honour of knowing you, but I know you are the
first fruits of a people to whose salvation I am singularly devoted
and whom I love from the bottom ofmy heart." (ND Vil 331)
The year 1848 saw the fusion of his Society with the Holy
Ghost Congregation. The latter possessed many legally
recognised mission territories, but found itself shon of personnel.
In this way a vaster field of apostolate opened to the young Holy
Hean of Mary Society. Once again, and notwithstanding the
criticism of several of his own companions, Libennann entrusted
himself to divine Providence.
"God guided us in this whole affair. We will lose our name
among people, who no doubt will call us Spiritans, but what
matter are facts not words. We will not cease to belong to Mary,
or be priests of her most holy hean; we cannot lose the title that
begot us." (ND Vll 75)
But he had no intention of restricting his apostolate to the
French colonies. He dreamt of sending his missionaries to South
Africa as well as to "the three million Blacks without help" in
Brazil. He obtained information about the condition of the
Blacks in the United States. He turned his attention to
orphanages, to labourers, beggars, prisoners. He took in and
catechised the chimney-sweeps of Paris. He set up the Society of
St. John for the sanctification of priests • its secretary recorded
fo rty-seven meetings of the Society, attended by various
ecclesiastics.
It was the period of creating colonial bishoprics and of
numerous consultations with the government and the Holy See
on this matter. He went as far as to draw up a treatise on pastoral
activity and law for the new bishops, just as he wrote the
charming little Treatise on the Episcopacy for his own bishops.
Nothing stopped him, he even set up a chaplaincy for the
seaports!
He was now settled into the Rue Lhomond in Paris, the seat of
the Holy Ghost Congregation, of which be was superior general.
He drew up a definitive Rule in 1849. But he continued to visit
the noviciate of the house at Gard near Amiens, where his
students were now living. One conference theme recurred
frequently, the necessity of holiness for the missionary.
"We are not doing our own work but his (God's); we do not
seek our own interests but his in the souls we want to save for
him. He is powerful enough to give us success. If he deems it
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better to put a stop to our efforts, that is for him to decide...Trust
him body and soul and you cannot go wrong. This should be
everyone's attitude, and more so every Christian's, particularly
every missionary's, but above all the missionaries of the holy
heart of Mary, who work for the Master's glory on the coasts of
Africa. This trustful loving surrender is their life and their
ultimate resort, but also their joy and the support of their work."
(ND IX 64 and 40)
Jesus is always with us, as his Father is always with him. It
suffices to keep our eyes turned towards him and receive his
orders.
"Our Lord's words are wonderfully true, "that his Father is
with him and never abandons him". In this our Lord lets us into
a big secret for our way of acting. He is for us what his Father is
for him. We receive everything from him and we ought to be, in
relation to him, what he is in relation to his Father. Any activity
we undertake in which our Lord is not with us is not holy
activity, while, on the contrary, if he is with us everything we
undertake is holy and perfect, it enlarges and lifts our souls, it
succeeds for bis Father's greater glory and the salvation of many
souls. How can we guarantee that he is with us in all our work?
We must do as he did with his Father: act as is acceptable to him
in all things. do nothing which is not so. To achieve this we
must have the eyes of our soul always fixed directly on him, so
as to know his good pleasure in everything and receive his
commands at each instant. Then we can be quite sure he will be
with us and never leave us on our own." (CSJ 393)

CHAPTER SEVEN

As the Father Has Sent Me, Even So I
Send You (Jn 20:21)

lnsighl Into The Mystery of Christ
(Eph 3:4)

From the general tenor of Francis Libennann's experience and
writings it emerges that, in succession to Benedict, Francis of
Assisi, Dominic and Ignatius, he was inspired by God to advance
a particular Gospel value in the Church, one he lived himself
intensely, which his disciples inherited and which was destined
to enrich the spiritual life of many Christians in the course of

time.

He was not raised up by God, therefore, solely to found a
Congregation to answer an urgent need of the time - the
evangelisation and advancement of abandoned black slaves and.
subsequently, of poor and oppressed people of all kinds. But he
was raised up by God just as much to draw attention, lby his life
and doctrine, to a particular aspect of the Good News, one that
would enrich the dynamism and perseverance of the Church's
apostles and all those who in any way are engaged in the service
of others. This we may call communion in the apostolic mystery
of Christ
The apostolic mystery of Jesus may be summarised thus:
Jesus was sent by his Father, consecrated by the Spirit, to bring
the Good News to the poor in the condition of a Servant.
For Fr. Libermann, the apostolic mystery of the apostle, in
communion with that of Jesus, who continues it in him, could be
stated thus: the apostle is sent by Jesus, animated by the Holy
Spirit, to bring the Good News to the poor in the spirit of a
servant.
Fr. Libennann is very conscious of his mission. He could not
join his companions in Africa but he owed it to them to explain
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the greatness and exigencies of their communion in the apostolic
mystery of Christ.
"Dear good brothers, despise not the word of your poor
wretched father just because it has not pleased God to endow
him as abundantly as you with the gift of suffering. Considering
the order of grace in this world, I am more than you and you
should listen to my voice as to God's, for he speaks in me; his
grace is with me. it gives life to my words, always towards the
same purpose, your sanctification and that of the souls for whom
he immolates you.
"In the order of glory, when we shall have the joy of entering
into it, things wiU be different. There you shall be more than I.
because now you have the happiness of sharing in the sufferings
of Jesus Christ, source and principle of our sanctification. Then
his word will be fulfilled, ' the last shall be first and the first
last'." (ND XIII 404)

Whom the Father...Sent Into the World
(Jn 10:36)
What we call Fr. Libermann's apostolic vision is, in more
exact terms. the extraordinary intuition he had to relate the
mission of the apostle to that of Jesus the "Apostle" or Jesus the
one sent by the Father. The phrase "Jesus Apostle" is found in
just one passage of the Letter to the Hebrews. (3:1) On the other
hand, the verb apostellein, to send, is regularly used by St. John
to refer to the sending of Jesus or of the disciples. Jesus defines
himself as he "whom the Father has consecrated and sent into the
world." (Jn I0:36) He is the Father's "envoy". For Jesus, this
one word gives the whole meaning of his mission. His
consciousness of being Son and his mission to be accomplished
are always present to him. Jesus has the psychology of an envoy,
the sureness, strength, peace , courage, perseverance that his
mission received from his Father conferred on him.
Besides, Jesus constantly did his Father's work in a bond of
knowledge and Jove with him. He remained in communion with
him and dependent on him in his activity. "The Son can do
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nothing of his own accord, but only what he sees the Father
doing. " (Jn 5:19) The apostle is called to live in the same
communion with Jesus and the same dependence on him.

Peace Be With You.
As the Father Has Sent Me, Even So I Send You
(Jn 20:21)

"As the Father has sent me, even so I send you " (Jn 20:21):
the comparison is both immediate and direct
"Jesus Christ sends us as he was sent; our mission is his. Jesus
lives in those whom he sends, he suffe~ in those whom he sends,
through those whom he sends be draws souls to God bis Father
and impans his graces to them. But in order that Jesus may live
in those whom he sends, and act in and through them, they must
live in him, be joined to him in their life, sufferings and apostolic
activity. If this is not so, they only have the appearance of being
sent by Jesus Christ, without the reality... Everything in our
mission resembles his." (ES 374)
So the apostle is invited to be clothed with the assurance and
serenity of one who is conscious of being sent. He will have to
suffer, but he will remain united to Jesus Christ as Jesus was
united to his Father. He will live both his immediate mission and
his universal mission in union with Jesus, becoming ever more
and more a son and redeemer in him.
"Since he could not give us what is incommunicable, he put at
our disposal everything that could be given to us by living in us
and giving us the mission he received from his Father.. .' He who
bas seen me has seen the Father'. In tum, Jesus sends us as he
was sent himself; he wants the people who see us to see him in
us as people saw his Father in him. This should come about
through the holiness of our lives, their likeness to his, and our
union with him." (ES 375)
These passages date from 1851, a few months before Fr.
Libermann 's death; they constitute a sacred heritage of his
thought.
"Jesus tells us he does the works of his Father. Likewise our
works should be the works of the one who has sent us, and we
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should do them only to the extent that he carries them out in us
by his grace. Jesus' doctrine was not his own, but his Father's;
not a single word but came from his Father. Quae audivi a Patre
hae loquor. Similarly all our teaching and, by and large, all our
words should bear the imprint of Jesus' spirit." (ES 376)
Apostles are "associated with Jesus Christ's mission on eanh
and destined to continue it"; they are sent by him, in vinue of his
omnipotence, to "teach the nations the doctrine of holiness with
which they are filled themselves". (ES 371)
"Jesus' sacred humanity was marked with the substantial
character of the Word and possessed within it the Word 's life
and merits. In that way our life and works become his. But that
this may come about our life and works must resemble his, for
Jesus does not live in someone who does not resemble him and
his merits are not granted to that person." (ES 375)
It is vital, therefore, for the apostle to live united to Jesus. as
Jesus was to hi s Father, so that Jesus himself can pursue his
mission through the hean of his apostle.
"Like Jesus, who was sent by his Father and lived for his
Father. likewise you, who have been sent by him. must live for
him and in the spirit of his holiness. Jesus Christ, your Saviour,
sanctified himself and sanctified his sufferings for the salvation
of souls; thus he begot them in pain and sanctified them in truth.
The holiness of Jesus Christ must dwell in the missionary. a
holiness that will be grounded in the hean all the time and
reproduce itself in his activity and sufferings. Thu s after the
example of Jesus Christ he brings forth souls for God in truth,
because he transmits to them the Saviour's life which is within
himself." (ND XIlI 405)
"I have given you an example," said Jesus, "that you also
should do as I have done to you." (Jn 13:15) If he spent three
years training his apostles, it was to teach them to continue his
mission by seeing his methods.
"To succeed in convincing us. our divine Master wishes us to
resemble him. We have only to consider the three years of his
public life . To what end did he traverse the town s and
countryside of Judea, Galilee and Samaria with his apostles for
those three years? Was it to convert those areas with his
preaching and miracles? If that had been his motive, why, after
so much labour and after his holy and cruel Passion, had he
obtained such poor res ults? If Jesu s Christ had had in hi s
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preaching the idea of converting the people of Judea and
Samaria, the divine virtlle which was substantially in him would
have brought about the result intended. But no. Jesus wished to
show his apostles and all those he was going to send to souls
until the end of the world how they should act with regard to
people, how they should speak. how they should suffer, how they
should work for the salvation of souls. At the end of his life on
earth, at his last act in the midst of them all, lile said: Exemplum
dedi vobis, ut quemadmodum ego feci vobis, ita et vos Jaciatis."

(ES 378)

Jesus' mission was one of holiness and mercy. These two
aspects were dear to Fr. Libermann and deeply rooted in his
Jewi sh atavism. He speaks of them in a moving page in the
lns1ructions to Missionaries. For all apostles of all time the hean
of the apostolic mystery lies in this: to witness to Jesus' holiness
and mercy, the holiness and mercy of his Father.
"Jesus, on coming into the world, having been sent by his
Father to save humankind, did not come to seek hi s own
glory... His Father had sent him, and he lived only for his Father,
to accomplish the mission he had received. His mission was a
mission of mercy and holiness, and that for two reasons. He was
to represent his Father's holiness and mercy among human
beings and he was to sanctify human beings by showing them his
Father's holiness and mercy, which find expression in his
diVlnely human life on earth. Et pro eis ego sanctifico meipsum,
ut sint et ipsi sanctificati in veritate.
"Having been sent by his heavenly Father in the spirit of
holiness and mercy, he lives only for him and in him, for the
souls he came to save. For that purpose his life was one of selfdenial, sacrifice, humiliation, obedience and love, full of
strength, meekness and mercy. He sends us in tum, and he sends
us with the same spirit and in the same conditions. He gives only
what he received from the Father.
"We are to Jesus, who sent us, what Jesus was to his Father.
We should live only for him , we should seek his glory always
and not our own. In all our life and work we should possess his
holiness, mercy, self-denial, love of suffering, charity, strength
and meekness." (ES 377)
He wrote as follows to one of the first missionaries at GrandBassam on the west coast of Africa:

..
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"A holy life exudes a balm that makes an impression on the
crudest souls, even without their noticing il. Further, divine
grace and God's blessings are attached to it. Be holy then like
our Lord Jesus Christ He sanctified himself to sancti fy his
followers . Pro eis ego sanctifico meipswn. It is certain that the
missionary ought to sanctify himself in order to sanctify souls,
and if, some time from now, you do not see the fruit of your holy
life, think of what Jesus accomplished in Judea. How few came
to him in his lifetime, and yet how many came subsequentl y.
Take courage then, labour confidently and faithfully." (LS I V
662)
His insistence on the apostolic person's holiness stems from
his pers picaciousness in the ways of God and f rom the very
history of evangelisation in the Church.
"God seems to want us to save that country by our own
sanctification rather than by our zeal. I mean, it is God's will for
us to take our position in the midst of these peoples while leading
a thorou ghly holy life, giving q uite particular attention to
practising the priestly and religious vinues: humility, obedience,
charity, gentleness, simplicity, life of prayer, self-denial and so
on. This must be the object of all our care; in no way will it
interfere with exercising our apostolic zeal but, on the contrary, it
will give our zeal more consistency and perfection. Titis was the
approach taken by the holy religious who converted Germany
and England, it is the approach God wishes us to take, the only
one that will draw down his blessings." (ND XIII 354)
Holiness of life is the most effective eloquence!
"The envoy of Jesus Christ who has only the word of his
mouth becomes powerles s. His word enters the ear and
evapo rates in the middle of the heat of the passions, which
smothe r the seed that the feeble word was able to bring forth.
The e nvoy must speak to all the senses by the outstanding
holiness of his life. This, joined to his spoken words, will
penetrate into all the sen ses and s u cceed little by little in
softening hardened hearts, refreshing dried up souls, calming
unruly passions and enlightening darkened understandings." (ES
372)
Fr. Libermann offers a wonderful synthesis of the priestly,
religious and apostolic life for those who are called to it.
"The priestly and apostolic spirit entails an extraordinary
holiness, which is not even that of privileged souls. This spirit is
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brought about in us by the grace of our priest~ood. Fo~ that
grace to develop in us, our souls must have acqwred the v1rtues
and spirit which the first grace of Baptism normally brings.
"If we are full of this virrue and spirit, we may be assured that
the grace of our priesthood, when it meets the required
dispositions in us, will undergo full development, according to
God 's plans for us, in whatever position he has placed us.
"But, for acquiring the virtues and spirit so strictly necessary
for extending the priestly and apostolic grace within us, religious
life is the most powerful means . It realises them almost
completely through the simple fact of observing the promises we
make to God on entering. Since this is so, can we doubt God's
enormous gift of calling us to religious life? Can we doubt his
declared will to have us become holy priests, holy apostles? Can
we fail to attach the highest importance to observing our rule
perfectly? Can we fail to be filled with joy, fervour and
consolation in our holy vocation and not prefer to sac rifice
everything rather than go against the rules in the smallest point
and the spirit they require of us?" (ES 443)
In the end he came to a definition of "the apostolic life" which
has become classic, on the model and continuation of Jesus'
apostolic life.
"The apostolic life is that full life of love and holiness which
the Son of God led on earth to save and sanctify souls, and by
which he continually sacrificed himself to his Father's glory for
the world's salvation." (ND ll 290)
Jesus preached the Good News, he opened the hearts of a
certa in number of people of all social categories to the
knowledge and love of God . He went about "doing good", he
prayed, he suffered. But, over and above the visible group that
he touched by his word. he was the Redeemer of all by his union
with his Father and by the offering of his life, The same holds
true for the apostle. He is wimess of Jesus Christ to the neediest
people and redeemer with him. This is why holiness must dwell

in him.

By the gift of a particular grace Fr. Libermann glimpsed in
God's light the apostolic mystery of Christ, in which the apostle
i~ ~v~fed to communicate. When we speak of "Liberm ann's
vtSton , we allude to that revelation.
"There is one reflection I would like to reproduce on every
page of this writing . A missionary who does not work very
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seriously and constantly at his sanctification renders himself
unwonhy of the eminent apostolic grace and culpable before the
souls he was to sanctify. But if be sets himself to work seriously
he will infallibly sanctify himself and sanctify many souls as
well." (ES 421)
The Instructions to Missionaries finishes with a dramatic call
by Fr. Libennann to all of Christ's disciples to let Christ set the
world alight with the fire of divine love. "I came to cast fire
upon the eanh." (Lk 12:49)
'" I came to cast fire upon the earth.' Since he wishes to
produce this fire, he will necessarily place burning torches in the
hands of the people he makes responsible for lighting it. Why,
then, are there so few of these holy, burning torches? It is
because there are few saints, few sou ls united to God in the
practical affairs of their life. Their torches, therefore, are
doomed to remain extinguished, at most they produce the flame
of a match-stick.
"This means that if those who are chosen to belong to God, the
apostles of Jesus Christ, remain lovers of themselves, earthly
people, obeying their own pride, their senses, weaknesses and
faults, then the sanctitying grace they received in the priesthood
will not develop in them, the gifts of the Holy Spirit have to be
denied them. God's plans are aborted, the peoples remain in
darkness and slavery, the demons rejoice and our Lord Jesus
Christ and holy Church are saddened.
"What happiness it would be for the poor souls entrusted to us
if our missionaries were united to God like that! They would not
resist the efforts of divine grace for long. Ah! my beloved
companions, how urgent it is for you to anain to the holy life of
our Lord Jesus Christ! Let us take pity on those poor souls, pity
on Jesus crucified, who sacrificed himself for them and for all.
Let us take pity on the heart of our dear Mother, who longs for us
to be holy in order to save souls for her Son. Come, Lord Jesus,
come, rouse your servants and live in them!" (ES 494)
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The Spirit of the Lord.. Ras Anointed Me
(Lk 4: 18)

"Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan." (Lk
4: I) Jesus was led by the Holy Spirit in his apostolic ministry.
Similarly it was by the Spirit's activity within that ministry that
he would bring about the coming of God's Kingdom both in the
hearts of the apostles and in the heans of all the people to whom
he was sent. Thus twofold fidelity to the Holy Spirit in the living
of an interior life ("he is the soul of our soul ") and in the
conducting of missionary activity ("he is the soul of the Church")
are one gift. "We all, with unveiled face," says St. Paul in a
wonderful metaphor, "beholding the glory of the Lord, are being
changed into his likeness from one degree of glory to another;
for this comes from the Lord who is the Spirit. " (2 Cor 3:18) By
receiving and reflecting the glory of the Lord for others, the
apostle is transformed at the same time into his image. The
communion of the person of the apostle with the person of Jesus
Apostle is the secret of that dynamic unity.
"Whe n an apostolic person takes vows , the vows have
supernatural repercussions to the effect that the sacrifice he
makes of himself is immediately complete, for God comes to
seal it with his grace. It is as if God said: 'You come to give
yourself to me. Very well, I accept. Now you have no longer to
think about yourself, but I will use you for others, according as
seems good to me. In accomplishing my will you will advance
in holiness yourself, working for the salvation of others'." (ND

•

XIII 708)

"All the powers of your heart must be surrounded. enveloped
and filled by the Spirit of Jesus." (ND III 102)
Fr. Lai re had just arrived on the African coast. In words
springing from the depths of his heart and particularly revealing
of his apostolic "vision", Fr. Libermann invited him to spread
Jesus' humility and gentleness around him, as the Holy Spirit
would give him to do. This letter has been food for prayer and
meditation for many apostles.
"The African people will not be converted by the efforts of
clever and capable missionaries, they have no need of them. It is
the holiness and sacrifices of their priests that will save them. Be
holy as Jesus was holy. This is the one and only way to redeem
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and sanctify souls. May Jesus' Spirit animate all your actions,
may he mould all the sentiments of your soul, mortify and
moderate all the turbulent activity of your mind, all the hard rigid
sentiments of your heart, in a word, all that is passionate and
unruly in your soul. May the Spirit impart to your heart the
gentleness and humility the divine master exemplified. Oh, how
important are this gentleness and humility of hean, and bow few
people possess it!
"A missionary who would have these two virtues graven on
his soul and really bring them into all his personal attitudes and
the structures of his activity - this missionary would be sanctified
by the Spirit of God. But one who would lack these two great
sanctifying virtues is untimely born in the apostolate of Jesus
Christ, even had he the zeal of St. Paul and St. Francis Xavier; he
is without a foundation . The Spirit of Jesus cannot animate
him ." (ND XIII 143)
In a conference given at Paris in 1867, Fr. Thevaux declared
that, in the course of the spiritual retreat of 1844, at the end of
which the novices learnt of the Guinea disaster, Fr. Libermann
spoke to them "fou r times a day" about the Holy Spirit. (ND
Comp!. 53)
The Spirit impels us incessantly to creative fidelity and
inspires broad orientations for life and mission in the apostolic
community that asks for it. How can these be discerned? Fr.
Libermann replies:
"When you have to undertake something important, weigh the
matter together in the presence of God. Begin by shedding every
prejudice, favourable or unfavourable. Do not let yourselves get
drawn into deciding in the heat of the moment, rush nothing,
weigh well what you have to do in a spirit of faith and at the
same time by reasoning things out. Place your trust in God in
your enterprises, do not work on presumption, do not get carried
away. You must be guided by your outlook of failh, but your
mind thus enlightened ought to reason things out and act
maturely and with deliberation . Leave nothing to chance,
foresee everything as much as possible, put your trust in God
alone... Always leave something to Providence." (ND VlI 193)
When question of the fusion of his Congregation with that of
Holy Ghost arose. Fr. Libermann. despite the opposition of many
people, had no hesitation. The ends were the s ame. His
Congregation brought " the young graft" of his many
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m1ss1onaries. The "old trunk" of Holy Ghost brought its vast
mis sion territories. But, above all, the "devotions" were
common: the Holy Spirit and the holy hean of Mary.
"Ou r union with Holy Ghost Community can only increase
our devotion and love for the hean that begot our poor little
Society. We have always placed our repose and happiness in the
hean of Mary, which is filled with the abundance of the Holy
Spirit. If we did not express this fullness of the Holy Spirit in
the hean of Mary, nevertheless it formed the essence of our
devotion towards the holy hean of Mary. Thus we change
nothing; simply, what was understood, what we took for granted
before, we now declare." (ND XII 133)
The Rule of 1849 formulates it in this way:
"The Congregation...specially consecrates (its members) to the
Holy Spirit, who is the author and perfector of all holiness and
inspirer of the apostolic spirit, and to the immaculate bean of
Mary, who is superabundantly filled by the Holy Spirit with the
fullness of holiness and the apostolate, and who shares most
perfectly in the life and sacrifice of Jesus Christ, her Son, for the
world's redemption...
"They will consider the immaculate Hean of Mary as a perfect
model of fidelity to the inspirations of the divine Spirit and the
interior practice of the religious and apostolic life. In it they' will
find a refuge, to it they will have recourse in their work and
suffering." (ND X 568)
"Mary ought to lead the Holy Spirit within us so that, like her,
we can be filled with the superabundance of his holiness." (ND
XIII 716)
He drew up the Spiritan consecration in these tenns:
"Graciously accept, 0 Mother, the offering I make of my
whole self. Give me to the Holy Spirit, your beloved Spouse. I
wish to devote and consecrate myself completely to the divine
Spirit and completely co your immaculate hean. I desire to live
and die, to deliver myself and immolate myself to the following
of Jesus in the Society of Missionaries that is entirely dedicated
to the Lifegiver of souls and entirely consecrated to your
immaculate hean. ..
"I open my hean and surrender it to the divine Spirit May he
fill it, possess it and act within it as sovereign Master. I wish,
under his guidance, to spread his holy love among all who are
entrusted to me." (ND X 499)
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The Spirit is invoked as Lifegiver of souls, and as he who
guides the apostolate by love distilled in the apostle's heart.
"The Holy Spirit must overflow within us so that we can
impart him to others. This superabundance of the Spirit of God
is, then, due to us as a consequence of our vocation." (ND XIII
688)

The heart of Mary remains the model and impulse of the
apostolate; this is the "apostolic heart" of Mary in constant
fidelity to the Spirit of Pentecost, Mary, "the true missionary of
the black race", as Bishop Truffet called her. (ND IX 441 ) To a
missionary who had returned to Europe for health reasons, Fr.
Libermann pointed out another aspect of the apostolate that Mary
lived.
"There are two ways of working for the salvation of souls, one
active, the other passive. The active way consists in working at
their instruc tion, actively fulfilling the func tions of the holy
ministry. The passive way is to suffer for them, on God's orders
and according to his will. Well, I tell you in truth that the second
way is infinitely more profitable than the first. Look at Mary 's
immaculale heart! What sufferings it endured for the world's
salvation! Mary did not go to preach the Gospel of her Son, but
she suffered in her heart; that was Mary's sole apostolate. Well ,
was she not greater than all the apostles? And Jesus himself,
who left to his apostles works and successes incomparably more
substantial than those he chose to do, did he not also suffer for
the world' s salvation? You see, then, that genuine apostolate
consists in sufferings. Suffer, consequently, in peace and love."
(LS IV 655)

•
He Has Anointed Me to Preach Good News to the Poor
(Lk 4 :18)

Jesus gave John the Baptist's disciples to understand that the
sign of the Messiah's coming was that the Good News is
proclaimed to the poor. The poor hold a considerable place in
the Bible. The poor are those lacking something necessary for
life. This "something" may be a piece of bread, an understanding
glance, spiritual or material help to give them back their dignity.
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But the "something" is, above all, the Word of God, the Good
News of divine life offered to all and shared by all. This could
be the outcome of a passing jest, or it could be a life's work. In
Fr. Libennann's understanding, the apostle consecrates himself
first of all to the poorest, in whom he meets the poor Christ, God
made poor.
''The missions to which the Congregation will apply itself will
be among the peoples who are poorest and most insignificant,
whose needs are greatest, who are the most neglected in God's
Church and among whom we may hope to produce much fruit."
(ND ll 241)
"Ragpickers in holy Church" he thought a suitable description.
"We take what others don't want, we deserve no bener" (ND Vll
292).

After the Guinea catastrophe (his first group of African
missionaries was almost completely wiped out by disease), when
telling the Bourbon (Reunion) community about the misfonune,
be made this prophetic statement in a wonderful letter.
"You see what great difficulties there are in that country.
Does that mean we must become discouraged and desen many
millions of unfortunate people? I am convinced that divine
Providence is charging us with these difficult and perilous
missions. We have to remember we are the last to arrive in the
Church of God. We are least in rank of God's servants ... God
gives us what others do not want. If we do not accept, then we
have no business in his Church." (ND VI 311.313)
Love for the poor and the total gift of a life at their service,
that is the finest vocation. But it is not exclusive; we retain a
universal hean. lik.e Jesus '.
"To preach the good news to the poor, that is our general goal.
Nevertheless, the missions are the principal object we aim at, and
in the missions we have chosen the most wretched and
abandoned souls. Providence gave us our work for the black
race, whether in Africa or in the colonies; incontestably, these
are the most wretched and abandoned populations down to our
day. We would also have a desire to work in France for the
salvation of souls, while still having the poor as principal goal,
without deserting, all the same, those who are not." (ND XIII
170)

In the Bible, poverty is depicted as an economic and social
condition, but also as an interior disposition, an attitude of soul.
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Fr. LlbennaM talces a stance for this category of the anawim, the
spiritually poor, those whom exile and trial have brought close to
God and open, in hope, to his help . His whole Christian
personality is. so to say, rooted in this "little remainder", carrier
of salvation. object and subject of mercy.
With the hean of a poor person he invites Christ's apostles to
betake themselves to the poor. to be open to their distress by
experiencing it, allowing the poor Christ to live the mystery
within them of his own mission to the pooresL
"Altogether we are a poor lot brought together by the Master's
will; that is our only hope. If we had powerful means to hand.
we would not accomplish much. But now that we are nothing,
that we have nothimg and are wonh nothing, we can make great
plans. for our hopes are not founded on ourselves but on him
who is omnipotent. You know St. Paul 's words, "God
chose ... those who are nothing at all, to show up those who are
everything ... For jt is when I am weak that I am strong", by
trusting in him who is my strength. He will be my strength if he
finds me very weak; he simply has to, he is sovereignly wise.
Now if he uses an iinstrument which of itself is inept for the work.
he puts it to, he must s1.1pply the deficiency." (ND IV 303)
To a young man who came forward to be a missionary he
described Christ's apostles in this way.
"People who practise perfect obedience, with no will or
judgement of their own but entirely sold and handed over to our
Lord. Moreover, they are filled with such dedication to him that
they wish for no more ease or satisfaction in the things they do
for his love but have the sole ambition of being pleasing to him
and receiving from his divine hand whatever his goodness is le.ind
enough to give them. They must esteem, respect and love all
people, and that in all the sincerity of their hearts, and then act

accordingly. They look for nobody's esteem or love, simply and

solely they try to please our Lord. " (LS n 430)
Relations with tlne local priests must be in the same spirit
"When, in God's mercy, the moment for training local priests
will have arrived, we will treat them with .all the deference due to
the Lord's priests, we will be loving towards them and
encouraging in every way. All airs of superiority will be avoided
and anything that, from far or near, smacks of disdain or
coolness." (ND X 520)
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In Haiti, as in Bourbon (Reunion), Mauritius and Africa, racial
prejudices were ingrained. Fr. Libermann sharply labelled them
"ridiculous".
"If we bad succeeded in setting up an institution in the
Republic (of Haiti), I feel that our success would have been total.
After a few short years we could have provided everyone with
proof of the wrongness and bad faith of people who shamelessly
calumniate a large portion of the human race. Thereby we would
have destroyed the ridiculous prejudices that the ambition and
self-interest of a handful of people have unfortunately
disseminated, to the detriment of many millions of souls, who
were created in God's image and redeemed by Jesus' blood. I
am convinced that our success would have been complete; we
would have brought those who defame the African race to see
that the Africans are no less God's children for not having white
skin, that their uprightness of soul is no less, that they are just as
capable of accepting the faith and a sound morality and the true
principles and practice of civilisation; in a word, that colour
gives no inferiority in anything." (ND VIII 334)
Fr. Libermann wrote to Mother Javouhey, foundress of the
missionary Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny:
"My heart bleeds and my soul is torn when I think of the
dreadful condition of these forsaken souls ... Dear Mother, it
grieves me to have so many desires and at the same time so
many obstacles, to see so many wrongs and such neglect suffered
by millions of souls, and so little power to hand to come to their
aid. Pray for me, for there are moments when I can take no
more. So much the better; perha[PS divine Mercy will be good
enough to accept all my sorrows and at last will grant me the
grace to do something small for that countless mass of
unfortunate souls. If that is the way, I ask no better than to suffer
a thousand times more if necessary. What consoles me is that,
despite the agitation I go through over the misfortune of those
poor people, I am in peace and calm. I examine things coolly,
and I have no difficulty in acting with full deliberation,
unhurriedly, reflectively. This gives me hope that God is with
us , although we do not deserve it, and that in the end he will give
the grace to accomplish a part at least of what he makes me so
strongly desire." (ND VII 83)
They would go first to those whose neglect was greatest. Toe
apostles would witness the very love of Jesus to them.
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"Since they are dedicated by their divine Master to the poorest
and most unfortunate souls, their particular concern and
tenderness will be for those whose misery and abandonment are
greatest. They will treat them with special goodness and
preferential love, they will furnish them with all the help and
consolation they can, without scrutinising too closely if they are
deserving or not. They will be on familiar terms with them, visit
them often in their poor dwellings, let slip no occasion of
instructing them in the holy truths and making them better
people. A s mu ch as they can, they will enrich them to
overflowing with all sons of spiritual goods.
"In general, their tender love for people will let slip no
occasion of doing good, not only in what directly concerns
salvation but also in anything which, in any way whatsoever, is
for comfort of body and soul. This they will always do by
tender compassion and genuine charity in the desire to save
them." (ND X SI 6)
"They will bring all possible comfort and consolation to their
troubles." And they will stand up for the oppressed against their
oppressors.
"They will avoid, as faults unworthy of the apostolic person,
haughty, patronising, mocking or careless manners, and all ways
of behaving of the sort that worldly people are accustomed to
adopt towards poor, neglected people. On the contrary, the more
abject these people are the more their hearts will be moved with
tenderness and compassion for them, and the more tenderly and
lovingly they will treat them.
"They will be the advocates, support and champions of the
weak and little against all those who oppress them. It is in these
circumstances that the charity and virtues of Jesus Christ which
they possess will show themselves.
"Nevertheless their behaviour should always be governed by
gentleness and a holy prudence, taking care not to act too
brusquely with the oppressors, for fear of irritating them more."
(NDX 517)
In the Gloss, a pertinent observation invites the apostles to be
wimesses of Christian charity for all social classes:
"{The missionaries) will do all they can to establish between
rich and poor, Whites and Blacks, the Christian charity that
makes all people consider themselves as brothers and sisters in
Jesus Christ, so as to put an end to scorn and apathy on the one
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hand, and to jealousy and hatred on the other. But great
prudence is called for if everything is not to be lost.
The 1848 revolution in France proclaimed general freedom for
slaves. He wrote at once to a missionary in Bourbon (Reunion):
"The slaves are going to be delivered from their captivity
fonhwith. They will even share in all citizens' rights. They will
elect their deputies to the National Assembly. Is this not a
marvel God has worked? Poor people, what joy they will have!"
(ND X 125)
To be kind to all, even if they oppose the Christian faith, even
if they fight against us, and to render them the same services as

we do to others - this is to act like Jesus, who loved and
pardoned. There must be respect for persons above all, and

openness of heart to everyone without exception.

"In general you must cultivate a liking for all. whatever their
opinions on religious principles and on yourself. You must,
moreover, leave them full freedom to think and act as they wish.
If one could force consciences to be pure, wills to be good,
minds to believe truths, then obviously it should be done. But
nobody in the world is ever able to force conscience in the last,
or the wills or intelligences of his co-monals. God has not
wished to do it, why would we? God leaves people the freedom
to fail to recognise him, to act against him; we must not want to
force them, we must not get annoyed with them. Indeed, on the
contrary, we must be upset not against them but for them, on
seeing them so bad. As a result of our grief, we will be kindly
disposed to them, free and open with them, speak to them on all
sons of subjects they like and try to gain their friendship by
being well-favoured towards them." (ND IX 248)
As for sinners, they will be an object of particular mercy, that
of the hean of Jesus.
"The missionaries will exercise the greatest gentleness
especially towards the most hardened sinners, towards souls that
are weak and sick through the vices and bad habits which keep
them earthbound, towards crude souls , those who put up
resistance, and indeed towards all. They will look on themselves
as fathers to all sinners, as Jesus Christ's representatives for all.
Each person they have to deal with they will treat with the
gentleness that person needs." (ND II 287)
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On the same point he wrote to a missionary in Haiti:
"Avoid any rancour against sinners. Enlarge your hean when
you meet sinners. To get short-tempered about their sins, even
the most abominable ones, would be to act contrary to our Lord's
way. You know how he reprehended that way of acting in the
Jews. Our zeal must be gentle and full of patience, meekness
and compassion. That is where the apostolic spirit lies. Be full
of deference always to priests who shirlc. their duty. They must
be gained, not fumed against. If we get annoyed with them, we
deserve God 's punishment. What would we be like if the divine
Goodness did not overwhelm us with graces? Be gentle with
sinners, gentle with yourself; be humble and peaceful in God's
presence, patient in all the bad things that befall. God will come
to your help, you will find." (LS IV 137)
Poverty of heart, but poverty of means too. This is an
apostolic virtue. Everything must be oriented to the salvation of
souls.
"Zeal for the salvation of souls will be our principal virtue.
Practising poverty is not the goal of our vocation . For us,
poverty is a way of living the apostolic life and virtues." (Gloss
67)
The apostolic spirit certainly means "extending the Church's
boundaries " but before that it means witnessing to God' s
tenderness there where we are, and leaving the control of events
to Providence.
"As a general rule, we must take our time. We know we can
do nothing. Let us count on God and rush nothing. We will wait
for movements of God's providence." (LS IV 182)
The poor person puts his or her trust in God and waits for
God's time. The religious Sisters of Castres, who were in touch
with his missionaries, were impatient to get working. With a
touch of humour he wrote their superior a letter meant for their
eyes, foreseeing their reactions.
"I hope they will have lost nothing by having to be patient,
and that God will reward them for waiting. Gradually they will
learn that it is always good to wait for God's moments. Our
natural impatience wants to rush God's moment, even to create it
if possible. Then if unfortunately our impatience succeeds in
acting before the time determined in the eternal plans it is happy,
buoyed up with joy and self-satisfaction. But at the first
difficulty everything snaps. Trouble, discouragement, disquiet
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take over in the soul and replace the joy, assurance and false
fervour it had before." (LS ill 574)
"Do not force God to accept your services," he wrote to them
another time, "especially do not force him to accept your services
before the time determined in the eternal plans," (LS III 578) for
"a soul that wants to be God's does not do what it wants." (ND
IV 461 )
Trust in divine Providence. We have nothing to worry about.
Providence leads us. In the Commentary on St John's Gospel he
has this commentary on verse 4 of chapter 4: "he had to pass
through Samaria".
"He had to pass through Samaria. It was his Father 's
command and it obliged him . Souls waited there, written down
in the eternal decrees, to receive the divine light at that moment.
Jesus took note of his Father's wishes all the time and regulated
all his movements accordingly. He also saw the whole order and
interconnection of events as unfolded by divine Providence, so
that he could carry out his Father's eternal plans for those souls.
So he directed his steps towards Galilee by way of Samaria.
"It is wonderful to see how divine Providence manages
circumstances in order to have his plans for the salvation of souls
realised. It is quite clear in this instance. We do not need, at that
rate, to be so worried for the salvation of souls. He who
predetermined the graces he would give them also determined
the time and circumstances; and he will arrange everything by
the conjunction of circumstances he will bring about to fulfil his
purposes. We have only to follow our Lord's example on this
occasion, be faithful on our side to do whatever depends on us,
and help divine Providence to the extent that circumstances
offer." (CSJ 119)
Like Jesus himself, Fr. Libermann reflects on events in the
light of God. Here, for one of "his" bishops, he analyses the
Guinea disaster.
"What strikes me most is that God has given us responsibility
for the mission of Guinea, and gives us all a burning desire to
conven that country, just at the moment he stops us in the middle
of our tracks and takes away from us those very persons who
seem most capable of furthering your effons and mine. Out of
the number of those whom it has pleased God to call to himself
in the nine years since he sent us to that unfortunate country,
there are eight or nine who could have made excellent local
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superiors and even principal superiors; he leaves us only the less
capable.
"What are we to make out of God's action? In due course he
will make his plans clear. Meanwhile I believe I see that in all
this his goodness is cutting us down to size, bringing us to see
what our effons are wonh and what value to attach to our own
persons. I assure you, my lord bishop., that I do not intend to
become upset over these unfortunate events or the awkwa:rd
situations that ensue from them, for I am cenain that everything
happened in the best interests of ourselves and of this poor
people we are responsible for evangelising." (LS IV 680)
In the same letter he asked the bishop to "d raw up an
Instruction for the missionaries to let them know what God asks
of their zeal and fidelity". He invited him to insist on religious
life.
"These poor yol!lilg men who have left their homeland in order
to be missionaries have always retained the notion : "I am a
missionary above all". Consequently, and quite unawares, they
do not attach enough importance to religious life and give
themselves over too much, I believe, to an external life. Well, if
this conjecture is true, it is imponant to enlighten these confreres
by bringing them to see that indeed the mission is the goal but
religious life is a means sine qua non, a means that should hold
all their attention and be the object of all their concern.
"If they are holy religious they will save souls, if they are not
they will do no good, because God's blessing is attached to their
holiness and their holiness depends solely on faithfulness to tlhe
practices of religious life.
"I can tell you I have some painful moments when I think of
the continual sufferings of these young men and their generosity
in putting up with them . I say to myself that we have here tlhe
makings of great saints. This tears my heart." (ND XIII 353)
The apostles must promote union among themselves in this
spirit of spiritual poveny, loving one another with the same love
that the Spirit of Jesus lives in them. The spirit is a family spirit,
that of Jesus and Mary.
"Their relationships will be those of children of one same
family, the family of Jesus and Mary. They will deal with one
another as brothers animated by the same spirit, which is the
Spirit of God, and by the same sentiments, those of Mary's holy
and immaculate hean. They will regard as done to Jesus Christ
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himself what they do to their brothers, and will act towards them
in every way as they would towards our divine Saviour and his
holy Mother." (ND X 537)
True charity is simple and effective.
"It will be effective. It is not enough to have it in the hean. It
must show itself through personal contacts with all one's
brothers, through rendering them services in all circumstances,
through readiness to help and good will, through gentleness in
behaviour, both in word and deed towards them." (ND X 540)
The heart is the catalyst of the community.

"This charity should be cordial. It is not enough to have it in
word or even in deed, it should spring from an affectionate heart
that struggles faithfully and constantly against the temptations
that could arise against this virtue." (ND X 539--40)
Affection: the word comes back again and again in his
writings when he speaks of relationships between members of
one community. He dwelt on it at length in a letter to the
community of Dakar and Gabon.
"Be full of affection, gentleness and openness with superiors
in order to make their burden lighter to bear. Live together in
unity and the most perfect peace of charity. Support one another
mutually, put up with your faults, ease the pain for one another,
comfort your confreres, do not judge them, love them and be
gentle with them even when they happen to annoy you.
"When you happen not to be of the same opinion as your
confreres, lose your own judgement in the general opinion.
Tenaciousness to one's own ideas is one of the greatest evils for
people who ought to live together in the peace and charity of
Jesus Christ" (LS IV 458)
Authority is at the service of communion. He wrote to
superiors:
"Always remember that gentleness and persuasion get throogh
to souls, and that firmness and harshness only bring about an
external change. For the external ordering of the house. firmDeSS
(but gentle and kind); for the internal ordering of so1:1Is,
gentleness and kindness. You have to bend and be very flexi_ble
for guiding souls, following their different conditions, ta~g
care of them all the time, assuming all the shapes and sizes
appropriate to them, so as to bring them along, encou~g_e them
all the time, according to their different conditions. This IS what
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St. PaUll calls being 'all things to all'." (ND IV 295-6)
The union among the members of a community is to be a
union of mind and hean.
"The union that should reign among us should be a union of
mind and hean. A union of mind: this contains three elements
and as it were three degrees: not to wish to subject others to our
ideas, especially not to become annoyed when they do not think
as we do; to have a certain easy disposition for coming round to
the opinion of others; to act as if one was of the other's opinion,
once no problems from that are foreseen ... A union of bean: this
consists in the intimate, mutual affection we should have for one
another... We will look on what we do to our brothers as done to
our Lord." (Gloss 124-5)
The spiritual good of one's companions is the first obligation
in community.
"We will not love our companions in order to be loved in
return, nor by natural taste and inclination, nor for the pleasure to
be found in the affection. By loving our companions completely
for God and in God we will try to have God reign in them . That

is why the first duty charity imposes on each member of the

Congregation is the desire to sanctify his brothers. They will
often pray for that, they will give good example so as to lead
them on thereby LO perfection." (ND X 540-1)
Whence the necessity for tolerance and mutual suppon, and,
on the other hand, the need to fight against jealousy, touchiness
and severity.
Liberrnann was a marvellous leader of people. On his great
an of leading people he once revealed in confidence:
"All right, what is the most potent means I use for guiding
people'? It is to tolerate in each one the faults that I foresee I can
do nothing about. Sometimes this means putting up with the
most unseemly manners and the most uncouth; above all, it
means leaving each one in his or her situation and trying to bring
them to perfection within that situation.
"Be quite sure that nothing is ever accomplished in this line by
force, contradiction or resistance, but be equally sure, on the
contrary, that everything is accomplished and obtained by
support, tolerance, gentleness and calm. I tell you everything. I
do not mean you will succeed in getting people to shed their
natural character and ways, nor even all the faults of their ways.
But you will gain all that can possibly be won and make useful
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people of those who would be shattered by the opposite
approach.
"For example, if you wanted to make Fr. Arragon controlled,
polished, friendly in his ways, you would be pursuing an idle
dream. You might as easily stop the sun in its course!
"So leave people in their condition and ways of behaving.
God made them as they are. They are disposed to do everything
for the best; encourage them and they will, each according as it is
given him or her from on high. Be master, then, of your soul and
you will be master of the whole world. " (ND VIII 113)
Even on the subject of the Congregation's future, he wishes
Providence to be trusted. He wrote to a seminarian who wished
to become a missionary.
"For anything in the world, I would not go to take you. Jesus
must give you." (LS II 582)
And to another:
"No doubt I would give thanks to our good Master if he gave
you to us, but I desire only those he sends us ...Submit peacefully
and lovingly to the divine will. Do not try to anract people into
our holy work. It is our Lord' s work and the work of Mary' s
hean. We must not interfere. I would be quite upset if anyone
came to us who was not drawn by the divine Master." (LS 11127)
"We must be brave and not quake for the good of our little
Congregation. We must work for the spread of the Church in the
order of tlrings in which we find ourselves." (ND VI 76)
An article in the Provisional Rule concerning the Superior
General even stipulates that "he will not be over eager to increase
the number of members of the Congregation." (ND II 331)
This is the point a poor man• s wi sdom leads us to, full
communion in the apostolic mystery of Jesus, who was poor: no
great missionary enterprises, no conquests backed up by
technical methods, no spectacular successes; just humble witness
to Jesus, the servant who was poor, there where he puts us. "You
shall receive...the Holy Spirit. .. and you shall be my witnesses."
(Acts 1:8)
'This is the mystery all apostles are called to, that lheir joy may
be full and the fruitfulness of their apostolate lasting.
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Behold My Servant, Whom I Uphold, My Chosen,
in Whom My Soul Delights
(ls42:l)
"Jesus. though he was in the form of God, took the fonn of a
servant", ( cf Phil 2:7) says St. Paul. He was sent in the spirit of
the Servant of Yahweh who is described in the four poems of
Deutero-Isaiah. (Is 42-55) He himself sends out his apostles in
the same spirit.
The Servant image was fi rst born of the experience of the
deportees of Israel to Babylon. The Servant was introduced as
clhosen by God, attentive to the Word in o rder to hand it on.
bearer of a Gospel of consolation and liberation; his mission was
meant for his own people and also for the Gentiles, a mission he
carried out in suffering and death, a mission stamped with trust
in God and solidarity with those who suffer.
St. P aul considered himself as participating in this Servantmandate. The suffering that accompanied his apostolate was
considered by him as proof of the authenticity of his universal
mission in a fuller likeness to Jesus the Servant. "For so the Lord
h.as commanded us, saying , 'I have set you to be a light to the
Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the uttermost parts of
the eanh' ." (Acts 13:47) 'Toe Son of man came not to be served
but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many" ( Mt
28:28), said Jesus of himself.
Fr. Libennann illustrated by his life and doctrine this aspect of
the apostle's communion in Christ's apostolic mystery. It is a
mystery deeply anchored in his Jewish roots. It entails three
things: participation in the sufferings of Christ the Servant so
that he may continue his redemption through the heart of the
apostle ("my servant [shall] make many to be accounted
righteous; and he shall bear their iniquities" Is 55: 11 ); zeal that is
both tactful and bold ("he will not cry... a bruised reed he will not
break" Is 42:2.3); "he made me a polished arrow" Is 49:2);
finally, the victim-spirit of redemption ("he makes himself an
offering for sin ... the will of the Lord shall prosper in his hand!" Is
53:10).
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The F onn of a Servant
(Phil 2:7)

It was especially during the last years of his life that Fr.
Libennann described in manifold ways this triple aspect of the
"form of a servant". For example, in a letter of 1851, when he
learnt of the death of the twelfth missionary in Guinea:
"I see now more than ever that our life is to be one of
complete sacrifice. We must come to such a stage of self-denial,
in little things as in big, that we are unmoved by whatever
happens. We must be prepared for all pains, hardships,
sufferings and difficulties of every son, standing erect in God's
presence in peace, humility, gentleness and trustfulness in God's
mercy.
"We must despair of nothing, take pride in nothing, moderate
our joy in success and our impatience in adversity. We must
remain calm in all things, as people who repose in God alone,
who do only God's work, seeking no satisfaction for themselves,
to the extent that if we succeed we rejoice in God and for God,
because he has accomplished his plans, and if we do not succeed,
if we are stopped in our tracks, our joy will still be calm and
peaceful."
The missionary community at Cape Palmas in West Africa
was waiting for reinforcements. He wrote:
"Be courageous, my dear friends, sacrifice yourselves for the
glory of God and the salvation of so many poor souls. You have
much to suffer and that will continue. Remember that it is for
God you suffer. He will reward you a hundredfold already in
this world for al.I the sacrifices you make for love of him. Every
pain offered up for the salvation of sou ls may save many.
Perhaps that is the promised hundredfold. Remember that the
sovereign Master always suffered, and that from untold evils, for
the world's salvation. Disciples of Jesus Christ. do not ask to be
dealt with better than your Master. Never take fright at the
difficulties you experience; they must never discourage you.
You do not come in your own name. It is not yourselves who do
the work, but he who sent you. You are not alone, he is always
with you if you are faithful. Be not fainthearted or weak in faith.
An apostle of Jesus Christ cannot be beaten by obstacles." (ND
VI 3)
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In the Commentary on St. John he says that up to Pentecost the
apostles "were children; the Holy Spirit made great strong men of
them". After some remarks on this point, he goes on:
"Men and women of God who have responsibility, funher to
the work of the apostles, for establishing the Kingdom of God in
souls should give heed to these remarks. How many of them
muddle the grace of the apostolate with weaknesses,
imperfections and even the faults of wicked people, sometimes
even with their evil habits! How many get puffed up with joy
and pride when things go to their liking, but dejected and
downcast, irritable, frustrated and discouraged when they come up
against opposition or difficulties they cannot handle. How many
understand their divine Master's mission in a wrong way, and
consequently their own! They wish for external glory, not
realising that their mission is a mission of continual humiliation
and suffering , in a word, of crucifixion. They have not the
greamess, the magnanimity, the perfect equanimity, the calmness
and humble peace of a sanctified soul that is faithful to the grace
of its apostolate. They are children, and often sensibus et non
malitia." (CSJ 699)
Providence, providentially: in these words Father Libermann
reveals the secret of his apostolate.
"We have kept along the track of Providence so far .
Providence alone has guided us. I have never been able to
execute any plan I dreamt up myself, while, as if by magic, I have
always brought to execution, in the midst of crosses and
sufferings it is true, everything that came our way providentially."
(ND XII 199)
Speaking of his dealings with the Admiralty, he wrote to
Mother Javouhey in the same tenor:
"The process the Ministry adopted with regard to us seemed so
astounding to me that I could make no headway with it.. .l felt that
if I indulged in intrigue I would get a better reception, but I jusc
could not adopt those tactics; I would never abandon the
simplicity of the Gospel, if God would do me that favour.. .I do
not huckster...
"I believe we must surrender to divine Providence and expect
everything from it. I will happily take advantage of whatever the
Ministry furnishes me with for doing good, just as I would be
content and at peace if we were rejected. That would simply prove
that the divine will wished us to work in other ways." (ND VU 13)
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7.eal For Thy House Will Consume Me
(Jn 2:17)

One of the finest chapters of Fr. Libermann's Commentary on
the Provisional Rule is certainly the one he dictated on zeal.
With his panicular spirit of subtle discernment he sketched in
detail the qualities of true missionary zeal.
"A popular illusion about the nature of zeal is to picture
zealous persons as always in motion, visibly effervescent, always
beside themselves. This is the idea a great many people have of
St Francis Xavier, and wrongly, for St. Francis Xavier, although
he had a heart burning with zeal, must have been very composed;
he used to pray at great length, in intimate union with his God.
"True zeal consists of pure ardent charity, and consequently it
is not to be sought in the imagination. What distinguishes true
zeal from zeal that is only an effect of the imagination or nature
is that true zeal is accompanied by calmness, gentleness,
humility and constancy in the midst of difficulties. Imaginary
zeal, on the other hand, begets a troubled soul, inspiring it with
feelings of haughtiness and vanity; it entices those who possess it
to compare themselves with outstanding apostolic saints, to form
imaginary projects, to build castles in the air, to attract the
esteem of others, to speak about themselves; it ends up in
binemess, strident invective against those who do wrong,
discouragement if things do not turn out the way their
imagination fantasised.
"True zeal, peaceable, humble and constant, sanctifies the
soul; it does not become annoyed but rather makes us pray for
sinful souls, offering ourselves 110 God for them and taking on
ourselves the punishment for their crimes. Toe other zeal does
not sanctify." (Gloss 150)
Fr. Libermann exercised his zeal in the areas where he lived.
While he was at Notre Dame du Gard near Amiens the railway
was under construction. Many of the workers were Aemish. As
there was no Belgian priest in the locality, Fr. Libennann looked
after them and encouraged one of his priests to learn Aemish in
order to hear their confessions. He took care of those who were
sick. Their overseer, won by his charity, became a missionary.
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Then there were the young chimney-sweeps, first at Amiens
and later at Paris, whom he gathered into the community at
weekends in order to catechise them and give them some training
and recreation. At Bordeaux he engaged in a whole social
apostolate with soldiers, sailors:, mothers of families. At Paris his
apostolate was especially to workers and their families; he used
to gather them every week for religious training and social help,
with a youth club and kinderganen facilities - over 400 persons
every Sunday!

•

•

•

We see him , for example, soliciting the help of a dedicated
Parisian woman.
"Since I know your zeal for the salvation of souls, I write to
tell you about a new work and think you will be happy to be
invited to take pan in it.
"Just within the past few days we have opened the chapel to
some poor workers who are unemployed and reduced to utter
destitution, without bread, clothes or comfort. Our students give
them instruction and vouchers for vegetables. Then we have a
raffle for the different items we have been given: shirts, trousers,
socks and so on, especially blouses and shirts. Our students
inquired about those· who have not made their first holy
Communion. A large number gave their names for catechism
classes, which we are going Ito start on Saturday afternoons.
They come to Mass on Sund.ays and behave well. No more
beautiful work is possible either for society or for religion.
However, to continue it. resources are needed. Come to our aid.
They have all received a medal of our Lady and a book with
chants for Mass. They sing up like children. This is prodigious
work, capable of restoring tranquillity in Paris and the whole of
France, but above all it is to save souls." (ND XI 48)
Fr. Libermann 's correspondence shows that he is in touch with
the political life of his day. His dealings with the Ministry for
Worship in connection with the colonial bishoprics, or with the
Admiralty and the Ministry for the Colonies, show another
aspect of his personality: a prudent well-informed leader versed
in the subtleties of politics, one who is not easily put off by
excuses! Fr. Gamon asked him about the suitability of priests
voting. He made it clear that the clergy should keep up with the
times.
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"You ask me whether the clergy should take pan in the
elections. I believe they should, they owe it to God, to the
Church and to France, and tomorrow I am going to have my
name put on the voting lists along with all those of us in the
required circumstances. If all the priests of France fulfilled this
duty seriously, and used all their influence to procure a good
choice for the legislature of the Republic, we would get a good
Constitution and then a good type of executive government.
How much good could come from that!
"I know well that elections are not an ecclesiastical work, but
we must remember that we are no longer today in the order of
the things of the past. The evil of the clergy has constantly been,
in these recent years, to become fixed in the ideas of the past.
The world has gone forward and the enemy has drawn up his
guns according to the condition and spirit of the age, and we lag
behind! It is vital to follow the world while remaining in the
spirit of the Gospel, to do good and combat evil in the condition
and spirit of the present age. We must attack the enemies' guns
where they are. and not allow ourselves to dig in, seeking them
where they no longer are.
''To wish to remain cramped up in the old days and in the
habits and mentality that governed them is to bring our efforts to
nothing, and the enemy will grow stronger in the new order. So
embrace the new order with openness and simplicity and bring
the spirit of the Gospel to it. We will make the world holy and
the world will join us." (ND X 151)
To be a spiritual guide to people on the road to holiness (Fr.
Libennann always speaks of salvation or sanctification) is the an
of ans. People who are generous with God may be invited along
this road, from all social classes, and especially from among the
poor, the Lord 's privileged ones. "I came that they may have
life, and have it abundantly, " said Jesus (Jn 10: 10). Fr.
Libermann looked on this as one of the essential aspects of
apostolic ministry. About the spiritual direction of priests be
wrote:
"On it depends the salvation o.f countless souls, as well as the
solidity and preservation of the good we may be able to do
among people." (ND II 250)
"Time, patience, prayer... these are the three arms of defence
and attack," he explained to the Flemish worker at Amiens who
became a missionary, Fr. Warlop:

1
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"Results are not to be hoped for from the outset, but after
some time. In some areas the fruits will be plentiful, in others
less ... Be surprised at nothing, have patience and, with time,
patience and prayer, you will overcome all difficulties. These
are the missionaries' three arms, arms for defence and for
anack." (LS IV 313)
At one of the monthly re111nions of a group of Paris priests,
which he presided over, he said:
"The touchstone of activity that is born of zeal, a touchstone
by which the source of this activity can be quickly recognised, is
the ease with which we can maintain recollection and union with
our Lord Jesus Christ in the midst of the wor1cs of our zeal. If we
experience this ease, it is an indication that our zeal is genuinely
supernatural. If, on the contrary, the exercise of our zeal casts us
into confusion and agitation, it is a proof that our own nature
predominates; it is no longer pure zeal for our Lord. Where our
Lord is, there is peace." (ND XI 537)
Zeal comes from the Holy Spirit.
"The great virtue of the apostolic life is zeal for the salvation
of souls. It comes from g reat love for God and consists of a
burning desire to see him reign in souls, even the most hostile.
This virtue, so fine and noble, is an extension of the complete
and perfect charity that makes us love God alone. It represents
in us God loving himself because it is a pure effect of the Holy
Spirit. who bears us along towards him. Zeal for the salvation of

all people comes from the same Spirit that produces within us

God 's love for the human beings he has created. He wants them
to live by his own holiness and rejoice in his happiness so that he
can unite them to himself for all eternity." (ESS 87)
Patience is indispensable for success. He speaks about it to
the communities of Africa as an apostolic virtue of the first
order.
"The climates in which you work act strongly on the feelings
and imagination . You will be more inclined to be upset,
embittered and irritated than before. Nevertheless you must
maintain Christian gentleness, calm, forbearance and moderation
in your souls. Be faithful and you will advance greatly in
holiness. A strong and truly apostolic soul is always calm, gentle
and imperturbable in the midst of trouble and opposition. It is
never sad, peevish, upset, brusque, bitter, taciturn, or a burden to
itself or those around it. All these faults are the doings of weak
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souls who are lovers of themselves, who do not know the power
of the cross of Jesus Christ, and who especially have no desire to
be involved in it. They are subject to the various pressures they
are under and cannot shake themselves free of them. When all
goes well according to their taste, according to their wishes and
their own views, they live in sweet peace and imagine they are in
perfectly solid apostolic virtue.
"The bravery of a soldier of Jesus Christ is not seen in times of
peace. To be at peace when nothing disturbs you is no proof of
great apostolic vigour. Toe time ,of peace is given to prepare for
war, since war is the apostolic person's lot. If you knew, my
very dear friends, the value of patience among the apostolic
vinues you would exen all the powers of your soul to obtain it.
If you can be patient at present, you are sure of success, solid
lasting success. Be cenain that what is taken by onslaught will
be neither solid nor lasting." (LS rv 458)
To one of his closest intimates, Fr. Levavasseur, he revealed
the way he shared in the redeeming cross.
"Since God placed me in this work, I have never had a
moment of peace and consolation, for my sou l has become
blunted to all that could please and console it, while it remains
extremely sensitive to pain; the divine goodness has not spared
me on that score.
"Think what crushing pain it must be not to have a moment, a
minute, in the day to think of my soul's salvation, and yet you
know well that my constant ardent desire draws me towards
retreat and solirude.
"With such great horror of being in contact with the world, I
have a repugnance, at times almost insurmountable, to doing just
that, and yet I must. I have great difficulty in conversing with
people, and I must be at it all the time. From morning to night I
have to give spiritual direction, and I experience an extreme
reluctance to do so. I have to give spiritual talks regularly, and
the least subject for mental prayer that I am to provide causes me
distress three hours before the time to give it. It seems that
everything in me cries out against my staying in the present
actual situation. Nevertheless I would regard it as a crime even
to entertain the thought. God chains and binds me to this work crucifying, but dear to my heart." (LS IV 275)
In a letter to his brother Samson we hear an echo of hi s
physical and moral sufferings, which were to stay with him to the
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end. His work, he says, is not a great "project to be realised", but
a close participation in the cross of Christ for the salvation of "so
many millions of abandoned souls".
"I can say frankly that if I had foreseen what I see now I
would have been di smayed and I would not have dared to
undertake an affair so great and so much above my strength.
Now that I am enmeshed in it I must continue. I will go on until
this body of mine falls apan; then God will find a more solid and
acceptable instrument to do his wo rk. As for myself, I hope he
will taJce pity on me and show me mercy. But, dear brother, do
not think that it will be because of the great things I have
undena ken." (ND VII 5)
Fr. Lecuyer has pointed out that Fr. Libermann shows great
love for the texts of St. Paul that describe his apostolic ministry.
A fairly complete commentary on cenain letters of St Paul, First
Corinthians in particular, could be put together from Fr.
Libennann 's various quotations and comments.
"We must keep these together: hum ility, distrust of self.
recourse to our Lord and trust in his generosity. Let us keep our
eyes on our nothingness on the one hand, and on the greatness of
our vocation on the other hand, or rather on our Lord who calls
us and offers us all the help we need to live up to the calling. If
the sight of our misery frightens us, remember that "God chose
what is weak in the world to shame the strong" (I Cor 1:27)...The
apostles were weak and wretched, perhaps more so than we. If
we want to become strong, faithful apostles as they did, we have
to be humble with a genuine humility, that is to say, a trustful
humility." (Gloss 8)
"To act on souls, you must speak from the abundance of the
bean; and you will possess that abundance, that interior resource,
if you have the spirit of fervour and love of God. ' We do not
s peak. ' says St. Paul, 'in the learned language that human
science teaches, but in that which the Spirit teaches.'" (Gloss
204)
"We mu st convince ourselves that it is not we who can save
souls. Only the Holy Spirit can do such a wonderful thing.
Great things were done by Paul 's mini st ry, and yet thi s
outstanding apostle exclaimed: ' I planted, Apollo watered, but
God gave the increase•. We should engrave this important
maxim deep in our souls." (Gloss 9)
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Once again we find ourselves directed back to the basic
certitude: of ourselves we are nothing; we can do God's work
only by giving free rein to the Spirit of Jesus while mortifying
every activity that does not come from him:
"Jesus wants his work to remain pure and exempt from the
faults of our nature. Even the strengths of this nature are really
weaknesses, its greatnesses are trivialities, its beauties stains,
when they come to intrude into the pure, delicate activity of the
Spirit of God. 0 blessed priestly soul, you who have reached the
heights of Jesus' apostolic gifts and graces ... May Jesus and his
divine Spirit give you hope and light, give you hope and
strength." (To BishopTruffet ND IX 351)

Jesus .. .Became Obedient Unto Death...

T~refore God Has Highly Exalted Him
(Ph 2:8-9)

In one of his last messages, Fr. Libermann invited his
followers to offer themselves as victims of redemption. A
sharing in Jesus' redemption, which is renewed in the Mass, is in
fact for him one of the aspects of the missionary vocation. Jesus,
through the mystery of his sacrificial oblation and his
glorification, bas enabled all men and women to say "Jesus
Christ is Lord." (Ph 2: 11) Through his apostles as victims of
redemption, he carries out his redemption for the salvation of
many. "I complete what is lacking in Christ's afflictions for the
sake of his body, that is, the Church." (Col l :24)
''From now on I have the glory of being able to say that I am
as African as all of you if not more so, for I have had all the
African sicknesses. Seven years ago I had dysentery. Last
summer staned off with a pernicious fever and ended with
hepatitis. Still, even if it brings me to a state of collapse, I will
write to all of you, but the letters will have to be short!
"May your lives be ones of love, peace, zeal and mercy. Live
in this spirit for God and these souls that are so poor. What you
cannot wrest from these souls by your words try to obtain by
your prayers and example, full of the virtues of Jesus Christ, his
mercy especially. Suffer all that the divine goodness causes or
allows you to suffer, in that spiriL Desire to sanctify these souls,
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or at least to draw down divine grace on them so that they can
enter into the way of salvation. Be as a poor victim offered by
Jesus Christ to his Father for the salvation of these souls, and the
divine mercy will be your lot May Goo give you his peace and
love. " (LS IV 687)
Notice in what biblical terms he presents the Mission to two
young deacons who wished to become missionaries:
"If you wish to be perfect missionaries, you must be prepared
to live on hardships, afflictions, humiliations and crosses of
every kind. Remember always that when St. Paul wishes to
prove he is as much an apostle as St. Peter, St. John and the
others, he describes, in order to make it absolutely clear, all he
has had to suffer in his work for hjs Master's glory. Henceforth,
therefore, you must embrace afflictions, humiliations and
tribulations, endure them in the peace and joy of divine love.
Consider yourselves chosen victims of our Lord to be sacrificed
to the greater glory of his heavenly Father. Let your souls
always be calm before the sovereign Pontiff who is to immolate
you, let your wills never resist hi m when it comes to suffering.
Be as victims bound hand and foot before him , without a stir,
allowing this divine Pontiff to act according to the whole extent
of his heavenly Father's good pleasure." (LS III 201)
To a woman who was worried about her son's future he wrote:
"Redeem him to some extent by the affliction your motherly
heart suffers and will go on suffering in the way that Jesus, the
victim of the human race, redeemed us." (ND II 107)
To another woman stricken with a nervous disease:
"Do you know what the nuptial chamber was where Jesus was
joined to his Church? It was Calvary. There he sacrificed
himself for her so as to make her worthy to be his Spouse. Since
then, for every soul that wishes to be perfectly united with Jesus,
this union must be achieved in immolation. Rejoice then in the
midst of your afflictions; be strong, worthy of the c rucified
Jesus." (LS m 493)
To two mothers of missionaries he wrote in the same vein. To
the first:
"Unite your soul with Mary's, offer yourself to the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ in union with that wonderful victim." (ND
IV 472)
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To the second:
"Jesus wishes to have you live by his life in this world, so as
to have you live also by his life in glory. His life, in Mary, was a
life of affliction and hardship. He deals with us as he dealt with
his holy Mot.her. Join your hean to Mary's hean." (ND XIII

370)

He wrote this touching letter to a seminarian who had just lost
his parents as he was going to be ordained priest:
"Here you are on the threshold of the greatest day of your life,
since our Lord is soon going to raise you to his divine
priest.hood. Develop a deep love of sacrifice. It belongs to the
spirit of the priesthood to sacrifice, along with the divine Victim,
the very person who offers it. Jesus must be the victim offered
by you. The same Lord Jesus , who is victim, must be the
sacrificing priest in you and through you. The man must
disappear and the Son of God live in his place. Jesus, living thus
in your soul, ought to make you feel his divine life of sacrifice; it
inheres in his priesthood. As Jesus never perfonns the functions
of priesthood without immolating himself to his Father, since no
other victim pleasing in the Father's eyes exists or could exist.
likewise you must not immolate Jesus without immolating
yourself along with him." (LS m 83)
Finally, to Bishop Truffet, the new Bishop of Dakar, he wrote:
"You share in the supreme degree of Jesus' priesthood, you
must also share in the perfection of his sacrifice. In you as in
Jesus priest and victim must be united. one does not go without
the other. I have no doubt that the divine will will bring his
supreme divine priesthood to perfection in you by immolating
you ceaselessly." (LS IV 408)
A few months later, just before the death of this brave young
bishop, he prophesied: "You yourself will be a victim of love
immolated to Jesus through Mary." (LS IV 478)
He understood the spirit of being a redemptive victim as an
essential aspect of the apostolic mystery.
"Only at the cost of the death of the cross does one proceed to
share in the spirit of the apostolic glory of Jesus Christ, sovereign
Lord and great model of his apostles." (ND I 662)
In the last months of 1851 Fr. Libennann was afflicted with
great physical sufferings. He had to take to his bed for good
during the hard winter of January 1852, prematurely worn out.
He would say again and again:
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"Yes, I offer my sufferings for you, for all, for all of you, and
for Guinea as well."
Charity, more than anything else, was what he recommended
to his followers: love of God and love of people; total gift of
oneself to all, and especially to the most abandoned; union with
Jesus Christ, union with all fellow-workers in the apostolate.
"Love alone is lasting!"
To his companions gathered around him on his bed of agony,
he uttered his last message while he raised his hand to bless them
and all those who would follow after them to carry on the
Church's apostolic work in due course:
Be fervent, fervent, always fervent,
and, above all, charity, charity, charity above all.
Charity in Jesus Christ,
charity through Jesus Christ,
charity in the name of Jesus Christ.
Fervour, charity, union in Jesus Christ.
I see you for the last time,
I am happy to see you.
Sacrifice yourselves for Jesus, for Jesus alone.
God is all: man is nothing.
The spirit of sacrifice,
zeal for the glory of God,
the salvation of souls.

His last interior experience was a rapture that seized hold of
him for the space of an hour before he died, wimessed by those
around him. It was a son of ecstasy, foretaste of his final union
with the Lord face to face. He expired with the words "My God,
my God! " on his lips. It was his last cry of adherence to God.
Evening Prayer for 2nd February was being sung in the nearby
chapel. It was a Monday, the day consecrated to the Holy Spirit.
From the sick man's room, the words of the Magnificat sung by
the seminarians could be heard distinctly. "He will die during
the Magnificat," someone said. While the choir were singing ''he
has ... exalted those of low degree", Francis Libermann departed

•
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this life to continue Mary's Magnificat in union with her before
the throne of God in the glory of the saints.
To receive oneself wholly and entirely from God in Jesus
Christ, in fullness of dependence and adherence, as the Word
receives himself from the Father in the Holy Spirit, in a love that
endures forever. God is all!

Man

is Nothing, God is All!

The heading of this last section of our work constitutes the
formula that Bishop Bessieux, Vicar Apostolic of the Two
Guineas, communicated to the Cardinal Prefect of Propaganda
Fide as Fr. Libermann's last words, as they were told to him by a
choice witness, Fr. Lannurien, who was later to be founder of the
French Seminary in Rome : " Man is nothing , God is all"
(Archives of Propaganda Fide, Congo-Senegal, vol. VII).
If we look for a unifying thread running thro ugh Fr.
Libermann's life, we must always come back to these statements
he uttered on his death-bed: man is nothing, God is all.
"Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord is your God. You will have no other
God but he." The young Jacob Libermann grew up with deep
faith in the God of Israel and wished to make God the centre of
his life. Later, when he came to know the God of Jesus Christ,
the same absoluteness of God characterised his faith as well as
his spiritual teaching and missionary thought God is all.
The expression, "man is nothing", is a paradox, since we know
the unreserved esteem, respect and love that Fr. Libermann
cherished for every human being, particularly the poorest and
most abandoned. In point of fact the aphorism is a way of saying
emphatically that human beings, in the domain of faith and
sharing in the life of God, are totally dependent on God and are
called to await and receive everything from him. God is all.
In his own spirituality, the expression gives to understand also
that the more place people give to God in their lives the more
they will discover the path of limitless freedom, peace and
happiness.
Finally, missionary activity itself proclaims the absoluteness
of God. The Holy Spirit is the driving force of the Mission, he
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alone can bring people to say, "Jesus is Lord". Here again the
effectiveness of lhe apostolic instrument consists in its suitability
for being completely led by the Spirit of God. God is all.
This attitude of mind and hean is, then, essentially an attitude
of spiritual poverty, after the manner of Mary, who glorified lhe
Lord.
This was the final interior experience, the final message, of
Francis Libennann on the thres hold of the eternal vision: God is
all.

•

•
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Some Events in the Life of Francis Libermann
Adrift
1802 12 April: binh of Jacob (later to be called Francis)
Libennann in Saveme.
1813 Death of his mother.
1822 Departure for Metz to pursue his studies at the Talmudic
School, where he undergoes a crisis of faith.
1825 Towards the end of the year, he hears the news of the
conversion of his brother, Samson, to Catholicism.
1826 Summer: visit with his father in Saveme. Depanure for
Paris, where he stays at Coll~ge Stanislas (rue Notre-Dame
des Champs). Conversion to Catholicism. Christmas Eve:
baptism in the chapel of Coll~ge Stanislas.

The Harbour
1827 Student in the seminary attached to Coll~ge Stanislas. 9
June: he receives Tonsure at Notre-Dame Cathedral. After
the summer holidays, he enters the Seminary of SaintSulpice (Place Saint-Sulpice, Paris).

1828 His father hears of his "apostasy". 20 December: he

receives Minor Orders. First serious epileptic attack.

1830 Death of his father.
1831 December: he leaves Paris and goes to the Sulpician house
at Issy.
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1833-1837 Organisation of prayer groups among the students at
Issy.
1837 Summer: he leaves for Rcnnes (St. Gabriel's) to become
Novice Master of the Eudists.
1838 Summer: Frederick Le Vavasseur visits St. Gabriel's,
speaks of the wonc for the black race.
1839 3 December: Libennann leaves the Eudist Novitiate to
become involved in the work for the black race. A few
weeks of prayer and rest in Lyon.

The Open Sea

•

1840 1 January: with Maxime de la Bruni~re he leaves
Marseilles by boat for Rome. 17 February: audience with
Gregory XVI. March: de la Bruni~re withdraws. MarchSeptember: formulation of the Provisional Ruic. 6 June:
encouragement from the Cardinal Prefect of the
Propaganda. September-mid-November: writes the
Commentary on the Gospel of St. John. Pilgrimage to
Loretto - improvement in health.
1841 6 January: he leaves Rome for Strasbourg. 23 February: he
enters the Senior Seminary at Strasbourg. Mid-May:
Jacques Laval leaves for London en route to Mauritius. 6
June: Libermann receives sub-diaconate. 10 August: he
receives diaconate. 18 September: he is ordained a priest at
Amiens by Mgr. Mioland. 27 September: opening of the
Novitiate of the Society of the Holy Heart of Mary at
Amiens (La Neuville).
1842 15 February: Frederick Le Vavasseur leaves for Reunion.
17 November: Eug~ne Tisserant leaves for the West Indies.
1843 13 September: seven priests and three helpers leave for
Guinea to wonc with Mgr. Barron.
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1844 8 October: a lener arrives from Mgr. Barron - all but one of
lhe priests have died.

t 84:5 June: two priests and a brother embark at Bordeaux for
Guinea. 16 September: three priests and two brothers leave
for Australia to work with Mgr. Brady. 7 December:
Eug~ne Tisserant dies in a shipwreck on his way to Guinea.
1846 Summer: journey to Rome to present paper on the
Missions. 1\vo properties bought near Amiens as Society
expands in France: 28 seminarians, nine novices of whom
six are priests.

1848 August: fusion with the Congregation of the Holy Ghost.

Libennann is elected Superior General, takes up residence
at 30 rue Lhomond, Paris (Stminaire du Saint-Esprit).

1849 Some tension between the "newly-weds". April-August:
Libennann very ill.
1850 Difficulties with Mgr. Sibour, Archbishop of Paris.
Missionary consolidation and expansion.
1851 November: Libermann's health deteriorates significantly.
1852 2 February: Francis Libennann dies at Stminaire du SaiotEsprit. 30 rue Lhomond, Paris.
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Francis Libermann's possible Canonization:

the state of the question
•
The first official steps in the long process of
his beatification were taken in 1868. At first
the difficulties seemed insurmountable.
Roman circles were rather sceptical about a
candidate who had been a psychologically
disturbed epileptic with strong suicidal
inclinations, whose enterprises had often
ended in defeat and whose spritual message
differed so stongly from the traditional
ways of holiness. Even the saintly Pope
Pius IX felt little enthusiasm for the
intrc,duction of this cause. Nevertheless in
1876 he signed the official decree that
started it on its way.
Ten years later, after careful scrutiny,
Libermann 's numerous writings were
found to be free of error. The heroic
character of his virtues was officially
recognized by the Church in 1910. Again
the incumbent Pope, St Pius X, had at first
been reluctant to issue the decree because of
the nervous disorders from which the Servant of God had suffered. For this reason
the Congregation of Rites had instituted a
For Francis Libermann is not just of
more than usually rigorous examination of
interest to his Congregation. Otherwise one
Libermann's life. In the end, there could be
might agree with the many modern
oo doubt at all about the heroic nature of
Spiritans who no longer view the beatificahis virtue.
tion and canonization of a founding father
Since the founding of the Congregation
as a must for a self-respecting religious
of Rites, L1bermann's process was the first
society. His importance is not that narrow.
one ever introduced in favour of a Jew. It
Africa, the continent of the future, with
has progressed to the point where only one
countless local Churches that largely grew
major step rema.ins to be taken before his
out of his daring vision and perseverence,
beatification; the approval of miracles
also deserves to see him raised up as an
obtained through his interce~sion. ln this
example to follow .
respect, the cause has nor gone forward .
Francis would also be a natural 'patron
Not that there has beeo a lack of extraordisaint' for the millions of people throughout
nary cures. No less than thirty-four of them
the modern world who suffer from cultural
were presented at the apostolic process of
shock 10 such an extent that they develop
1881. However, they did not possess the serious symptoms of neurosis or worse.
strict juridical form required by the ConFrom him they can learn that the psychogregation of Rites and therefore did not
logically disturbed are not automatically
qualify as evidence toward beatification.
prevented from reaching inner equilibrium,
One may hope that a time will come when
leading a full life and being Christians on
this last obstacle will be removed.
an heroic level.
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